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Abstract 
 

This qualitative study set out to explore the perceptions of leadership in an Australian 

higher education institution in relation to the introduction of an equity agenda related to 

sexuality and gender identity. The topic had professional and personal importance for 

me, both in my role as an equity practitioner occupying a relatively senior role in an 

Australian university, and as a woman who identifies as lesbian. 

 

There is a relatively small body of literature focussing upon leadership in higher 

education in Australia, still less about matters of equity, and a paucity of quality 

research related to sexuality and gender identity in this context. This study contributes 

to these three areas. 

 

The purpose of the research was to explore the way staff of a university involved in the 

initiation and implementation of a specific sexuality-equity agenda identified the leader 

or leaders of the agenda and perceptions of how that leadership behaviour was 

expressed. A secondary aspect of the research was to investigate the process by which 

change was implemented by these leaders in a controversial area of equity and social 

justice. The research used the introduction of a sexuality equity agenda as a frame 

through which leadership behaviours could be explored with a view to informing this 

area of equity practice in the higher education context. 

 

The research used a case study approach, the case study university being selected on the 

basis of its identifiably good practice in the area. Staff who had been closely involved 

with the introduction and implementation of the sexuality equity agenda were invited to 

participate in the research and self-selected to do so. Participants represented academic 

and general staff across the University at different levels of seniority, and identified 

variously as heterosexual, gay or lesbian. 

 

The sexuality equity agenda was implemented in a wider context of considerable public 

debate about issues of sexuality. The state in which the case study university was 

located, like many Australian States, had a government that was contemplating a 

liberalising revision to their anti-discrimination legislation. This somewhat volatile 
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context was pertinent to the introduction of the agenda and the issues that arose for 

those involved with its introduction. 

 

Interviews in the form of ‘guided conversations’ were conducted with all participants 

and a range of relevant documentary evidence was gathered. Interviews were 

transcribed and data was thematically analysed using a grounded theory approach. QSR 

N6 and Leximancer, two software tools developed to manage large quantities of data, 

were used to assist the management of data in the analytic process. 

 

Analysis was undertaken from a theoretical framework informed by post-positivist 

theory, in particular social constructivism and critical theory, which are concerned with 

issues of power and social justice, the ways in which discourses interact, and how 

individuals make sense of their world through interpreting and constructing their 

realities through this multiply discursive field. 

 

The research found that the model of leadership in the case study university that 

operated to initiate and implement the sexuality equity agenda was one that appears 

different from those discussed in much of the leadership literature, which generally 

suggests that there is ‘one’ leader. In this study, participants identified three distinct 

leader groups. Initiating leaders (I-leaders) were the primary drivers in putting forward 

the proposed changes. Positional leaders (P-leaders) were identified by I-leaders on the 

basis of their seniority and strategic positioning in the university to promulgate the 

agenda, and had the necessary skills and understandings to enable them to effectively 

take up this role. The D-leader was the designated institutional leader with 

responsibility for overseeing the development of policies and programs in the social 

justice area. While each of the three leadership groups enacted a different leadership 

role in the implementation of the sexuality agenda, all nevertheless operated in a 

collaborative and synergistic relationship. 

 

Participants also identified a number of key characteristics which they associated with 

the process of enacting leadership and which were common to all three groups, 

particularly: risk, influence, respect, courage, and personal values. While these qualities 

were represented in all three leader groups, they were nevertheless manifested 

differently in each group in relationship to the function of that group. 
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Findings from this case study have implications for equity practitioners in universities 

and students of leadership. They point to a number of potential further areas for research 

that would expand and build on this work. The elucidation here of key leadership 

patterns in the institution and their manifested characteristics stand to alert others to 

possibilities of similar patterns, occurrences and factors for consideration in similar 

contexts. It identifies possibilities and calls for reflection upon alternatives and options 

that might exist in those contexts. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Personal and Professional Interests in the Research 

There are a number of imperatives of both a personal and a professional nature that 

underlie this study. First, I have spent a number of years working in the tertiary sector in 

Australia, initially as a ‘closeted1’ lesbian in situations where there was no legislative 

protection, and more recently as an ‘out’ lesbian in a context where there exists 

significant legislative and institutional policy that addresses issues of discrimination and 

harassment on the basis of sexuality and gender identity. Nevertheless, this official 

‘safety’ is also partial and tenuous in lived reality, particularly given the current and 

continually changing political climate in which direct discrimination against gays, 

lesbians and transgender people continues to be officially sanctioned by the Australian 

Commonwealth government (in contrast to legislation in most states and territories). 

Despite the current position I hold in a university and the fact that I am more ‘out’ than 

ever before in my life, I remain conscious of the need for taking care in making my 

sexuality explicit in the workplace, in ‘coming out’, and have experienced homophobia 

specifically directed towards me, and seen it directed towards those who were or who 

were assumed to be lesbian, gay or transgender. The research topic therefore is of direct 

personal interest. 

 

A second imperative for undertaking the study was professional. My current role is that 

of director of an equity office at a large university. Among other tasks, the office has a 

role in the development and facilitation of a range of staff and student grievance 

procedures and in promoting the policies of the University to ensure an environment 

that is free of harassment and discrimination. The issue of addressing matters related to 

sexuality and gender identity is therefore one of many that sits within the Office’s areas 

of responsibility, but which is difficult to progress for a number of reasons. These 

include the pressure of a number of competing priorities within the university 

environment and a degree of resistance, which continually places the issue of 

discrimination and harassment on the basis of sexuality and gender identity as one that 

sits low in the hierarchy of equity matters, and peripheral to the ‘real business’ of a 
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university. As the director of this office, I take a leadership role within the University in 

promoting the various equity and diversity priorities, initiating strategies and developing 

policies. This study therefore provided me with opportunity to explore issues of 

leadership related to introducing and implementing such an equity agenda in higher 

education. 

 

A third imperative for the study was the fact that the State and Territory Anti-

Discrimination legislation calls for institutional equity practice to incorporate issues 

related to sexuality and gender identity. This legislative framework compels 

organisations to develop policy and procedures, even if this might be somewhat 

minimalist in scope, in order to avoid litigation and potential embarrassment in the state 

Anti-Discrimination Commission or the federal Commission for Human Rights and 

Equal Opportunity. A pilot study undertaken in this research investigation identified 

that, while all Australian universities have policies related to this Anti-Discrimination 

legislation ensuring that “[e]quity has been a prominent theme both within the 

universities and at the national policy level for many years” (Coaldrake 2000, p10), 

there is a conspicuous absence of policy and programs specifically targeting 

discrimination against lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or intersex (LGBT/I) 2 staff 

and students. It was therefore of great interest to explore how this issue was brought 

forward into the agenda of the case study university. 

 

Fourthly, despite the significant factors influencing change in the higher education in 

Australia, ‘equity’ is given little attention in the broader literature on leadership and 

management. There is in fact a void in the literature about leadership in higher 

education per se, and much of that which has been written has tended to focus upon 

academic leadership. While this study has ‘leadership’ as its primary focus, it 

nevertheless utilises the equity agenda on issues of sexuality and gender identity as a 

lens through which perceptions of leadership can be examined. 

 
1 ‘Closeted’ – a term usually ascribed to hiding one’s sexuality where this is other than heterosexual. 
Refer to the Glossary, Appendix 1 for a list of particular terms used in this dissertation.  
2 Terminology to delineate those people who identify or who may be identified as lesbian, gay, 
transgender, transsexual, bisexual, queer and intersex is highly contested. Intersex people particularly 
often prefer not to be included within this grouping, noting that their issues are significantly different 
from those of other groups (signified by the ‘/’ before their initial), although for political purposes, it is 
often useful for their community to be included. I respectfully acknowledge the differences between and 
within each of the groups, sometimes brought together under the umbrella of ‘queer’, but for the sake of 
convenience throughout this paper, I will either refer to this broad non-heterosexual /non-binary gendered 
community as ‘LGBT/I’, and deliberately differently arrange the letters to avoid privileging any one 
group over another, or use the umbrella term ‘Queer’. 
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While it is recognised that generalisations are limited from this specific case study, 

given the paucity of material on university leadership and equity in leadership literature, 

it is nevertheless anticipated that the study will add to the body of knowledge about 

educational leadership and management in higher education. Specifically, this research 

has the capacity to shed light on the ways in which leadership is enacted or perceived to 

be enacted within the Australian higher education context in association with initiating 

and driving institutional cultural change related to equity programs, particularly those 

associated with sexuality and gender identity. Potentially the study may also benefit 

GI/LBT staff of universities, many of whom remain closeted and silenced. Additionally, 

it is anticipated that, as an exploratory study, it will generate questions and hypotheses 

for further research.  

Development of the Research Question 

The development of the final research question came about through a series of iterations 

which included undertaking pilot studies and researching the literature. In developing 

the research question, I raised a number of preliminary questions that required a degree 

of initial groundwork. Initial exploration was directed at gay and lesbian staff in 

Australian universities to learn about their workplace experiences, their perceptions of 

issues related to social justice and equity and the barriers to achieving equity that they 

perceived. This exploratory study evolved into a question of what comprised effective 

equity practice for staff in universities related to issues of sexuality and gender identity. 

 

Following further pilot studies, I began to query how equity and diversity issues related 

to sexuality and gender equity were in fact being enacted in Australian universities. A 

web scan of university policy documents and policy statements was conducted. This led 

to the identification of a clear institutional leader in equity practice in relation to 

sexuality and gender identity in the context of the Australian higher education sector. 

On this basis, the case study university was selected. The final stage in this exploratory 

process was presenting a conference paper on what had been learned to that point and 

receiving feedback from conference participants. As a result of these pilot studies and 

initial scans, and from the informing literature, the issue of leadership as it was 

perceived became of increasing interest, given the gaps in the literature and the silences 

related to higher education and leadership in equity within this context.  
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Given my own role as one of many possible institutional leaders in equity, I was also 

interested in how this leadership role was perceived by others, especially as ‘equity’ is 

something that is often positioned as marginalised within the day-to-day business of a 

university in Australia. I became intrigued as to how university equity ‘leaders’ were 

perceived by the university community. Leadership literature was silent on this matter, 

and it seemed that ‘equity’ in higher education was also marginalised in this discourse. 

This then posed a problem and one which I wanted to further explore. Consequently, 

crystallisation of interest around this issue led to the development of the final research 

question; “What are perceptions of leadership in equity in relation to sexuality and 

gender identity within an Australian higher education institution notable for its policies 

in this area?” 

Leadership in the Literature 

The conception of leadership that underlies this study is substantially different from the 

notion of the ‘leader as hero’, or ‘charismatic leadership’ as characterised by the work 

of Thomas Carlyle in 1841. His theories laid the groundwork for further trait theory 

work by people such as Bingham, Bowden, and Schenck, described by Parry and 

Meindl (2002a) and more recent work by Jago, 1982, Kouzes and Posner, 1987, Boss, 

1990, Howard and Bray as noted by Northouse (2001), Robbins et al. (2001), and Yukl 

(2002). Nor is the notion of leadership that this investigation aims to explore 

satisfactorily explained within approaches such as ‘style’, ‘situational’, the contingency 

theories or even what is referred to as the ‘new leadership paradigms’ (Gordon 2002, 

p41), which incorporate path goal theory, transformational theory, and cultural 

leadership (Tierney 1999). The focus of the substantial body of work that has been 

carried out is on ‘the’ leader; the one in a position of authority such as Chief Executive 

Officer, or military leader, and how that leader influences followers. Even a significant 

proportion of more recent work which explores the more democratic forms of dispersed 

or devolved leadership appears to still concentrate on the role of the designated leader, 

albeit within a somewhat flatter structure (Bargh et al. 2000; McLaughlin 2004; 

Mignot-Gérard 2003). 

 

My experiences of leadership in the equity area in universities indicated the possibility 

of another model of leadership in addition to those discussed in the literature. Such a 

model could perhaps be better described as ‘diffused’ leadership in which leadership 
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might be expressed in different ways and at different levels within a university. This 

research study enabled me to explore this possibility. 

Leadership and Management 

The literature suggests some difficulty in differentiating between ‘leadership’ and 

‘management’, and there is some tension between discourses of leadership and 

management. Coaldrake and Stedman suggest there is a somewhat artificial dichotomy 

between the two; “Management these days is very much about setting directions and 

guiding, that is, about being strategic in nature and intent…” (1998, p145), a description 

that sits reasonably well with conceptions of ‘leadership’. Tierney, for example, states 

that “Leadership is not simply the end result, but the processes we use, and the routes 

we take to get where we are going” (Tierney 1999, p50), and the 1997 Meek report 

defines management as “much more than administration, since it involves leadership 

and a substantial measure of discretion in decision-making” (Meek and Wood 1997, 

p7). 

 

Coaldrake and Stedman go on to suggest, however, that some differentiation can in fact 

be made. They say that “leadership is, in part, about scanning the horizon and proposing 

a destination. That of management on the other hand, is about getting there” (Coaldrake 

and Stedman 1998 p145). In this they are supported by Bargh et al. who suggest that 

leaders are those who “create the vision and generate the strategy for their 

organisations…” (Bargh et al. 2000 p21). While acknowledging that management in a 

modern university inheres in aspects of leadership, the definition of leadership which is 

the focus of this research is one that aligns with Bargh, Coaldrake and Stedman’s 

description, and in which management is regarded as the operationalisation of that 

leadership vision. 

 

Having touched on some of the main issues from the literature that have informed the 

focus of this study, it is appropriate that I now explore them in more detail. 
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 Chapter 2 

Literature Review  

Introduction  

In undertaking a review of the relevant literature, I sought to inform the definition of the 

research question and identify areas where further research might add to the current 

body of work in relevant fields. As previously noted, the primary areas of interest with 

which I commenced this process were framed by my own positioning as an equity 

practitioner in higher education, and as a lesbian. 

 

I therefore initially examined literature in the area of the workplace experiences of 

lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex people, particularly within the higher 

education context, in order to ascertain the degree to which issues of equity and social 

justice existed for this group. Secondly, given my interest in the implementation of 

policies and programs to address social justice in relation to sexuality and gender 

identity, I consulted literature from the field of leadership studies to provide insight into 

how equity agendas might be initiated and implemented within organisations. In 

particular, I wanted to explore the field of literature related to leadership within 

institutions of higher education. Finally, given the social justice nature of the core issue, 

I considered work in the leadership literature related to the area of ethics and values. 

 

In this chapter, I provide an overview of the results of this literature review, 

summarizing the main aspects of each and the way in which this informed the study. I 

begin with an analysis of literature in the area of the ‘Queer’ workplace experience, then 

explore the field of leadership with a particular exploration of material in the area of 

leadership in higher education, and finally I investigate the literature on values and 

ethics in leadership. I conclude by drawing out the main implications of the literature 

review for the study. 

The ‘Queer’ Workplace Experience 

 

Over the past few decades, greater attention has been paid to analysing the ways in 

which organisations impact upon the increasingly diverse profile of those who work 

within them. Ferguson’s feminist critique of bureaucracy (1984) holds particular 
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relevance for women, and the work of Shatifan (1995) and Tierney (1997) begins to 

address the intersection of multiple discourses of sexuality, bureaucracy, and leadership 

within the academy although, as noted, there is little research available about the actual 

workplace experiences of lesbian and gay staff, and even less about their experience in 

universities (Croteau 1996). Limerick et al. suggest that managing diversity is a key 

issue in today’s ‘new’ organisations (2002). However, sexuality and gender identity 

have not received the same attention as that paid to eliminating racism, sexism, and 

discrimination against people with disabilities (Levin 2004, p7).  

 

Within the vast diversity of the human race, sexuality or sexual orientation is just one 

more characteristic, although it is one that has evoked prejudice, discrimination, 

negative stereotyping. Referring to research undertaken by Hambright and Decker, 

Diamant and Lee suggest that sexual harassment of lesbian and gays in the workplace 

has resulted in “decreased work productivity, denial of resources of opportunities, 

economic loss, injury, illness, pregnancy, economic entrapment in an abusive workplace 

environment, and voluntary or involuntary job loss” (2002, p131). The extent to which 

such harassment is experienced, however, is difficult to establish from the available 

literature, given the limited research and the fact that such research is inevitably carried 

out with participants who are willing to be identified as LGBT/I, which therefore 

implies potentially skewed data and consequent limitations upon any generalisations 

made to the rest of the LTGB/I population. 

 

A frequently propounded reason for the degree of discrimination on the basis of sexual 

orientation is that there is a commonly held perception that ‘sexuality’ (or sex) has no 

place in the workplace, and that “[g]ays and lesbians are welcome at work as long as 

they keep their sexuality a secret” (Melymuka 2001, p1). Yet the reality is that hetero-

sexuality is a permeating aspect of the workplace, although it is unrecognised as such by 

most people. The pilot studies and the website scan and analysis of Australian 

university policies and programs I undertook as a process of developing the research 

topic for this study illustrated this through revealing the values embedded within a range 

of human resource policies and programs and the ways in which heteronormativity as 

the basic assumption of the dominant sexual class creates a hegemony that imposes 

“invisible and intolerable existences” (Bensimon 1992, in Burnett, Eastwood & Aspland 

2001, p 10) on non-heterosexual staff. I have labelled this phenomenon ‘heterogemony’; 

a situation in which “what we have come to define as normal is actually heterosexual 
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privilege” (Tierney 1997, p166). Heterogemony masks the power “entailed in 

[heterosexual] culture, leading to practices of domination and exploitation that have 

become so naturalized in everyday social life [and have] shaped our vision of reality 

(Kincheloe & McLaren in Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p302). 

 

Croteau’s search for published studies in the area of workplace experience of lesbians 

and gay men highlighted the paucity of vocational and career material about the issue. 

He notes that research on the topic before the 1970s is almost non-existent and that 

there has been little work undertaken since that time. Regarding the quality of the nine 

published studies he did locate (one of which was Australian), Croteau concluded that 

they were narrow in focus and that the participants tended to be white, educated, middle 

class, and self-identified. Studies were weighted towards the experiences of lesbians and 

were limited in both content and methodology. Furthermore, the methodological 

limitations of the studies made it questionable as to whether any generalisations related 

to the experiences of lesbians, gays and bisexual people in the workplace could be 

drawn (Croteau 1996, p206). 

 

In support of this contention, Driscoll et al. note the limitations of their own study: 

“[A]lthough the sample represents many occupations and many areas of the United 

States, its generalizability is compromised by some areas of demographic homogeneity” 

(Driscoll et al. 1996, p240) in that participants were predominantly white, educated 

lesbians who lived in suburban areas and were working in business or education 

settings. Croteau nevertheless believed that there was sufficient commonality in the 

studies’ findings to suggest that discrimination in the workplace is pervasive and 

involves a wide range of actions that include institutionalised processes, such as being 

passed over for promotion, decisions to hire and fire, as well as more overt forms of 

homophobic behaviour including harassment, loss of credibility based on sexuality, and 

threats or experiences of violence.  

 

More recent research undertaken on the issue in Australian workplaces, which included 

university academic participants, found that “harassment and/or prejudicial treatment 

was widespread, with 59 per cent (532) of the participants experiencing it in their 

current or previous workplace”(Irwin 1999, p6). This behaviour was both overt and 

covert and included dismissal based on sexuality, unfair treatment, denial of 

entitlements available to heterosexual colleagues, and physical violence, indicating that 
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the issue has relevance and currency. Seidman suggests that the issue of rights for 

‘homosexuals’ goes beyond a public debate about which groups ‘deserve’ rights; “it is 

about which social practices are legitimate …[and]… what kind of community and 

nation [the country] imagines itself to be” (in Smelser and Alexander 1999, p169). This 

is the nub of the issue as it is played out within the arena of institutional policy and 

practice, and has especial relevance given the particular role of universities in their 

capacity to influence the social fabric of the country. Tierney acknowledges that he may 

“never become a college president because I am open about my sexual orientation” 

(Tierney 1997, p139). His informative and insightful work provides a number of 

suggestions for advancing social justice or ‘Queering the Academy’, although a 

significant proportion of these have minimal relevance in Australia given the very 

different legislative framework and contexts within which universities operate in this 

country.  

 

Tierney poses a challenge to researchers in the area, stating 
…that a social theorist of the kind needed today should be engaged in daily struggles 
and challenges, [and] refute the objectivity of knowledge…[and in particular 
that]…lesbian and gay intellectuals and straight intellectuals have multiple tasks to 
undertake. Queers will certainly be open about who we are, but we will have to do 
more than simply come out. In accepting the political and cultural ramifications of 
such an act, we acknowledge that we have particular responsibilities to speak out and 
act on our campuses in support of our constituencies and in solidarity with other 
groups…Similarly, the role of the straight intellectual will be to think about how all 
of us might create an environment than honors difference rather than marginalizes it. 
(Tierney 1997, p173) 

 

Tierney nevertheless acknowledges the attraction for queer academics to “withdraw to 

our own sanctuaries and study our topics in isolation, or to form isolated networks so 

that we need not bother with the daily battles in society and on our campuses” (Tierney 

1997, p176). To a significant extent, therefore, the desire to contribute to this particular 

aspect of the social justice agenda has fuelled this research, although as previously 

noted, as it has developed, its original focus has shifted from one in which the 

researcher’s ‘gaze’ was on non-heterosexual staff, to a point where the issue is one of 

how leadership is manifested or performed within the institution in relation to this 

agenda.  

 

Having explored the available literature on sexuality and gender identity in the 

workplace, I now turn to the leadership literature, given that the present study explores 
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the ways in which leadership is perceived as being enacted in a university during the 

introduction and implementation of a radical policy agenda.  

Theoretical Traditions of Leadership 

Over the past 100 years, and particularly over the last two decades, there has been a 

great deal written about leadership (Gordon 2002; Parry and Meindl 2002b; Robbins et 

al. 1994), resulting in a plethora of leadership theories and numerous definitions of the 

term (Parry and Meindl 2002b). However, definition still provides a significant 

challenge. Within the numerous approaches to the study of leadership and attempts to 

define the term, what is generally agreed is that leadership is about the use of influence 

over others, to bring about changes in activities towards the achievement of a common 

goal (Northouse 2001, p11), although there remains disagreement about how this 

influence is achieved and which means are most effective. Nevertheless, it is generally 

agreed that leadership is performed in relation to others within a specific context. This 

accounts for the different categories of leadership, each being a conceptualization which 

has its own implied definition. 

 

Anderson states 
[I]t is generally agreed that leadership theories can be categorized into six categories: 
trait theories (identification of specific personal characteristics); power and influence 
theories (the source and amount of power available); behavioural theories (what it is 
leaders actually do); contingency theories (the importance of situation factors); 
cultural and symbolic theories (shared beliefs and values that give meaning to 
organizational life); and cognitive theories (leadership as a social attribution). 
(2000, p2) 

 

Northouse (2001) suggests that the field can be separated into trait, style, situational, 

contingency, and the New Leadership Paradigm which includes transformational 

leadership, team leadership, and psychodynamic leadership. Gordon suggests that the 

myriad of leadership theories can be “grouped into five broad categories: trait, style, 

contingency, new leadership and now dispersed leadership” (in Parry and Meindl 

2002b, p41). Yukl (2002) suggests the major approaches to leadership theory are trait, 

behaviour, power-influence, situational, or integrative, and Avery (2004) has developed 

a model of leadership paradigms as elaborated in the following table (Table 2.1), in 

which she suggests the chronological development of leadership theory can be captured 

within four broad categories: Classical, Transactional, Visionary and Organic.
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of leadership paradigms.

Leadership Paradigms
Key 
Characteristics 

Classical Transactional Visionary Organic 

Major Era Antiquity – 1970 1970s – mid 1980s Mid 1980s – 2000 Beyond 2000 
Basis Leader dominance 

through respect, 
and/or power to 
command and 
control 

Interpersonal 
influence over and 
consideration of 
followers. 
Creating 
appropriate 
management 
environments 

Emotion-leader 
inspires followers 

Mutual sense-
making within the 
group. Leaders 
may emerge rather 
than be formally 
appointed 

Source of follower 
commitment 

Fear or respect of 
leader. Obtaining 
rewards or 
avoiding 
punishment 

Negotiated 
rewards, 
agreements and 
expectations 

Sharing the vision; 
leader charisma 
may be involved; 
individualized 
consideration 

Buy in to the 
group’s shared 
values and 
processes; self-
determination 

Key Players leader Leader. Low role 
for individual 
followers 

Leader. High role 
for followers. 

Entire group. May 
be many leaders or 
no leaders. 

Followers 
knowledge base 

Low Low to high Medium to high High 

Sources of leader 
power 

Position, reward, 
coercion, expert 
referent, 
ownership 

Position, reward, 
coercion, 
interpersonal 
skills, negotiated 
agreements 

Position, referent 
expert, personal 
vision, followers 
emotions, 
charisma 

Group power, 
expertise, 
collaboration, 
sharing power, 
member 
attributions 

Follower power  Almost zero Low Medium High 
Management and 
Leadership 

Management Management leadership Distributed 
Leadership 

Responsibility and 
accountability 

Leader high. 
Followers limited 
to specific task 
performance, 

Leader high. 
Followers are 
accountable to 
leader for limited 
outcomes 

Leader high. 
Followers are 
accountable to 
leader for 
outcomes. 

Everyone high. 
Self-
accountability, 
self-responsibility 
by commitment to 
tasks and to others 

Matching structure Simple, 
bureaucracy 

Simple, 
bureaucracy, 
divisional 

Adhocracy, 
divisional 

Adhocracy, 
network 

Matching context. Simple, stable Simple, stable Simple, complex, 
stable, and/or 
dynamic 

Complex, dynamic 

[Adapted from Avery (2004) ] 

 

To a considerable extent, Avery’s ‘Organic’ paradigm parallels Gordon’s ‘Distributed 

Leadership’ model, although Avery has provided significantly greater elaboration in her 

description including detailing the basis of leadership power, decision-making 

processes, leader and follower roles and follower’s knowledge base.  
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Informed by these theorists, I have developed the following table (Table 2.1) to provide 

an overview of what is commonly agreed to be the complex field of leadership 

literature. I then elaborate upon some of the main aspects of each of these. 

 
Table 2.2: Overview of main leadership theories 
Theory and main features Primarily derived 

from 
Main strengths Key weaknesses 

TRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP THEORIES 
TRAIT THEORY – ‘the 
great men’, heroic leaders. 
Personality characteristics 
– charismatic. 
 

Carlyle 1841; 
Stogdill 1948, 1974; 
Mann 1959, 1965; 
Lord 1986; 
Kirkpatrick and 
Locke 1996. 

A century of research. 
Intuitive – fits with 
‘common sense view’ 
and populist view of a 
leader. 
Gives a deep view of the 
‘leader’ in the leadership 
process. 

Fails to take adequate 
account of situation 
and followers. Unable 
to provide a definitive 
list of ‘traits’. 
Disempowering – 
personal factors that 
can’t be learnt.  

STYLE APPROACH 
leadership behaviours – 
task and relational. Built on 
work of Stogdill. 
Path-goal theory derived 
from this approach. 
Developed ‘managerial 
grid’, later renamed 
‘leadership grid’. 

Ohio State 
University; 
University of 
Michigan – 1940s; 
Blake and Mouton 
1964, 1978; 
Likert 1961;  
McGregor 1966;  
Sims 1977; 
Evall and Arvonen 
1991; Lindell and 
Rosenqvist 1992.. 

Broadened scope of 
leadership research to 
behaviours. Substantial 
research. Importantly 
underscores the 
importance of both task 
and relationship in 
leadership behaviour. 
Heuristic value – insights 
to own leadership 
behaviour. 

Not a refined theory 
Not able to relate 
behaviours to outcomes 
such as morale, job 
satisfaction or 
productivity. No 
definitive list of 
behaviours for 
effective leadership. 
Seeking ‘one best’ way 
to lead. 

CONTINGENCY THEORIES 
CONTINGENCY 
Effectiveness of leadership 
is contingent on the 
leader’s style making a 
match to the specific 
situational variables. No 
‘one best’ style. 
Uses ‘LPC – Least 
Preferred Co-worker scale 
to measure leadership style 
which is ‘fixed’. Often also 
referred to as the 
situational approach. 

Bingham 1927; 
Hanans 1959; 
Fiedler 1964, 1967; 
Evans 1970; Vroom 
and Yetton 1973; 
Yukl 1971, 1989; 
Strube and Garcia 
1981; Peters, Hartke 
and Pohlman 1985. 

First theory to look at 
leadership in conjunction 
with the situation.  
Doesn’t assume leaders 
can be effective in every 
situation. 
Considerable empirical 
research to support 
findings. 

Inadequately explains 
the connection between 
styles and situations. 
LPC scale validity is 
questionable. 
 
Assumes leadership 
style is fixed – and no 
explanation when 
mismatch between 
leadership style and 
situational 
requirements. 

SITUATIONAL 
APPROACH 
Leadership style in relation 
to the developmental level 
of subordinates. 
Adaptability of style to 
different situations – based 
on evaluation of employee 
competency. 
Directing, coaching, 
supporting and delegating 
– each a mix of directive 
and supportive behaviours. 

Reddin 1967; 
Hersey and 
Blanchard 1969; 
Blanchard, Zigarami 
and Zigarami1985; 
Blanchard, Zigarami 
and Nelson 1993.  

Highlights the flexibility 
and adaptability required 
by leaders to respond 
differently to different 
situations. 
Credible model. 
Practical application is 
straightforward and used 
widely. 
Prescriptive value. 
Foregrounds needs of 
subordinates. 
Extensively used in 
practice. 

Under researched and 
therefore a lack of 
theoretical basis.  
Validity of 
prescriptions for 
matching leadership 
style to subordinate 
levels unsubstantiated 
by research. 
Inadequate explanation 
of how subordinates 
move to higher levels 
of development. 
 

PATH-GOAL THEORY Evans 1970, 1996; Assists in understanding Complexity is 
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Relationships between 
leadership style, and the 
characteristics of 
subordinates and context. 
Derived from expectancy 
theory – subordinates 
motivated if they think they 
can do the work, can work 
towards a clear goal and 
rewards are worthwhile. 

House 1971, 1996; 
House and Dessler 
1974; House and 
Mitchell 1974. 

how leadership 
behaviour affects 
satisfaction of 
subordinates and work 
performance. 
Provides four 
conceptually distinct 
varieties of leadership. 
Attempts to integrate 
motivation principles of 
expectancy theory3 into 
leadership theory. 
Practical model. 

confusing. Only partial 
support form empirical 
studies. 
Fails to adequately 
explain the link 
between motivation 
and leadership 
behaviour. 

LEADER-MEMBER 
EXCHANGE (LMX) 
Leadership as a process of 
interaction between leaders 
and subordinates. Vertical 
dyads – in group and out 
group 

Dansereau, Graen 
and Haga 1975; 
Graen and Cashman 
1975; Graen 1976; 
Graen and Scandura 
1987; Graen and 
Uhl-Bien 1991. 

Intuitive sense. 
Underscores relationship 
as fundamental to leader 
effectiveness. 
Directs attention to 
importance of 
communication. 
Large body of research. 
Practical application. 

Appears inequitable to 
treat people differently. 
(although underscores 
need to treat all 
subordinates with 
respect.) 
Still under-developed – 
e.g. how to develop 
high-quality leader-
member exchanges 
over time. 
Proliferation of LMX 
scales and ambiguity. 
 

TRANSACTIONAL 
Involves exchange between 
leader and followers based 
upon contingent reward. 
Requires leaders to clarify 
requirements for followers 
in order to gain rewards. 
Management by exception 
– corrective criticism, 
negative feedback and 
negative reinforcement. 
 

Often used as 
encapsulating phrase 
for many traditional 
theories.  
Bass and Avolio 
1990. 
 

Takes consideration of 
followers’ needs and 
consults with followers. 
Probable compliance by 
followers. 

Can be manipulative. 
Fails to interrogate 
power differential. 
Often short-term focus 
by the leader. 
Highly dependent on 
skill level of leader for 
success. 
Unsuitable when rapid 
change or flexibility 
needed. 
Follower compliance 
may be grudging and 
minimalistic.  

NEW LEADERSHIP 
TRANSFORMATIONAL
Re - engages notions of 
‘charismatic’ leader. 
Inspiring followers through 
creating a moral 
connection and setting high 
expectations. Multifactor 
Leadership Questionnaire 
(MLQ) to determine degree 
of transformational 
leadership exhibited. 
.

Downton 1973; 
Burns 1978; House 
1976;.Bass 1985; 
Bennis and Nanus 
1985; Tichy and 
DeVanna 1986; 
Bass and Avolio 
1990; Bryman 1992. 

Applicable in any culture 
– universal potential. 
Widely researched. 
Intuitive appeal. 
Acknowledges the 
interactive relationship 
between leader and 
follower. 
Expanded view of 
leadership; exchange of 
rewards in relation to the 
needs and growth of 
followers. 
Emphasis on values, 

Masculinist and 
‘heroic’ frame. 
Can fall into 
stereotypes. 
Lacks conceptual 
clarity – difficult to 
define parameters due 
to wide range of 
behaviours. 
No clear prescription 
for leaders as to how 
they should act in 
given situations. 
Overlap with 

3Expectancy theory – developed by Georgopulos, Mahoney and Jones, 1957; Vroom 1964 (cited in Yukl 
2002). Principles of expectancy theory "suggest that subordinates will be motivated if they feel competent 
and trust that their efforts will get results, but path-goal theory does not describe how a leader could 
employ various styles directly to assist subordinates feel competent or assured of success” (Northouse, 
2001 p 98). 
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morals and therefore 
suggests a moral 
dimension to leadership. 
.

charismatic leadership. 
Leadership as ‘trait’ 
rather than behaviours 
that can be taught. 
Data of qualitative 
research on leaders at 
top of organisation – is 
it applicable to 
leadership in 
organisation? 

CULTURE-BASED  
Leadership is culturally 
specific and related to the 
way in which a ‘good’ 
leader influenced the 
organisational culture. 
Includes the’ servant leader 
model’. 
Emphasis on organisational 
contextuality and the way 
in which leaders promote 
desired cultural values. 

Greenfield 1970; 
Siehl and Martin 
1984; Peters and 
Waterman 1982 ; 
Uttal 1983; Bryman, 
1996. 

Takes account of the 
organisational context 
and the need to 
differentiate leadership 
from management. 
Assists in identifying the 
power of organisational 
rites, rituals, ceremonies 
and physical settings to 
the development of 
organisational culture. 

Some overlap between 
this area and 
transformational 
leadership. Still the 
focus on THE leader – 
who is viewed as the 
purveyor of 
organisational values.  

PSYCHODYNAMIC 
Focus on relationship 
between leader and 
subordinate  
Modelled on transactional 
analysis. Leaders need to 
have insight to their own 
psychology and to 
understand the 
psychological makeup of 
subordinates.  
 

Freud 1920, 1938;  
JungZalezanik 1977; 
Hill 1984. 

Provides analysis of and 
useful insights into the 
transactional relationship 
between follower and 
leader. 
Emphasises need for 
leaders to know 
themselves and their 
followers’ feelings and 
behaviours. 
Discourages 
manipulative leadership. 
Universality of approach. 

Freudian theory – 
suspect in itself 
because of narrow base 
and clinical 
observations of the 
abnormal rather than 
the normal. How 
applicable is this 
model? Doesn’t take 
into account contextual 
variables. 
Claims to universality 
are primarily based on 
western interpretation. 
Does not lend itself to 
training in 
conventional sense. 

TEAM LEADERSHIP 
Focuses on leadership of 
groups, leader as mediator 
and coordinator. Critical 
function of leader as 
diagnosis and action-
taking. 
Team Effectiveness 
Questionnaire (Larson and 
Fast). 

McGrath 1964; 
Fisher 1985; 
Hackman 1990; 
Barge 1996; Larson 
and Fast 1989. 

Real-life focus on 
performance and 
leadership required. Can 
lead to high performing 
teams. 
Complex model – leader 
diagnoses needs of team 
and selects appropriate 
action/s to increase team 
effectiveness. 

Complex model – a 
weakness as well as 
strength- difficult for 
leader to know what to 
do in any situation. 
Under-researched and 
therefore many aspects 
remain unsupported or 
insufficiently tested. 
Questions as to how 
leadership can ensure 
consistent team 
function and not 
individual rewards. 
Directions for 
leadership training 
vague. 

DISPERSED  
Power sharing between 
leader and followers. 
More recent research on 
leadership is focussing on 
this area. Some relationship 

Katzenbach and 
Smith 1993; Yukl 
1989; Eveline 2004; 
Avery 2004. 

Challenges the 
‘superiority’ of leaders. 
New forms include 
teams, and devolution of 
decision-making. More 
democratic form of 

Unclear as to who is 
leader and who is 
follower. 
Tends to treat 
devolution of power as 
unproblematic and 
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to ‘team leadership’ – and 
involves devolution of 
decision-making power 
down through the 
organisation. Includes what 
Avery refers to as Organic 
leadership.  
Still being developed. 

leadership. Implications 
for greater organisational 
responsiveness and 
flexibility to respond to 
rapid change 
requirements. 
Provides capacity to 
better analyse leadership 
dynamics in modern, 
complex organisations. 

inadequately deals with 
power dynamics. 
Insufficient detail 
regarding the 
circumstances that 
support emergent 
leaders. 

Traditional Leadership Theories 

Trait 

Thomas Carlyle in 1841 said that “great leaders all possessed certain traits or 

attributes”(Robbins et al. 2001, p404). This ‘great man theory’ underpinned much of the 

leadership work that followed over the next 100 years or more as researchers such as 

Bingham, Bowden, and Schenck in the nineteen twenties described by Parry and Meindl 

(2002a), attempted to “summarise those traits, attributes and characteristics that would 

predict why leaders are effective”(Robbins et al. 2001, p404). Many leadership studies 

tend to explore issues such as whether leadership is displayed as the exercise of 

authority, power, coercion (through rewards and punishments), or through other means 

such as role modelling, or inspiration due to personality or is a reflection of the traits 

with which the leader was born. Leadership can be assigned through the position one 

holds, usually a position of authority such as Chief Executive Officer, or military leader. 

Alternatively, the mantle of ‘leader’ can emerge from what one does and how one 

acquires support from followers, as demonstrated by charismatic leaders such as Nelson 

Mandela, Mother Teresa, Martin Luther King or Mahatma Gandhi.  

 

Trait theory is fundamental to notions of ‘charismatic leadership’. Studies into 

charismatic leaders, such as those mentioned previously, focused on identifying 

common traits and characteristics possessed by outstanding public figures and leaders. 

There have been a number of challenges to these theories including those from feminist 

theorists such as Sinclair, who critiqued the gendered qualities of the ‘heroic ‘great 

man’ reliant upon frontier toughness and emotional stoicism” (Sinclair 1998, p8). 

Sinclair noted that such a construct effectively excluded a significant proportion of the 

population through “close but obscured connection between constructs of leadership, 

traditional assumptions of masculinity and a particular expression of male heterosexual 

identity” (Sinclair 1998, p1). 
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Later work into ‘trait theory’ by Stogdill, (1948; 1974), Mann (1965), Lord (1986), and 

Kirkpatrick and Locke (1996), provided a deeper understanding of how the 

characteristics of leaders are linked to the leadership process. This understanding has 

assisted in developing instruments to identify strengths and weaknesses of leaders 

(Northouse 2001; Robbins et al. 2001). However, trait theory has been unable to 

identify a ‘definitive list of traits’ that a leader should have, and in fact the list of 

potential traits appears endless (Northouse 2001). Nor has trait theory adequately 

considered issues such as the context within which the leader is operating. Trait theory 

has not, however, been completely dismissed in the literature, and in fact Northhouse, 

(2001), Robbins and others (2001), and Yukl (2002) suggest that a significant body of 

current leadership work such as that of Jago (1982), Kouzes and Posner (1987), Boss 

(1990), and Howard and Bray (1988) rests on the principles of trait theory. 

Style 

The ‘style approach’, also sometimes referred to as ‘behavioural theories’ (Barker 

2003), shifted the focus from the inner traits to the observable behaviours of leaders and 

how they influences followers to achieve goals, in particular “two primary types of 

behaviours: task behaviours and relationship behaviours. How leaders combine these 

two types of behaviours to influence others is the central purpose of the style approach” 

(Northouse 2001, p32). 

 

The development of the ‘style approach’ is attributed to the work of researchers in the 

Ohio State University and University of Michigan in the late 1940s (Northouse 2001; 

Robbins et al. 2001) built on the earlier work of Stogdill (1948) who had argued that the 

“traits leaders possess must be relevant to the situations in which the leader is 

functioning” (cited in Northouse 2001, p16). Gordon (in Parry and Meindl 2002b) 

suggests that a number of theorists made significant contributions to this field, including 

Blake and Mouton (1964), Likert (1961), McGregor (1960) and Sims (1977) and 

Robbins et al (2001) note continuing studies into leadership styles that have recently 

been carried out in Scandinavia. They propose there has been ‘modest success’ in 

identifying the relationship between effective leadership and leadership style, but 

insufficient consideration of the relationship between style and situational context 

(2001). Northouse points to the broad body of research that has been undertaken into the 

style approach and its practical application through the development of the Managerial 
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Grid (later renamed the ‘Leadership Grid’), an instrument that was designed to identify 

the preferred ‘style’ of a leader. The style approach, derived substantially from the field 

of psychology, fails to adequately consider the changing contexts within which leaders 

must operate. This shortcoming was addressed in the development of contingency 

theories. 

Contingency Theories 

Contingency

The contingency model, originally developed by Fiedler in 1964 and further refined by 

him in 1967, was the first to suggest that “Effective leadership is contingent on

matching a leader’s style to the right setting” (Northouse 2001, p75). Fiedler (1964; 

1967) described three key dimensions to be considered in any situation; leader-member 

relations (the quality of relationship between leaders and followers), task structure (the 

degree to which tasks are detailed for subordinates), and position power (the degree to 

which a leader can reward or punish). It is possible by examining these dimensions to 

establish the degree of control a leader has. The Least Preferred Co-worker (LPC) 

questionnaire is a tool that can determine the degree to which a leader’s style can be 

categorized as either task oriented or relationship oriented (Robbins et al. 2001). 

 

There appear, however, to be some opposing views within the literature as to what 

should be captured under the heading of contingency theory. Gordon posits that there is 

no “one best way, style or behaviour that can be attributed to ‘good’ leadership” (2002, 

p41) but rather that effective leaders will be cognisant of the situation in which they are 

operating and adapt their style accordingly. Robbins et al. (2001) point out that 

Fiedler’s original model suggested that a leader was unable to change his or her style 

and that, if the situation couldn’t be changed to match the preferred style of the leader, 

the leader would have to be replaced. Certainly it is a weakness of this contingency 

approach that there is insufficient explanation about “what organizations should do 

when there is a mismatch between the leader and the situation in the workplace” 

(Northouse 2001, p82). 

Situational Approach

Based on style theories, the ‘situational approach’ was originally developed by Hersey 

and Blanchard in 1969 (as noted by Northouse 2001) and has since been revised and 
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improved and is now widely used for training purposes in major corporations and the 

military (Robbins et al. 2001). The basic premise of the theory is that different 

situations demand different leadership behaviours and that to a significant extent, the 

context is determined by the levels of competency and motivation of the subordinates. 

The four primary leadership styles - directing, coaching, supporting and delegating - are 

determined by the degree to which subordinates require directive and supporting 

behaviour from the leader. The higher the degree of subordinate motivation and 

competency, the less direction and support is required of the leader. This approach, 

however, does not sufficiently elaborate how leaders effectively work with groups that 

have individuals at different levels of development within them, although it does 

foreground the need for flexibility of leaders in relation to the needs of subordinates. 

Northouse suggests that, although this approach is widely used, it is still insufficiently 

researched and its validity questionable, as research conducted by Vecchio in 1987 

tended to suggest (Northouse 2001). Robbins and others note however, that “while the 

theory is still undergoing evaluation to test its validity…it has had wide usage and has 

strong intuitive appeal” (Robbins et al. 2001, p414). 

Path Goal 

Path-Goal theory was developed by House (1971) and, according to Yukl (2002), later 

further refined by a number of different theorists, including Evans, 1974; House and 

Dessler, 1974, House and Mitchell, 1974, and House 1996. Path-goal theory primarily 

focuses on the relationship between superiors and subordinates in which the leader’s job 

is “to assist his [sic] followers in attaining their goals and to provide the direction or 

support needed to ensure their goals are compatible with the overall objectives of the 

group or organisation” (Robbins et al. 2000, p606). Path-Goal theory relates to the 

capacity of effective leaders to clarify the goals for subordinates, to set the ‘paths’ that 

they need to take to reach the destination, and to work to smooth the journey. In this 

respect, it has its limitations. Path-goal theory “ does not concern the leadership of 

entire organizations, emergent-informal leadership, leadership as it affects several levels 

of managers and subordinates in organisations, political behaviour of leaders, strategic 

leadership of organizations, or leadership as it relates to change” (House 1996, p325).  

 

House identified four types of leader behaviours: directive (giving specific guidance and 

expectations), supportive (friendly, approachable, and caring), participative (engaging in 

consultation and incorporating the ideas of subordinates where useful), and 
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achievement-oriented (sets challenging goals and has confidence in subordinates to 

achieve these). According to this theory, an important part of the process of effective 

leadership is to engage the subordinate in the goal-setting process, to provide regular 

feedback to them on progress towards those goals, and to provide appropriate reward. 

An integral aspect of the process is that the subordinate should be able to view it as fair 

and the leader as consistent in behaviour.  

 

One of the major differences between Fiedler’s original contingency theory and that of 

House’s path-goal theory is that whereas Fiedler’s theory suggested that leaders were 

not able to alter their style should circumstances change, path-goal theory is based on 

the assumption that leaders can and should demonstrate flexibility to adapt their style to 

the situation, and may in fact “exhibit any or all of these four styles with various 

subordinates and in different situations” (Northouse 2001, p92).  

 

Robbins et al. (2001) suggest that the research to date has provided “reasonably good 

support” for the theory and its underpinning logic, although Northouse disagrees stating 

there has been only partial support for the theory from empirical studies, and further, 

that it “fails to adequately explain the relationship between leadership behaviour and 

worker motivation” (Northouse 2001, p98). Nevertheless, path-goal theory has provided 

valuable insight into effective leadership through providing a “set of general 

recommendations based on the characteristics of subordinates and tasks”(Northouse 

2001, p 99). 

Leader-Member Exchange (LMX)

Leader-member exchange theory, formally referred to as ‘vertical-dyad linkage theory’ 

(Yukl 2002) is a theory that explores the dynamic between leaders and individual 

subordinates and is based on the fundamental premise that there is a dyadic relationship 

between the two. LMX theory suggests that there is a link between subordinate 

satisfaction and performance. Northouse (2001) suggests that the theory focuses on 

essentially two types of relationships between leaders and subordinate. One is more 

formal and is based upon compliance with contractual obligations and with a low level 

of mutual influence, a low-exchange relationship with those in the ‘out group’. The 

other is a high-exchange relationship with subordinates in the ‘in group’ to whom the 

leader can assign more interesting tasks and who in return are expected to demonstrate 
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higher levels of productivity and commitment (Yukl 2002). The effective leader 

develops high-exchange relationships with the full group membership. 

 

While this particular theory has a strong ‘common-sense’ appeal and is one of the few 

that focuses on the importance of communication as fundamental to the development of 

mutual trust and respect between leaders and subordinates, it can potentially be 

interpreted as manipulative and inequitable, with the development of groups in the 

workplace who are privileged based upon subjective judgments by leaders as to the 

qualities, capabilities and competence of their subordinates (Robbins et al. 2001). Yukl 

(2002) also suggests that the theory requires “more elaboration about the way exchange 

relationships evolve over time… [and a ]… clear description of the way a leader’s 

different dyadic relationships affect each other and overall group performance” (Yukl 

2002, p120). Bess and Golman suggest “the applicability of LMX theory to the 

university setting is also limited by an important hidden assumption of the theory, 

namely that primary agency resides in the leader” (2001, p441). 

Transactional

Transactional leaders use two primary methods of influencing followers; ‘contingent 

reward’, in which incentive is provided to followers by providing specified rewards for 

efforts; and ‘management-by-exception’, which involves a leader watching for 

violations and then intervening, usually in a punitive fashion, to provide corrective 

criticism, negative feedback and negative reinforcement (Northouse 2001).  

 

According to Gordon (2002) transactional leadership should be included within the 

‘new leadership paradigm’, although neither Northouse nor Yukl agrees. Northouse and 

Yukl consider in fact that the majority of the more traditional leadership theories can be 

categorized as ‘transactional’ in that transactional leaders tend to emphasise both the 

contingent rewards and contractual obligation to motivate followers in a compliance-

based model that focuses on exchanges between leaders and followers. Followers 

understand it is in their own interests to follow the wishes of a transactional leader.  

 

Yukl and Northouse posit that transactional leadership would therefore not be contained 

within the ‘new leadership paradigm’, although other theorists suggest that in practice, 

the two are not so easily differentiated; that transformational leadership is not 

completely separable from transactional leadership. Yukl himself suggests that 
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“effective leaders use a combination of both types of leadership”(Yukl 2002, p254). 

Despite its relationship to transformational leadership, I share the perspective of 

Northouse and Yukl and consequently have chosen not to include transactional 

leadership within the new leadership paradigm but rather situated it within the 

contingency theory paradigm. 

 

This ‘new leadership paradigm’ incorporates transformational and culture-based 

leadership and, while still adhering to the focus upon the behaviours of the designated 

or formal organisational leader, has begun to explore other dimensions of leadership. 

New Leadership Paradigm 

The new leadership paradigm emerged as a response to the increasing rate of change 

and the need to deal with this as a constant reality (Alimo-Metcalfe and Alban-Metcalfe 

2005) moving away from the more traditional models which “see leadership as a 

process that (a) involves influencing others, (b) occurs within a group context, and (c) 

involves goal attainment” (Alimo-Metcalfe and Alban-Metcalfe 2005, pp51-52). 

Transformational

Robbins et al. suggest that there is “another type of leader who inspires followers to 

transcend their own self-interests for the good of the organisation and who are capable 

of having a profound and extraordinary effect on their followers” (Robbins et al. 2001,

p421). This is the transformational leader. 

 

Transformational leadership reengages the ‘charismatic leader’ concept (Gordon 2002), 

a concept that was constructed from Weber’s original idea of charismatic leadership, 

further developed by Burns in 1978 (discussed in Bargh et al. 2000) and later further 

researched and extended by Bass in 1985 (Northouse 2001; Yukl 2002). 

Transformational leaders may often be considered ‘heroic’ but they pay particular 

attention to capacity-building in their followers, helping them to explore innovative 

ways to overcome problems and to question “not only established views but eventually 

those established by the leader” (Robbins et al. 2001, p422). Later theorists advanced 

the notion that these two types of leadership models could in fact be utilised by the 

same leader at different times dependent upon the situation (Bargh et al. 2000; Schein 

1992). 
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Transformational leadership describes a process in which leaders engage with followers 

in ways that create high levels of motivation. A transformational leader is a change 

agent, providing a supportive climate that sets high expectations of followers and an 

expressed belief in their ability to do the job. The transformational model has three 

aspects: charisma, or the capacity to appeal to the emotions of the followers to work to 

achieve the leaders vision; the capacity of the leader to treat subordinates as individuals 

with specific talents, abilities and needs; and thirdly, the ability to have subordinates 

engage in problem-solving “…in line with the sets of beliefs, vision, etc. encapsulated 

in the leaders approach” (Bargh et al. 2000 p23).  

 

Part of the reason for the focus upon transformational leadership is that research tends to 

suggest it is “more strongly correlated than transactional leadership with lower turnover 

rates, higher productivity and higher employee satisfaction” (Robbins et al. 2001, 

p423). There has been significant effort put in to developing instruments to measure the 

extent of transformational leadership behaviours elicited by a leader, such as the 

Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ), with a view to being able to teach 

transformational leadership to corporate managers. 

 

Bargh and others suggest however that a ‘one-size fits all’ approach to leadership is 

misplaced, and that different leadership approaches of either the transformational or 

transactional type are required to match different organizational contexts: 

 
Where the organizational context is divergent, making existing goals and structures 
increasingly inappropriate, the leader’s task is to challenge the status quo, encourage 
innovation and change: in short to adopt a transformational style of leadership. 
Conversely, when the context is convergent and the organization is broadly in line 
with the environment, the leader needs to optimise performance within existing 
structures and norms. In this convergent state a transactional approach to leadership 
is required. 
(Bargh et al. 2000 p24) 

 
Northouse proposes that overall there is a lack of conceptual clarity about 

transformational leadership theory and that it is often interpreted too simplistically. 

However, he concedes that “it appears to be a valuable and widely used approach” 

(Northouse 2001, p158). 

Culture-Based

Gordon also includes ‘culture-based leadership’ within the new leadership paradigm. 

Culture-based theorists view “leadership as being culturally specific, that is, ‘good’ 
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leadership depends on how a leader influenced his or her organization’s 

culture”(Gordon 2002, p42). Culture-based leadership has an emphasis upon the values 

that leaders promulgate throughout their organisation to mould the organisational 

culture. Bryman, a proponent of culture-based leadership, describes Selznick (1957) as 

the “progenitor of this approach, although the significance of his ideas have lain 

dormant to a large extent for two decades” (Bryman 1986, p185). 

 

Servant-leadership could also be described as a form of culture-based leadership. 

Similar to the revived interest in Selznick’s work on values and corporate culture, 

servant-leadership is enjoying a revival and, according to Eicher-Catt, is one of the 

“dominant philosophies being discussed in the world today” (Eicher-Catt 2005, p17. 

quoting Spears).  

 

Servant leadership was a concept developed in 1970 by Robert Greenleaf (Yukl 2002). 

It is greatly influenced by the Christian principles of service (Sendjaya and Sarros 

2002). Servant leadership has recently gained increased popularity, in part as a response 

to corporate corruption and unethical behaviour and a search for more ethical and 

accountable forms of leadership (Blanchard and Hodges 2003; Cairnes 2003). The 

servant-leader should enact consistently, demonstrating high moral principles, uphold 

core social justice values and treat people with respect and appreciation (Yukl 2002). 

Eicher-Catts, however, posits that servant leadership is significantly flawed, and in fact 

supports and upholds traditional “androcentric patriarchal norms” (Eicher-Catt 2005, 

p17) of organisational life. Nevertheless, this is one recent attempt to develop 

alternative models of leadership that foreground issues of values and ethics, as will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

Psychodynamic

Drawing heavily on the work of early psychologists such as Freud (1920) and Jung 

(Rothgeb and Clemens 1978), the psychodynamic leadership model suggests that 

leaders should explore their own psychological make up and seek insight into the 

workings of the minds of subordinates. Its influence can be seen by the number of 

businesses and corporations that require job applicants to undertake various 

psychological tests in order to ascertain their suitability for the position. The usefulness 

of psychodynamic theory is doubtful given the now more widely accepted shortcomings 

of early psychological theory with its focus upon the abnormal rather than the normal, 
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and its lack of consideration of diversity (Northouse 2001). Psychology has, however, 

informed not only areas of leadership effectiveness and subordinate aptitude but also 

“learning, perception, personality, training...and work stress” (Robbins et al. 2001, p23)

and the field of social psychology has also contributed to areas such as communication 

and group decision-making (Robbins et al. 2001) and continues to have influence in the 

field. 

 

Gordon suggests that all of the above approaches to leadership theory share an 

“adherence to functionalist structures and orthodox control models of organization 

...[within which]... the leader-follower relationship is of central importance” (in Parry 

and Meindl 2002b, p42). Sinclair (1998) proposes that leadership theory is in dire need 

of re-visioning due to its traditional link with ‘heroic masculinity’ and male 

heterosexual identity, which exclude a significant proportion of the workplace 

population as well as obscuring the lived realities of those in leadership positions. 

Certainly the studies referred to in this chapter to date are primarily studies by men 

about men (and for men), which Sinclair posits is partly due to the tendency to see both 

gender and sexuality as belonging to women and not to men (Sinclair 1998, p37).  

 

Recent trends in leadership literature have seen a shift towards exploring more dispersed 

forms of leadership which reflect, to a great extent, the development of “flatter, more 

organically oriented structures”(Gordon 2002, p42). Team leadership, which follows in 

the discussion, is one such ‘organic’ approach. 

Team Leadership

Team leadership focuses upon the leadership of small groups within organisations, 

although there are those who suggest that teams may not require leadership but can be 

self-managed (Robbins et al. 2001). Some organisations, such as the military (Robbins 

et al. 2001), may have formal or functional teams with clear lines of power and 

command, others may have more task-focused teams (Yukl 2002). 

 

There are potentially a number of different types of teams, and the model reflects this 

complexity. One of the strengths of teams can be the bringing together of people in a 

situation where there exist “fewer rules, greater appreciation of the strengths and 

expertise of each person on the team, quicker decision-making and greater clarity of 

focus on a particular outcome” (Avery 2004p, 173). In this situation leadership can 
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therefore be quite fluid, and dynamics of power may rely more upon factors other than 

formal authority. By its nature, team leadership is closely related to dispersed leadership 

and, as Gordon suggests, may perhaps fall within this model in some constructions (in 

Parry and Meindl 2002b). 

 

‘Team leadership’ utilises the ‘psychodynamic’ approach, inspired by Freud and Jung. 

It is modelled on transactional analysis, which is “built on the foundation of deeply 

embedded emotional responses” (Hill in Northouse 2001, p202) and encourages leaders 

to be aware of the underpinning psychological reasons for daily interpersonal 

interactions. The leader is therefore expected to take an analytic approach to the team’s 

needs and external influences, coordinating and balancing both task and relational needs 

of the group. Yukl notes that although there has been “extensive use of cross-functional 

project teams during the past 20 years, there has been little research on effective 

leadership in those teams”(Yukl 2002, p311), nor is the issue of power dispersal 

adequately addressed (Gordon 2002). 

Dispersed Leadership 

Gordon proposes that the notion of dispersed leadership shifts the dynamics of the 

leader-follower relationship through bringing about increased sharing of power blurring 

the boundaries between the two, although he criticises the literature in the area for 

failing to critically explore ‘power’ as a central aspect. He notes the paradox between 

trying to transfer leadership capacity through lower levels of the organisation while 

there is little change to the “codes of behavioural order embedded in the organization’s 

deep structure” (Gordon 2002, p44). 

 

Even more recently, Eveline (2004) in her study of emergent leadership related to a 

gender equity agenda within an Australian university identifies a number of dispersed 

leadership models of the ‘post-heroic’ kind that are of a companionate nature. 

‘Networking leadership’, she suggests, is demonstrated by groups that self-organise 

around a common purpose for mutual support and lobbying purposes using strategies 

such as submission and letter writing, building a case to senior administration in order 

to bring about desired change.  

 

‘Do-it-yourself leadership’ is a process in which network groups help each other to 

problem-solve, sharing their own experiences. She prefers the term ‘Do-it-yourself 
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leadership’ over Meyerson’s ‘everyday leadership’, which discusses similar leadership 

behaviour, “because it makes the doing and self-management aspects of the leadership 

act more explicit” (Eveline 2004, p45). 

 

Eveline’s model of ‘distributive leadership’ has as its primary aim the circulation of 

“skills of gender-aware leadership among women [with] the long-term goal [of 

reshaping] existing leadership practices in the interests of creating a more inclusive 

culture” (Eveline 2004, p49). Her model of ‘multiplying leadership’ is a process 

whereby numbers of leaders associated with a particular project use their positional 

authority to effect change. In her particular study, this was to “shape positive 

perceptions of diversity among a widening group of employees” (Eveline, p50).  

 

Finally Eveline discusses an ‘Alliance’ model of leadership, which shares aspects of 

other models, but in the particular initiative she discusses, was brought about through 

the “ very visible and public ...collaborative alliance between allies from the normative 

heterosexual group (often with organisational authority) and the marginalised GLBT/I 

group they are supporting” (Eveline, p52. original emphasis). As one of the few 

theorists who have discussed issues related to leadership and sexuality, Eveline and her 

models, particularly the Alliance model, hold particular interest for this study. 

 

The attributes of the dispersed leadership models discussed above, imply they would fit 

within Avery’s ‘Organic’ paradigm (Avery 2004). Avery suggests that organisations are 

progressively moving towards an organic model, which best suits modern organisations’ 

flatter structures and the need to be able to quickly respond to changing circumstances. 

She notes however, that more than one paradigm may be in operation at any one time 

within any single organisation.  

Values and Ethics in Leadership 

Many of the ethical underpinnings of our western society, which inform our laws and 

institutional policies, are derived from the Judeo-Christian tradition and these infuse our 

psyche with moral and “intellectual justification for what is right”(Stein and Baca 1981, 

p5). In effect, “we start from certain presumptive values, certain shared conventions, 

which so strongly constrain the way we view the world” (Haynes in Rizvi 1985, p113). 

The matter of moral good, as well as what constitutes ethical values, is therefore 

socially constructed and culturally bound.  
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In the processes of decision-making, the values we hold as individuals form a frame of 

reference through which we judge our own and others’ actions and visible behaviours. 

In situations where we find ourselves in a moral dilemma our values influence, confine 

or mould the decisions we will make (Lakomski in Rizvi 1985; Strike and Ternasky 

1993). I would argue that in fact, most, if not all, the decisions we make are based, 

perhaps even subconsciously, upon our values and the moral and ethical frame of 

reference through which we operate. “Ethics is not a well indexed code of behaviour to 

be consulted when in doubt, but rather a system of thought developed over many 

millennia about how human beings translate their inner motivations into external actions 

having social consequences” (Chambers in Stein and Baca 1981, p5). 

 

Northouse suggests that while there has been a significant amount of study undertaken 

in the area of business ethics, little research has been related to leadership ethics, 

“suggesting that theoretical formulations in this area are still in their infancy” 

(Northouse 2001, p249). Positivist and post-positivist research approaches alike have 

tended to ignore values as influencing leadership behaviour and decisions (Rizvi 1985), 

have focused on “the empirical and technical” (Begley 2000), and have failed to engage 

with values, although these are fundamental to critical theory and constructivist 

paradigms, especially in giving voice to alternative and/or marginalised voices. Begley 

states that “[t]hose scholars whose work reflects the interests of socially marginalized or 

minority groups of any sort are clearly attracted to the adoption, or critiquing of, 

particular values …” (Begley 2000, p247). This can be seen in the work of feminist 

researchers such as Ferguson (1984), Sinclair (1998), and more recently Eveline (2004) 

who have had a particular concern with ‘gender’ and the continued marginalization of 

women in organisations. 

 

As noted previously, there is growing concern about whether leaders are using their 

influence to good ends or not. Some writers suggest that this rising interest in ethical 

leadership comes about as a result of declining trust in public figures, such as Bill 

Clinton, Alan Bond, and Christopher Skase, and the demise of public entities as a result 

of unethical behaviour by business leaders (Robbins et al. 2001; Yukl 2002). Despite 

this emphasis on recent events and their impact on interest in ethical leadership, as far 

back as 1978 Hodgkinson was postulating that “administrators must make not only 

satisfactory decisions in terms of organization goals, they must make also right 
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decisions, that is, decisions that are in some way morally appropriate” (Evers in Rizvi 

1985, p 70 original emphasis). Snyder et al. suggest that these issues are in fact central 

to the business of being a leader, and then go so far as to suggest that there are “three 

things [that] distinguish leaders from managers; vision, strong values and beliefs, and 

the courage to act to make their visions real” (Snyder et al. 1994, p18). They go on to 

state that “the only way leaders can make values tangible and real to followers is 

through their behaviours and actions” (Agyris and Schön 1991; Dick and Dalmau 1991; 

Schein 1992; Schön 1995; Snyder et al. 1994, p100). In other words, it is the visibility 

of leaders’ behaviour that elaborates their values for others. 

 

Identifying the relationship between beliefs and actions is not an easy task, given that values 

and beliefs are hidden from the observer, and individuals themselves may hold these at a 

subconscious level, unaware of the effect on their behaviours. In the area of organisational 

culture, Agryris and Schön have conducted significant research on the differences between 

organisational values expressed at the conscious level, ‘espoused values’, and the values that 

underpin observable behaviour or ‘theories in action’ (Agyris and Schön 1991; Dick and 

Dalmau 1991; Schein 1992; Schön 1995). They suggest that espoused values are those that 

are explicitly articulated by the organisation, i.e. framing what one ‘ought’ to do in certain 

situations. These, however, do not necessarily match with the behaviours individuals actually 

demonstrate in those circumstances, i.e. the ‘theories in use’. There may therefore be varying 

degrees of congruence or mismatch between the espoused values and theories in use. The 

theories in use are informed by basic assumptions, usually common to a group’s culture, 

which are taken-for-granted and implicit to such an extent that alternative premises are 

inconceivable (Gallagher 1994, p80). While such commonly held values and shared 

assumptions provide a significant degree of organisational predictability and stability, they 

may also operate to constrain and rigidify other possible ways of thinking and behaving and 

preclude critical reflection upon behaviour. 

 

The work of Agyris and Shön while related specifically to organisational development, 

nevertheless has implications for the way in which leaders consider the decisions they are 

called upon to make. Given that this study focuses upon the introduction of a particular social 

justice agenda, which by its nature foregrounds personal values and moral standpoints, the 

ethical and moral dimensions of leadership are therefore central. Other than Eveline’s work, 

the leadership theories explored above are not situated within the context of higher education. 

I wish to now turn to the literature that exists in relation to this area. 
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Leadership in Higher Education 

 

While there is a growing body of work related to educational leadership in schools, 

there has been comparatively little written about leadership or management in higher 

education in Australia. One author notes, in referring to the work of David Sloper in this 

area, that he is “virtually alone and valiant in his research on the demographics of 

Australian vice-chancellors” (Eaton in Fisher and Tack 1988), although Eveline’s recent 

work has made a significant contribution to this area. The relatively small amount of 

work in the area of higher education leadership may partly be due to the fact that until 

the 1970’s, despite their importance to society (Bargh et al. 2000 p19), universities were 

not viewed as institutions requiring ‘management’, but also because the commonly held 

view of the university vice-chancellor as belonging to a small and elite group did not fit 

within the paradigm of either corporate leadership or ‘management’, except perhaps of 

the ‘archaic variety’(Birnbaum 1999; Fisher and Tack 1988; Marginson and Considine 

2000; Ramsden 1998; Sharpham and Harman 1997; Tierney 1988). 

 

A significant proportion of that which has been previously written about leadership in 

higher education revolves around discussion either of academic leadership (Coaldrake 

and Stedman 1998; Marginson and Considine 2000; McLaughlin 2004; Meek and 

Wood 1997) or the tension between the notions of university leader as ‘leader’ and/or 

‘manager’. There is however a degree of tension in modern universities between what is 

viewed as managerialism and more traditional forms of leadership, which in the 

university context is usually understood to mean ‘collegiality’ (Coaldrake and Stedman 

1998 p145). 

 

As earlier mentioned, Coaldrake and Stedman draw attention to what they regard as a 

somewhat artificial dichotomy between leadership and management in the context of 

Australian universities; “Management these days is very much about setting directions 

and guiding, that is, about being strategic in nature and intent…the task of leadership is, 

in part, about scanning the horizon and proposing a destination. That of management on 

the other hand, is about getting there” (Coaldrake and Stedman 1998, p145). In their 

view, management can be expressed as the operationalisation of a leadership vision. 

Schein similarly suggests that “if one wishes to distinguish leadership from 
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management or administration, one can argue that leaders create and change cultures, 

while managers and administrators live within them” (Schein 1992 p5). Bull argues 
that in the complex, changing environment within which the university now has to work, where 
the managers are daily reconciling the often competing claims of consumerism, accountability 
and scholarship, we need not just the managers or the leaders, but rather leaders who are 
managers. 
(in Weil 1994, p92). 

 

Bryman states that leadership is differentiated from management because it is 

“essentially to do with the creation of values which inspire, provide meaning for, and 

instil a sense of purpose to the members of an organization. The leader is the person 

who actively moulds the organization’s image for both internal and external 

consumption and who suffuses it with a sense of direction” (Bryman 1986, p185). 

The literature suggests that university governance today can be regarded as “…a 

complex amalgam of administration, academic decision making, financial management, 

strategic planning and marketing, residing in a large organisation with multiple 

stakeholders and subject to ongoing shifts in priorities and demands” (Coaldrake and 

Stedman 1998, p149), and the role of a university president is one in which “leadership 

is characterized by a focus on values, purposes, and meanings of the institution, both as 

an affirmation of its raison d’etre and as a mandate for change. Presidents are expected 

to connect individuals to the mission of the enterprise, to raise sights, and to encourage 

hopefulness in the future” (McLaughlin 2004, p6).  

 

University leaders today are facing a complex and constantly changing environment 

with increased demands, as encapsulated by Sugg who in referring to Black College 

presidents in the US notes 

 
gone are the days of the simple leadership model. Leaders are now being held more 
accountable to all of their constituents. Today's Black college leaders are being asked 
to navigate their faculty, students, funding sources, alumni and governments through 
an ever-changing sea of academic turmoil. The times have also demanded that 
presidents and chancellors widen their visions and seek a broader perspective for 
their institutions, while keeping all of those constituencies happy. 
(Suggs 1997, p26)  

 

The literature suggests that universities are highly complex organisations (Birnbaum 

1999). In exploring how leadership operates within them, it is important to take account 

of “how policies and purposes are formulated; how authority and power are distributed; 

[and] how governance operates” (Sloper 1994b, p6). Zajowski et al. suggest that 
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effective leadership is relational and that, “enacted well through processes of 

networking, negotiation and enabling appears highly relevant for knowledge intensive 

organisations” (in Parry 2001, p79)with potential to engage employees in the 

advancement of mutually agreed goals.  

 

Sloper suggests that “intensely personal and individual organisational behaviour is 

accommodated and recognized in a university. At the same time, both individuals and 

subcultures exhibit a professional disposition towards goal accomplishment” (Sloper 

1994a, p13). A recent study into French universities further supports the contention that 

“leadership is exercised by a variety of different players who will not necessarily 

cooperate” (Mignot-Gérard 2003, p137). Anderson however also notes the highly 

bureaucratic nature of universities with “a plethora of rigid rules and procedures in 

place to support this structure [in which] the individual department head can seek to 

influence decisions in various committee meetings but ultimately is constrained by the 

very process itself” (Anderson 2000, p7).  

 

There is some contention that university employees, particularly academics, have the 

capacity to behave quite independently or to mount resistance to change agendas with 

which they may not agree. Sloper, for example, refers to academics as ‘intellectual 

cosmopolitans’, suggesting that their loyalty is more directed to their academic 

discipline and allegiances outside the university rather than the institution which 

employs them. He notes that this serves to “create values and orientations which are 

possibly divergent from those of their university, but they also accrue to individual 

academics status often sufficient to resist internal constraints that may be imposed upon 

them” (Sloper 1994a, p10). 

 

In this context, the importance of persuasion as a key aspect of leadership becomes 

paramount. McLaughlin goes so far as to state; “On most campuses, presidents have 

little real executive power. Even the best ideas and plans come into being not as a result 

of presidential declaration but by presidential persuasion...enlisting others effectively; it 

involves balancing the interests of multiple constituencies and respecting the process of 

decision making” (McLaughlin 2004, p10). This position is supported by Birnbaum 

who believes that “most university leaders have less influence most of the time than 

most of us are willing to believe” (Birnbaum 1999, p2). 
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It is clear that leadership in universities is enacted within a complex field of multiple 

and potentially competing tensions. Recent leadership studies suggest that 

organisations, including institutions of higher education, are moving towards organic 

forms of leadership. In such a model, leadership is not concentrated within the one 

individual but may be dispersed through the organisation, take various forms, and 

provide opportunity for emergent leadership, potentially from those previously silent or 

marginalised (Avery 2004; Eveline 2004; Tierney 1997). 

Implications of the Literature for this Study 

The literature review yielded a number of important ideas to inform the study. Firstly, 

despite the significant body of leadership literature there is still a considerable degree of 

dissent and disagreement about what ‘leadership’ actually is and how it can best be 

defined. In an overview of the literature, Mignot-Gérard comments; 

 
This research shows just how hard it is to define leadership, which combines several 
disparate factors: the formal structures of the institutions in which leaders operate, 
their constraints and cognitive resources (including their personal background, 
experience, personality and management skills), their national policy environment, 
their social and economic environment and so on. To compound the problem, every 
leader presumably alternates between bureaucrat and entrepreneur, between an 
authoritarian and a democratic approach, between transparency and secrecy. In other 
words, leaders may combine various styles of leadership depending on the 
constraints and opportunities they perceive. 
(Mignot-Gérard 2003, p141).

Avery’s suggestion that it may be naïve to attempt to “find a single definition or 

approach to a complex concept like leadership” (Avery 2004, p7) and that some 

advocates “even propose abandoning the term altogether” gives some indication as to 

the frustrations experienced in trying to grasp the essence of the literature. I agree with 

her view that rather than being left in an immobilizing definitional vacuum, it is more 

useful to foreground the complexity of the issue within discussions of leadership. 

 

Secondly, as Parry has noted, the central, if implicit, theme of leadership research has 

been the focus upon what formal leaders do with an emphasis on the leaders themselves 

rather than the process of leadership (Parry 1998). Much of the research and resulting 

theoretical propositions have been formulated from within the corporate environment 

suggesting the need for more research in other contexts. A number of the more recent 

theorists have posited the importance of shifting the focus from the single individual as 

leader to a perspective that admits the two-way influence of the relationship between 
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leaders and followers. Such a perspective opens up the potential for more dispersed 

and/or shared forms of leadership. I find Avery’s work useful in her recognition of the 

capacity of organisations, particularly large organisations like universities, to have more 

than one model of leadership operating at any one time. Although Avery’s work and 

other recent literature tends to suggest a move to more dispersed forms of leadership in 

modern organisations, there is also other work that implies the resistance of universities 

to change, such as that by Sloper (1994b), Marginson (2000) and Coaldrake (1998). 

 

It is clear that the literature related to leadership and specifically leadership in higher 

education fails to address adequately perceptions of how leadership is manifested by 

organisational members. As Bensimon states, “what a [university] president does is less 

important than how others interpret presidential behaviour” (Bensimon 1990, p72). This 

study therefore has taken a unique perspective in that the starting place was the 

initiation of a particular equity agenda and the emphasis was on how those engaged in 

its initiation and implementation regarded the way leadership was enacted. 

 

A significant component of the literature highlights the relevance of context to the 

enactment of leadership. The context of the institution determines the way in which 

leadership might be enacted, the processes available, constraints that might apply and 

the expectations of others. The context also encompasses issues of power and resistance 

within the pluralistic nature of the university (Avery 2004; Bensimon 1990; Bess and 

Goldman 2001; Birnbaum 1999; McLaughlin 2004; Mignot-Gérard 2003; Sloper 

1994a) and these do not remain constant but have a degree of fluidity and 

responsiveness to changes in the environment. As Bryman remarks, “Such a perspective 

suggests a more dynamic orientation being injected into the study of leadership, in 

which environmental circumstances are not simply modulating variables in the manner 

of contingency approaches, but are mercurial phenomena to whose changing 

implications the leader must constantly adjust” (Bryman 1986, p192). 

 

The literature on ethics and values alerted me to the manner in which these play a 

fundamental role in influencing, possibly even in determining, the decisions made by 

leaders. At times these values may be overt and at other times may subconsciously drive 

behaviour. The literature suggests that there needs to be a degree of congruence between 

the values of the individual and the institution. As Begley points out “…administrators 

must understand and reflect on their motivations, biases, and actions as leaders. In 
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particular they must become aware of relatively fixed and unnegotiable core values that 

may be incompatible with organizational or community values” (1999, p44). 

 

The literature related to equity and in particular equity practice in universities 

demonstrated the paucity of research in this area, in particular that related to sexuality 

and gender identity. Some information did exist concerning the workplace experience of 

gays and lesbians in various organisations and which indicated some commonality in 

experiences of discrimination and harassment. The literature, or lack of it, tends to 

support the notion of heterogemony; a cloak of invisibility continues to marginalise the 

experience of non-heterosexuals and those who do not identify with the dominant 

binary-gendered mainstream. This study, while not focusing on LGBTI people as the 

subject of the research, nevertheless does make visible the possibilities for those on the 

margins to form strategic partnerships to enable new equity initiatives to be introduced 

within a university. 
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Chapter 3 

Context of the Study 

Introduction  

While there is still some debate in the field of leadership literature about how relevant 

context may be for leaders and leader behaviour, it is nevertheless important to 

acknowledge that this study of leadership was conducted specifically in the context of 

an equity agenda in relation to sexuality and gender identity. The institution in which 

the study took place was contextualised by local, national and world events, and was 

informed by its own history and the nature of its staff and student cohort. This chapter 

seeks to paint a picture of that environment, outlining key aspects of the case study 

university and providing background information relevant to the introduction of the 

sexuality equity agenda4.

The Wider Context 

Higher education today is experiencing significant change brought about by 

globalisation, massification, increased diversity of students and staff, and decreasing 

public funding (Abbott-Chapman et al. 1991; Garcia et al. 2001; Nelson 2002b; 

Sharpham and Harman 1997; Tierney 1999). The very purpose of ‘the university’ itself 

is being questioned. Coady and Miller suggest of the university that: “To some it is self-

evident that its goals must be fundamentally economic, to others that it must bring about 

a society of equals. Others argue for a more traditional role of knowledge for its own 

sake” (Miller 1996, p1).  

 

These discourses of globalisation and internationalisation are confronted and contested 

by increasing protectionism and nationalism. Wider acceptance of ‘difference’ as 

reflected in progressive legislative reform within Australia at state and territory level is 

countered by a rising neo-conservative movement that finds resonance with the current 

federal Australian government’s ideology. For more than a decade, the political arena 

has been signposted by official rhetoric which has continued to further marginalise 

those already on the margins, and has been regarded by some in the community as 

 
4 The information in this chapter and throughout the thesis is presented in such a way as to protect the 
anonymity of the case study university and the research participants. Accordingly all names have been 
changed, and certain details omitted or presented in a broader context, as necessary.  
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providing licence to vilify and discriminate against people different from the dominant 

group, including lesbians and gay men5.

In 1988, the then Australian Labor government mandated that universities must have 

student equity programs to address under-representation of identified, disadvantaged 

groups6 (Abbott-Chapman et al. 1991; Anderson 1999; Dawkins 1988; Postle et al. 

1997; Williams et al. 1993). Since this time, universities have experienced a broadening 

of their student base, a growing student enrolment and as a result of aggressive 

marketing, increased numbers of international students. In addition to the previously 

established government requirements related to student equity and an increasingly 

persuasive business case (Coaldrake 2000; Grayson and Hodges 2001; Lupi and 

Redmond 2002) a raft of federal, state and territory legislation related to equal 

opportunity and social justice has forced Australian universities to pay attention to 

issues of staff equity and diversity either by choice, or through increased legislative 

compliance requirements. At the time of writing, all Australian states have state-based 

legislation that does ban discrimination on the grounds of sexuality and gender identity. 

However, Australian federal legislation does not specifically exclude discrimination on 

the basis of sexuality or gender identity.  

Formal Leadership Structures in Australian Universities  

The Australian higher education system is “basically a national system [that is] 

predominantly public and relatively homogenous” (Nelson 2002a, p5) and in its 

development, modelled upon the British system. Internal university governance and decision-

making structures are therefore similar throughout Australian universities (with recent federal 

legislation even dictating the size and representative nature of university governing boards). 

In the main, universities conform to traditional bureaucratic hierarchical structural norms, 

although some debate exists as to which model of organisational behaviour best applies to 

universities. Sloper for example notes the “highly complex formal and equally diverse 

informal operations of the modern university” (Sloper 1994b, p10).  

 
5 Among many examples, the following two give some picture of this ongoing attitude by the Australian 
federal government. In June 2004 there were reports of federal members of parliament decrying the 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s Play School television program for its depiction of a family in 
which the parents were a lesbian couple. On March 30 2006 the federal Attorney General was reported in 
the media as prepared to intervene in the Australian Capital Territory to prevent proposed legislation that 
would, among other things, permit marriage celebrants to perform civil unions between same-sex couples. 
6 Those groups identified by the federal government as target equity groups are: people with disabilities, 
Indigenous Australians, people from rural and isolated areas, people from non-English speaking 
backgrounds, those from low socio-economic backgrounds, and women in non-traditional fields of study. 
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The public nature of Australian universities (Coaldrake 2000) brings with it a range of 

reporting requirements to federal, state or territory governments, making universities subject 

to public scrutiny in ways that may not be typical outside Australia7. For example, in the area 

of equity and social justice, all institutions of higher education must report to a federal 

agency, the Equal Opportunity for Women in the Workplace Agency (EOWA), on progress 

in attracting, retaining and promoting female staff. They also report annually directly to the 

relevant federal department on progress and future plans for students in the target equity 

groups.  

 

The most senior officer of a university is the Chancellor who chairs the governing board, and 

under normal circumstances, primarily has an overseeing role and a relatively small degree of 

involvement in the day to day running of the university, which is left to the chief executive 

officer, the Vice-Chancellor (President). A number of senior university staff forms the 

university Executive, which usually includes one or more Deputy Vice-Chancellors (Deputy 

Presidents) to whom all or a group of Faculty Deans or Department Heads may report. The 

Deputy Presidents will normally shoulder responsibility for one or more major university-

wide areas, such as teaching and learning, the university budget or social justice. Some 

universities also have one or more Pro-Vice-Chancellors (Associate Presidents) with 

responsibility for defined areas such as a specific campus of the university, or an area of 

operations such as community relations. 

 

In the non-academic area of the university’s operations, the Secretary and Registrar (Provost) 

is the senior responsible officer. The Secretary and Registrar (Provost) will oversee most, if 

not all of the university’s administrative (non-academic) departments, including areas such as 

student administration and support services, property and facilities, parking and traffic. 

 

Until the recent federal government legislation (2005) proscribing compulsory student 

unionism, universities had student representative bodies that provided a range of services and 

had a presence on many if not most of the university key committees, such as those dealing 

with teaching and learning, research, equity, building and grounds.  

 
7 At the time the sexuality equity agenda was introduced at the case study university, there was only one 
private university in Australia. The remainder were all public institutions and received significant core 
funding from the federal government. Other sources of income included state government monies, 
research funds and various bequests and grants.  
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The operational leadership structure of a typical Australian university will therefore be 

similar to that shown in Figure 3.1, although some minor variations on this will exist (for 

example, in one Australian university, the Provost reports to an Associate President). 

 

Figure 3.1: Leadership structure of a typical Australian university.  
 

Universities typically have a number of committees servicing almost every aspect of their key 

functions including: buildings and grounds, student discipline, finance, teaching and learning, 

research, and social justice. These committees may report directly to the governing Council 

or Senate, the President or some other delegated senior officer. The purpose of the 

committees may be to develop policy or strategic initiatives, or to monitor and report on 

university performance in the related area. University committees will have elected and ex-

officio members representing key stakeholders and, depending upon their terms of reference, 

they may have a range of delegated powers, including allocation of funds. 

 

Functional committees will usually have key stakeholders represented. These will most often 

be senior staff of the operational areas of the university relevant to the nature of the 

committee, and those with a particular interest in the area; for example, it would be usual on a 

grounds committee to have members comprising a Deputy President, the manager or director 

in charge of grounds and facilities, and one or more additional senior staff from the this 

division, the head of Occupational Health and Safety, possibly a member of the alumni 

and/or the governing body, a student union representative and possibly a senior academic 

with a specialist interest in building, such as architecture, or engineering. Other committees, 
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such as a social justice committee, may well have staff and students from particular 

constituencies with interest in the committee’s work; for example, as well as senior university 

staff, they would normally also have represented: Indigenous Australians, staff from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, people with disabilities, women’s rights 

groups, staff unions and the student union. Minutes of university committees are stored in 

archives. They are inevitably formal and tend to record the end results of discussion and 

decisions in relatively bureaucratic terms, usually revealing little detail of the discussion that 

may have taken place. 

 

In this context, the case study university made for an interesting exploration of the way 

in which leadership was enacted through the introduction of a suite of social justice 

policies and programs, with the clear objective of eliminating discrimination and 

creating a university climate more accepting and tolerant of lesbians, gay men, 

transgender, ‘queer’, intersex and bisexual staff and students. 

The Case Study University 

The case study university ‘Reform U’ was selected following an extensive search within 

Australia to find a university that demonstrated leadership in its social justice policies 

and programs in the area of sexuality and gender identity. The criterion used in this 

selection was the degree of embeddedness of these policies and programs within the 

fabric of university policy and practice framework as reflected through information 

available from the website and from the university’s equity practitioners. From the 

analysis of data collected from the thirty seven universities in this preliminary study, 

Reform U was the university that had the most extensive suite of relevant policies and 

programs across the board and the greatest number of policies that embedded issues 

related to sexuality and gender identity. 

 

Reform U also had numerous links within its University website to substantial further 

material related to sexuality and gender identity: additional information, external and 

internal support services in the university and student union, as well as academic papers, 

the combination of which served to convey that it had embraced a broader role in 

informing the wider university community about issues related to sexuality and gender 

identity as well as providing support for GLBTI staff and students. The fact that it also 

had anti-discrimination policies incorporating sexuality, which had been in existence 

since the early 1990s, well before state legislation would have compelled the University 
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to address the issue, indicated Reform U not only recognised its obligations under the 

relevant legislation, but was prepared to be at the forefront of social justice matters 

within its wider community. 

 

This was of particular interest, given that Reform U is a large, established, and 

somewhat conservative, public university, situated in a metropolitan area of Australia. 

Reform U is essentially located on a single campus and offers a broad disciplinary mix 

of subjects across the arts and sciences at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. It 

has a considerable focus on research. The University’s student body is primarily drawn 

from a recent school-leaver population and has tended to be somewhat homogenous in 

make-up, although it is becoming increasingly diverse as a result of a growing overseas 

student contingent and students from non-traditional backgrounds enrolling in 

increasing numbers. 

 

Reform U has a number of large departments related to academic disciplines, each of 

which is headed up by an Executive Dean who enjoys a significant degree of autonomy 

over issues of budget expenditure and personnel and academic management matters 

within what is commonly agreed to be a highly devolved university. Each department 

contains various schools which reflect specific areas of academic teaching and research, 

such as; Education, Law, Biological Sciences and other sciences, etc. Among its 

administrative departments are those common to all Australian universities dealing with 

personnel, student administration, grounds and buildings, student support and of 

particular interest for this study, social justice. 

 

The University has an active student representative body, which among other 

designated departments has a proactive Queer department. Students are represented on a 

number of university committees and their student union has traditionally enjoyed a 

positive and often collaborative working relationship with the University 

administration. 

 

The University has had an active social justice committee for a number of years which, 

as is not uncommon, had as its genesis a focus on gender equity and in particular, 

improving recruitment, retention and promotion of female staff, particularly academic 

women. There was a very active women’s network that provided impetus to a range of 

innovative programs in this area and, over the years, the network and its leadership 
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programs for women enjoyed the support of some very senior staff, both women and 

men, including the current President of Reform U. He is recognised throughout the 

University as being a champion of equity issues. 

Sexuality and Gender Identity 

While many other human attributes such as race or disability are ‘written on the body,’ 

to somewhat misuse the title of one of Jeanette Winterson’s books (1996), few are 

regarded as quite so ‘troubling’ as are sexuality or gender identity issues, nor do other 

attributes engender the overtly aggressive, sometimes violent responses that LGBTI 

people experience. Talburt offers some explanation for this when she writes about 

lesbian academics; “… lesbian is often understood as a private term, referring to who 

one is or what one does in one’s private life. Lesbian invokes the body, sexual practices, 

carnal knowledge …” (Talburt 2000, p1. original emphasis). Issues of trans-gender 

identity directly gesture to hetero and binary, normative notions of bodily identity, 

reshaping and remaking the gendered self, and in particular, evoke notions of biological 

and social transgression. Anti-Discrimination or Equal Opportunity legislation in all 

states and territories makes it unlawful to discriminate on the basis of sexuality or 

gender identity. However, despite the fact that universities are required to have policies 

and programs that comply with this legislation, many do not go beyond minimal 

compliance requirements. 

 

The equity programs provided by universities are therefore partly created in response to 

federal government requirements related to under-representation of identified student 

equity groups. As previously noted, the Federal Government of Australia does not 

include gays, lesbians, bisexual, transgender or intersex students among these. 

Universities may themselves, however, initiate more broadly based equity and social 

justice programs, addressing issues beyond either federal or, for that matter, state 

government requirements. At the time of selecting the case study university, I identified 

Reform U as the Australian university with the most significant suite of policies and 

programs related to matters of addressing discrimination on the basis of sexuality and 

gender identity, often regarded as the last in an unspoken but widely acknowledged 

hierarchy of attributes upon which discrimination is based. 

 

At the time that these initiatives were introduced at Reform U, intense debate was 

taking place in the wider community, within the state, over proposed state government 
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reform to legislation that would remove discrimination on the basis of sexuality. There 

was a significant degree of community backlash to the state government’s proposed 

changes from conservatives and religious groups,8 with the media, written press and 

talkback stations making considerable mileage from the situation. Following previous 

experience with incidents related to sexuality and/or gender identity in the case study 

university’s home state, and in other states of Australia, members of Reform U 

community were highly conscious of the way matters of this nature were invariably 

sensationalised by the media. Concerns as to potential public reaction to the 

introduction of the sexuality equity agenda at their university were therefore well 

founded. 

Background to the Sexuality Equity Initiative at Reform U 

Early during the research process, it was brought to my attention that prior to the 

proposed legislation, Reform U had already had in place since the early 1990s a policy 

acknowledging that the University had the responsibility to create an environment free 

from discrimination and among the listed grounds was ‘sexual orientation’. As the 

manager of the Personnel department pointed out, the Industrial Relations Act made it 

unlawful to dismiss an employee on the basis of their sexuality, but at the time state 

legislation in areas such as equal opportunity or anti-discrimination did not have this 

attribute listed, so other forms of discrimination or harassment against these groups 

were not unlawful. Although the 1993 Reform U policy included sexual orientation 

(later amended to also include ‘gender history’), until the sexuality equity initiative, this 

had mostly gone unnoticed by the University community. It was, however, a matter of 

pride for a number of participants in this study that the University had such a policy in 

place nearly ten years prior to the state legislation. The policy’s existence provided 

leverage in initiating the sexuality equity agenda. 

 

I have coined the term ‘sexuality equity agenda’ to capture the overall thrust of the 

various strands that came together as a change agenda around this issue at Reform U. 

Initial discussion took place between a student leader, the coordinator of the Queer 

Collective and one of the staff members identified in this study as a leader, which 

resulted in an application for funding to conduct a campus climate survey related to 

sexuality. It was believed to be the first time a university in Australia had funded a 

 
8 Normally substantiating reference would be given  at this point. To do so would potentially identify the 
specific Australian state and therefore the university selected for the case study. In the interests of 
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project on identifying issues for LBGTI students and staff. In brief, the results of the 

survey demonstrated that although overall the environment was generally tolerant, there 

was a considerable lack of awareness about the issues faced by gay and lesbian students 

and staff. A disturbingly high proportion of respondents had observed homophobic 

behaviour and, somewhat alarmingly, had said or done nothing to stop it.  

 

Serendipitously, two of the identified leaders in the sexuality equity agenda had, 

independently of each other, recently spent time in universities on the North American 

continent where they had become aware of a range of programs in existence that aimed 

to raise awareness, create ‘safe’ space and develop a network of empathetic allies for 

TLGBI students and staff on campus. Following their return to the case study university 

they eventually linked up and began talking about the need at Reform U for similar 

programs. The opportunity to build on the results of the survey and to launch an 

awareness-raising network program was grasped. The FLAG9 program was conceived 

and consequently simultaneously publicly launched with the report of the survey. 

 

Due to conflicting evidence, it was not possible to ascertain whether the idea for the 

campus climate survey on sexuality originated with the student leader or the staff 

member who suggested that the students apply for funding and assisted with this 

application. Other staff members later provided significant assistance in the 

development of the survey instrument and in analysing and writing up the report. 

Further action resulting from the survey outcomes was driven by University staff with 

support from the Queer Collective and the student union.  

 

protecting participants, such specific reference material has therefore been omitted. 
9 FLAG –Friends of Lesbians and Gays. As noted, the program name has been changed in order to protect 
the identity of the case study university and individual participants in this research. 
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Chapter 4 

Method 

The Theoretical and Conceptual Framework 

In undertaking this highly focused case study, I have employed a modified ‘grounded 

theory’ approach. Grounded theory was originally developed by Glaser and Strauss in 

1967. In the ensuing 40 years it has been used in interpretive studies, feminist 

theorizing, modernist approaches and postmodern approaches (Gordon in Locke 2001, 

p44) with resultant modifications and changes, even by the originators themselves who 

have significantly diverged in their views about its application. Strauss, with new co-

author Corbin, has recommended increased reliance upon quantitative manipulation of 

data. He has been bitterly opposed by Glaser who argues that this fails to permit theory 

to ‘emerge’ from the data but instead produces “a forced, preconceived, full conceptual 

description, which is fine, but is not grounded theory” (Glaser 1992, p3). Charmaz 

criticises Glaser and Strauss and Corbin for continuing to hold rigid positions that 

remain “imbued with positivism” (in Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p510) and takes the 

stance that “[g]rounded theory offers a set of flexible strategies, not rigid prescription”  

(Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p513). Other researchers such as Sooklal and Hanlon, 

Duignan et al. (in Parry and Meindl 2002b) and Dey (1999) have suggested that there 

are variously modified grounded theory methods available through what Parry describes 

as a ‘partial grounded theory approach’ (Parry 1998). Accordingly, the approach I have 

taken in this research is also modified. 

 

It will be noted that I have provided a literature review within this dissertation, although 

some schools of thought in grounded theory disagree with reviewing the literature prior 

to commencing a study on the basis that one should be careful of the degree to which 

literature in the field can inform and perhaps therefore constrain or bias the ways in 

which the data can be viewed. Glaser goes so far as to propose that while the general 

area for undertaking research might be identified at the commencement of a study, the 

researcher should not even have defined the research problem, which should emerge 

from the data (Glaser 1992). Others counter that reading literature prior to commencing 

research provides a capacity to better structure the study (Locke 2001; Parry 1998) as 

well as enabling the researcher to manage the data in a more coherent fashion:  
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Cautioned by warnings against the real possibility of being overwhelmed by the sheer volume of 
unstructured data (e.g. Miles, 1979), a number of organisation and management scholars begin 
their analysis with some prior specification of existing theory to narrow and direct their analysis. 
The theory is, however, subject to change based on data gathered. 
(Locke 2001, p102) 

 

I chose to review the literature in relevant fields to assist in framing the inquiry as I 

went through an iterative process in developing and refining the research question (refer 

Appendix 2), as well as to inform the data analysis. 

 

In considering the analytical framework and methods that might best suit the research I 

was drawn to the area of post-positive critical enquiry and the social construction of 

reality. Reflecting on work by Guba and Lincoln, Begley describes four broad 

theoretical paradigms of inquiry within which issues of values and ethics can be 

analysed, although Denzin and Lincoln (2000) note that the borders and boundaries 

between many of these paradigms are beginning to blur. 

 

The first of these is positivism, which provides “the objective or ‘received view’ that 

has dominated the discourse in physical and social sciences” (Begley 1999, p211). The 

second is post-positivism, which Begley describes as “ a contingent positivism that 

attempts to accommodate the most problematic criticisms of the former”(ibid). These 

two paradigms form the backdrop against which … other paradigms and perspectives 

operate” (Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p158). The other two are critical theory, a “ blanket 

term used to describe neo-Marxism, feminism materialism, and participatory inquiry” 

(Begley 1999, p211), and constructivism, which incorporates “relativism, subjectivism 

and locally constructed realities” (ibid).

Critical theory is “concerned in particular with issues of power and justice and the ways 

that the economy, matters of race, class, and gender, ideologies, discourses, education, 

religion and other social institutions, and cultural dynamics interact to construct a social 

system” (Kincheloe & McLaren in Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p281). Critical theory thus 

seemed particularly relevant to this research, focusing as it does upon issues within a 

university related to a marginalised group. Kincheloe and McLaren note that critical 

theory is difficult to accurately or simply describe given its constant evolution and 

deliberate “attempt to avoid too much specificity, as there is room for disagreement 

among critical theorists” (in Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p281). Denzin and Lincoln do, 
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however, suggest that modern critical theories commonly seek to “produce practical, 

pragmatic, knowledge that is cultural and structural, judged by its degree of historical 

situatedness and its ability to produce praxis, or action” (Denzin and Lincoln 2000, 

p160). Critical theory also appeared to be highly useful in the context of a case study 

approach. 

 

According to Denzin and Lincoln “constructivism connects action to praxis and builds 

on anti-foundational arguments while encouraging experimental and multi-voiced texts” 

(2000, p158). A constructivist approach takes the perspective that individuals interpret 

and construct their realities through language, shared understandings, and social 

practices. There are significant links between constructivism and critical theory. As 

Kincheloe and McLaren state, many academicians of the 1960s saw critical theory 

offering new possibilities, leading to a “more egalitarian and democratic social order 

[through its] dialectical concern with the social construction of experience” (in Denzin 

and Lincoln 2000, p280). Geertz (quoted in Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p15) suggested 

that “the task of theory is to make sense out of a local situation”. 

 

The approach to this research and the analysis of the data derived from it has been 

undertaken from a constructivist and critical perspective with due consideration given to 

the fact that language is “an unstable social practice whose meaning shifts, depending 

upon the context in which it is used” (Kincheloe & McLaren in Denzin and Lincoln 

2000, p284), although it does provide for meaningful insight not only into the ‘bodies of 

ideas, ideologies, or other symbolic formulations, but…also working attitudes, modes of 

address, terms of reference, and courses of action suffused into social practices” 

(Gubrium & Holstein in Denzin and Lincoln 2000, 493). In this sense therefore, the 

interviews and documents comprising the data from this research provided a particular 

view of the world recognised as being partial and contestable. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

In the development of the research question and in refining the methods to be used for 

data collection and analysis, a number of pilot studies were undertaken. 
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Site Selection

To select a university for the case study, an extensive search and analysis of relevant 

material from 37 Australian universities’ web sites10 was undertaken. The web search 

was supplemented by information provided by equity practitioners and data from a 

workshop held with LGBTI university staff from universities around Australia, to 

identify the climate within their universities, as they experienced it, relevant to their 

sexuality. The range of material derived from the web search included policies and 

industrial instruments related to leave provisions, such as family or parental leave, 

carer’s leave, specific anti-discrimination policies, equity or social justice programs, as 

well as links to relevant academic papers, curriculum material, brochures, university 

journals and newspaper articles, awareness raising information and referral assistance.  

 

Each university’s policy suite was then categorised as ‘non compliant’; ‘compliant’ or 

‘enhanced’ in relation to its home state or territory’s anti-discrimination legislation (as 

detailed in Table 4.1 below). Of the universities included in this initial search, one 

university had no policies at all available from the web site. Of the remainder, sixteen 

had policies that were categorised as ‘enhanced, that is, they went significantly beyond 

the legislative requirement in some way, for example, in expanding upon and explaining 

terminology or specifically choosing exemplars within their policies related to sexuality 

or gender identity. Twenty seven universities had policies that were ‘compliance’ based; 

i.e. their policies either repeated legislation verbatim, or referred only to the university’s 

obligations under law. Seven universities had policies that did not appear to comply 

with the legislative requirements to be inclusive of same-sex relationships, for example, 

framing parental leave policy only in terms such as ‘maternity’ and ‘paternity’ leave. 

What the analysis also revealed was that there was variability in the policies, sometimes 

within the one university. For example, a single university might have ‘enhanced’ 

policies in one or more areas, but at the same time have policies that were only 

‘compliant’ or even ‘non-compliant’, in other areas. 

 

As elaborated in Table 4.1, internet searches for key terms in the 37 university websites 

produced results that were widely disparate. Only nine universities brought up a hit for 

transsexual, and related terms such as transvestite. Where these were contained within a 

university policy, they were direct or paraphrased quotations from the relevant state 
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legislation. Although a total of 22 universities provided a hit for the term transgender,

only three provided enhanced information. The term intersex was found in seven 

universities, two of which provided enhanced information and policy inclusion 

(although one of these was a reference to an academic paper about intersex pigs in 

Melanesia). The terms bisexual and queer were located in eight and 12 universities 

respectively, and these were derived from various sources, including conferences, 

pamphlets from student unions and some policy references. The term lesbian was found 

in 21 universities, only four of which provided enhanced policy information, and a 

similar result (20 universities) was obtained for the term gay. Homosexual was located 

in 13 of the 37 university websites, only two of which provided information that was 

categorised as ‘enhanced’. Overwhelmingly, information regarding issues of sexuality 

and gender identity were provided through student unions and not through official 

university channels. 

 

Table 4.1: Results from key website search terms 
Search term Number of 

university 
websites to 
have a ‘hit’ 
(out of 37) 

Field note comments 

Transsexual, 
transvestite and related 
terms 

9 1 was a reference to a conference, 2 to the terms in 
pamphlets that were written by the student association 
and 1 gave reference to external organisations. The 
remaining were policy statements, which in the main 
provided only a reiteration of obligations under the 
relevant legislation. 

Transgender 22 Of these only 3 universities provided enhanced 
information, 9 used the term in policies simply 
reiterating the legislation.  

Intersex 7 Only 2 addressed the issue in any meaningful way; 
through inclusion in policy and enhanced information 
related to staff and students. 1 reference was to titles of 
books in the library, 1 was a pamphlet prepared by the 
student union, and another referred to paediatrics, child 
psychology and the other ‘hit’ came about through a 
reference to intersex pigs in Melanesia. 

Bisexual 8 2 were included in an information pamphlet, primarily 
aimed at students, 4 were references to policy, although 
1 of these was a significantly enhanced policy statement, 
2 were references to student union information, 1 was to 
a conference. 

Queer 12 Out of these, 8 made reference to policy, 2 to academic 
research, 2 provided information in pamphlets, 1 referred 
to a journal article, 1 referred the inquirer to a 
conference, and only 2 provided significantly enhanced 
information. 

Lesbian 21 1 directly referred to staff, 4 were solely related to 

10 The Australian Maritime University and Avondale College were not included within this search on the 
basis of their specific institutional focus and therefore unrepresentative student and staff cohort. 
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students. 2 references were within information 
pamphlets, primarily aimed at students, 2 references 
were embedded within policy or references to 
legislation, 2 references were for courses on offer by the 
University, and 3 references were to publications (other 
than the pamphlet/brochures mentioned). 2 gave 
information related to research on issue of sexuality 
including lesbians. Only 4 universities provided 
enhanced information beyond policy. 

Gay 20 4 referred to both staff and students, and additional 5 
references were related to students only. 2 references 
gave pamphlet details, another 2 to other publications. 1 
university gave information about gay matters within a 
diversity calendar, 2 referred to external research 
projects and one to a conference. 

Homosexual 13 4 gave references that related to staff. 5 related 
specifically to students. 3 references were in policies 
only. 2 gave information about a support/network group. 
1 referred only to a conference and another to 
coursework offerings. 2 provided information 
categorised as ‘enhanced’, 1 of which included a 
supportive message from the University chaplaincy. 

Through the national equity practitioners networking list, university equity practitioners 

around Australia were also invited to provide additional information to cover the 

possibility that not all program information and policies were available from the web. 

To further supplement the process, a workshop was held at a national conference for 

LGBTI identifying university staff, and a concept mapping exercise was carried out to 

ascertain the ‘equity climate’ of those universities in which participants were working. 

 

From this preparatory work, I was able to identify a university that not only evidenced 

good practice in the area of equity related to sexuality and gender identity but where 

policy and programs had been introduced prior to legislation that would have forced 

compliance. In combination with reading the literature, these initial processes therefore 

also assisted me in developing and refining the research question. The question evolved 

from an initial focus on issues facing university staff identifying as lesbian, gay, 

bisexual, transgender or intersex. Early pilot studies revealed that members of this 

group were extremely reluctant to come forward, indicating a significant problem in 

undertaking research with this specific focus. The development of the research question 

through a number of iterations resulted in a final topic that aimed to explore leadership 

factors in the implementation of policies and programs related to sexuality and gender 

identity within an organisation on the cusp of change. The nature of the policies and 

activities at Reform U, although not excluding transgender and intersex issues, did 

nevertheless tend to have a primary focus on sexuality and for this reason, and for ease 
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of convenience, I brought the various aspects of the initiatives together and referred to 

them collectively as the ‘sexuality equity agenda’. 

 

At the time of this preliminary preparation for undertaking the research, Reform U 

could clearly demonstrate good practice in the area; a number of its policies were 

categorised as ‘enhanced’ and the university website provided access to multiple links 

relating to programs, papers, and activities. For example, there were over 200 ‘hits’ for 

the term ‘lesbian’, over 200 hits for ‘sexuality’, with links leading to reports, surveys, 

curriculum information, and academic papers. My field notes at the time record my 

reaction: 

 

It's a vibrant, obviously busy and happening website - links to transgender, 
queer, gay... I'm ... concerned to use other search items for fear I'll be 
overwhelmed by data!… I try web page reference 18. Entry 151 invites 
participation in a GLBT … meeting. I don't have to look further to know 
that Reform U is a University that seriously is addressing issues to do with 
sexuality. 

Marshall and Rossman suggest that 
a realistic site is where (a) entry is possible; (b) there is a high probability that a rich mix of 
processes, people, programs, interaction, and structures of interest are present; (c) the researcher 
is likely to be able to build trusting relations with the participants in the study; and (d) data 
quality and credibility of the study are reasonably assured.” 
(1999, p 69) 

 

I was fortunate that Reform U met these criteria. Through the equity practitioners’ 

network, I had an already established positive professional relationship with some of the 

staff at the University. In addition, because I was known by these colleagues to identify 

as a lesbian, this eased the transition to meeting potential participants who identified as 

non-heterosexual.  

 

This previous connection also posed certain ethical dilemmas, however, such as the risk 

that potential participants might possibly feel a degree of pressure to participate in the 

study. This was taken into account in the research design and was elaborated in the 

ethics clearance process required from Griffith University. Once this ethical clearance 

was obtained, and following negotiation with the President of the selected case-study 

university to have access to the university for the purposes of undertaking this research, 

prospective participants were provided with an Information Statement (Appendix 3), 

which outlined the proposed study. Potential participants were then provided with the 
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option of opting to participate in the research or not. Once a potential participant 

indicated interest in taking part, I met with them individually to ensure that they had 

read and understood the material, were comfortable with relevant ethical issues such as 

confidentiality, understood the risks of potential identification, and could provide 

answers to any questions that they may have had. Once this process was completed, the 

participant was then requested to complete the Consent Form (Appendix 4) . 

 

Participants were drawn from those most closely associated with the development and 

implementation of the sexuality equity agenda and of these, none identified as 

transgender or intersex. While student leaders had made some contribution to the 

sexuality equity agenda, I nevertheless felt it valid to focus on staff of the University as 

being most relevant to exploring issues of leadership through the way in which the 

policies and programs were taken up by the University. 

Data Collection

Primary importance was given to the best ‘fit’ for the task in selecting the most 

appropriate methods for data collection and analysis, and the following questions were 

therefore carefully considered: 

 
Will it generate data relevant to the research question? 
Is it practicable in terms of the researcher’s capacity and constraints, skills and 
limitations? 
Is it ethical in terms of researcher’s and participants’ relative power? 
Can believable descriptions and explanations be produced, ones that are true to life? 
(adapted from Punch 1998) 

 

Data was drawn from multiple sources: externally accessible web pages of the case 

study university, reports, newsletters, brochures and information sheets. I was provided 

with internal web access and the University’s registry, including archival material. A 

number of participants also provided supplementary documentation. Much of this 

written material provided background information. The most significant proportion of 

the primary data was obtained from semi-structured in-depth interviews held with 

participants. In research of this nature, where it is not possible or feasible to engage the 

entire case study site, “the best compromise is to include a sample with reasonable 

variation in the phenomenon, settings or people under study” (Marshall and Rossman 

1999, p69). The sample in this case was specifically selected to bring focus to the study, 

and participants were identified on the basis of their involvement with and knowledge 

of the introduction of the sexuality equity agenda. Such a form of interviewing key, 
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influential or well-informed people is sometimes labelled ‘elite’ interviewing (Marshall 

and Rossman 1999) and assured the quality of information relevant to the topic.  

 

A total of 25 participants took part at this stage of the study (refer Appendix 5), 

undertaking interviews of approximately one hour in length, that were carried out at a 

place and time selected by them, and recorded with unobtrusive, hand-held tape 

recorders (two were used in the event that one might fail). Three key informants were 

followed up to provide a further interview in order to clarify points raised either during 

their interview or to explore questions that arose through the process of data analysis. 

 

In a previous study, I labelled the interview technique that I have also used in the 

present study as ‘guided conversation’ (Stewart 1994). This method was initially 

informed by Rhoda Linton (in Reinharz 1992), who discussed the process of ‘structured 

conceptualization’, and later refined as a result of the work of Bob Dick ‘Convergent 

Interviewing’ (Dick 2002) and Douglas ‘Creative Interviewing’ (discussed in Silverman 

1997). Kahn and Cannell have labelled this interview approach as “ a conversation with 

a purpose” (in Marshall and Rossman 1999, p108). Such a process enables the 

participant’s voice to be foregrounded as much as is possible, while still retaining a 

necessary degree of structure through having in place a broad framework of key ideas, 

themes and issues to be covered in each interview. 

 

I initially transcribed interviews. However the process was extremely time-consuming, 

and I therefore engaged the services of a skilled transcriber to complete this task. On 

receipt of the transcription (in electronic format) I then checked each transcription 

against the interview recording for accuracy, which also assisted me in my early 

familiarisation with the data. 

 

Data Analysis

The primary analytic tool used to work with the data was QSR N6, previously known as 

NUD*IST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing Searching and Theorizing). N6 

is a software program that enables code-and-retrieve work to be undertaken and 

supports the theory-building efforts of analysis through providing a range of features, 

including memoing. Using N6 as the primary management tool for the large quantity of 

data obtained in this study enabled systematic categorisation of themes, concepts and 
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ideas and provided capacity to note emergent theories in the form of memos (refer 

Appendices 6 – 10). 

 

N6 can be used at a sophisticated level to facilitate key word or phrase searching, 

pattern searching, or at the relatively simple level, as I used it in this study, where it was 

utilised essentially as a fast tool for accessing and interrogating the data, storing and 

retrieving, sorting and resorting data, coding, and recording emerging ideas about what I 

was thinking. Data analysis was supplemented by the use of another software program, 

Leximancer, as well as by manual interaction with documents and interview texts. 

 

The Leximancer (2) manual claims that the program identifies key words, terms, or 

what it labels ‘seed concepts’ from the data by calculating the frequency of word 

occurrence, while automatically discounting frequently occurring, irrelevant words (e.g. 

‘and’, ‘the’, ‘a’). The program computes the proximity of identified ‘concepts’ to other 

frequently co-occurring terms within the text and displays the results on a two-

dimensional spatial map, which indicates the frequency of their occurrence in the text, 

their relationship to each other, and the themes arising from the text. This ‘conceptual 

map’ provides three main sources of information about the content of documents: 
 

1. The main concepts contained within the text and their relative importance; 
2. The strengths between concepts (how often they co-occur); 
3. The similarities in the context in which they occur. 

(Leximancer 2 manual, p8) 
 

I found, however, that although Leximancer was useful in identifying terms and themes 

that I might potentially have overlooked, because it equated ‘words’ with ‘concepts,’ 

the program was not capable of identifying concepts of a more abstract nature and had 

limitation as an analytic tool. 

 

A strength of both computer software packages was their capacity to manage and 

manipulate large quantities of data. Overall, I felt both programs had strengths and 

weaknesses but that using the two in complementarity provided good capacity to 

manipulate and interrogate the data and helped to reduce the possibility of bias or 

neglect of possible concepts or categories. 
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The data in this study consisted of a total of 45 documents comprising 17 electronic 

documents, such as minutes of committee meetings and letters, and 2811 transcribed 

interviews. Follow-up interview transcriptions were added to the originals thus forming 

a total of 42 separate electronic documents which were imported into N6 in ‘text only’ 

format, and into Leximancer as ‘Word’ documents. There was a significant amount of 

additional hard copy documentation such as newsletters and reports. 

 

The Linear map produced by Leximancer (refer Appendix 11) was rotated to align the 

identified ‘concepts’ in the most logical clustering that would maximise the capacity to 

explore the relationship between key ‘concepts’ and the focus term ‘leadership’ (the 

manual suggests that the Linear map is more stable and reliable than the Gausian 

version). I then deleted those ‘seed concepts’ not relevant to the study and merged those 

essentially the same, and then cross checked against emerging themes generated through 

manual exploration and coding of the data using N6. Those which Leximancer had not 

identified were added and the map re-run to a point where it was stable. In preparation 

for analysis, themes were set to 44%, a point at which I decided the number of key 

themes revealed was at a level that maximised their usefulness and meaning.  

 

In importing the documents into N6, I decided that, while it was possible to select unit 

sizes from ‘lines’ through to ‘paragraphs’, ‘sentences’ were sufficiently fine-grained for 

coding and sense-making. Sections were defined in the interview data at each speaker 

turn. Initial ‘topic’ or ‘open’ coding (Strauss and Corbin 1990) with N6 was carried out 

by exploring each document individually to identify preliminary categories, which were 

stored as Free Nodes. Categories were either developed through an In Vivo process 

(terms that occurred in the data itself), or were assigned. 

 

As each original project document or text search was coded, a memo was created in 

which the date of coding and any comments and thoughts were noted. A series of text 

searches were carried out to explore events, key concepts and themes which were 

emerging from the exploration of the data and as well, to follow up on results from 

applying Leximancer to the data. Text searches were interrogated and relevant text units 

coded. As noted, cross referencing to results from Leximancer assisted in identifying 

potential categories, although as previously discussed the Leximancer concepts as  

 
11 25 original participant interviews plus 3 additional follow-up interviews 
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mapped were mostly not at higher levels of abstraction. Reports for each original 

document and for each text search were made and saved for later reference. These 

reports, as well as the memos, which dated each entry, also provided an audit trail of the 

manipulation of the data and emergent theory development. 

 

As temporary categories were established as Free Nodes, the data captured in them was 

compared with other data, enabling decisions to be made about consistency and 

supportability of the categorisation that had been made, a requisite of grounded theory. 

Data comparison between one interview and another and exploring what was revealed 

in other documentation enabled more interpretive thinking about the data, with codes 

being deleted, renamed or merged with other codes in order to better reflect the 

developing categories. Where initial coding, or ‘open’ coding “fractured the data, axial 

coding put the data back together in new ways by making connections between a 

category and its subcategories to develop several main categories” (Merriam 2002, 

p149). These more abstract, ‘axial codes’, ‘main categories’’, or key themes that began 

to emerge then became the basis of the Index Tree Node structure, which was further 

developed as abstraction in coding took place and links between related categories 

became apparent.  

 

The analytic process constantly raised questions about emerging theories, which would 

drive me back to the original data in a cycle of query, search, compare, categorise, and 

question. The data was revisited over again as questions arose or as inconsistencies 

appeared in participant accounts, to seek evidence or explanation as to why these 

contradictions might exist and to seek disconfirming data or alternative interpretations 

that might be made as to why there were different versions of events occurring in the 

data. As they arose, using N6 enabled questions, insights, ideas, and tentative 

hypotheses to be recorded in memos linked to the documents. 

 

I found N6’s facility to ‘jump’ from the text unit contained in the nodes to the same text 

unit in the original electronic document extremely useful. This revealed the context 

within which the identified text unit lay and its relevance or otherwise to the research 

question. Elimination or addition of surrounding contextual data could then be carried 

out as appropriate. Relevant re-coding into existing Free Nodes or Tree nodes was 

ongoing, with additional Free Nodes being developed as necessary. Free Nodes were 

eventually re-examined and recoded or merged, as appropriate, into the Tree node 
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categories and subcategories, or ‘parent and children nodes’ until all Free Nodes had 

been eliminated or absorbed into the Tree Nodes and I had reached a point of 

‘saturation’ with the data. 

Reporting

In reporting on the findings of the research, I wanted to give as much ‘voice’ to 

participants as possible, with minimal filtering. Accordingly my comments were woven 

around and provided linkage to excerpts from the interviews that were reported without 

editorialising. My intention was to provide a narrative that illuminated the themes and 

key concepts, which were substantially drawn from the data, thus giving authority to the 

participants themselves as narrators. In addition, the amount of original data 

incorporated into the findings clarified conclusions that were being drawn. I did not 

however, aim to eliminate inconsistencies in the data. I kept in mind the need to note 

these, to present evidence as to why one version of events might be more acceptable 

than another, to give some explanation as to how they might impact upon emerging 

theory or the limit of findings (Rubin and Rubin 1995). 

 

Every reasonable effort was made to protect the anonymity of the participants and of the 

case study university. All participants were given a pseudonym (participants were given 

the option of choosing their own pseudonym) and all identifying references to others, to 

the case study university, to specific programs, and where possible, to roles of 

participants or others mentioned in the data were altered or, where this was not possible, 

omitted. In some instances, highly illustrative segments of data that did have identifying 

information in them were not used in the report because it was impossible to alter them 

without affecting the integrity of the data itself.  

Validity

One common test of research validity in the quantitative research paradigm is the degree 

of generalisability of the research findings. In qualitative research, there is broad 

agreement between many qualitative researchers that “generalizability in the sense of 

producing laws that apply universally is not a useful standard or goal for qualitative 

research” (Schofield in Hammersley 1993, p207). In fact, “the goal is understanding of 

specific circumstances, how and why things actually happen in a complex world” 

(Rubin and Rubin 1995, p38). The exploratory nature of this study, which aimed to 

provide a description of the specific case, fits within this definition. However, this case 
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study has raised issues that are relevant for others to consider, including practitioners in 

similar fields and those involved in organisational change, policy development and 

program implementation, as well as for further research. 

 

Being aware of the partiality of any one form of documentation as well as potential 

personal biases is important. Accordingly documentation was drawn from a number of 

different sources and the data was interrogated through different means. The use of N6, 

supplemented by Leximancer and manual data analysis, assisted in addressing matters 

of potential bias and oversight of possible concepts and themes, although I also note that 

while such triangulation can clarify meaning (Stake in Denzin and Lincoln 2000), I do 

not assume that it can “serve to overcome partial views and present something like a 

complete picture” (Silverman 2001, p234). What is presented in the findings is 

historically situated, culturally constructed, and consequently partial. 

 

Freebody suggests that research which fits within the ethnographic paradigm enhances 

reliability and validity by being clear about those processes that are common to all 

forms of research, “through ensuring the clarity and accuracy of the representations of: 

the context of the research; the statement of the problem to be investigated; the ways in 

which the researcher gained access to the data; the assumptions of the participants; and 

understandings on the site about the researcher’s role as a researcher” (Freebody 2003, 

p77). The detail provided in this chapter, and in other chapters of this thesis, makes 

transparent these aspects of this study. 
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Chapter 5 

Results 
 

The aim of this research was to explore perceptions of leadership in equity in relation to 

sexuality and gender identity within an Australian higher education institution notable 

for its policies in this area. This chapter presents the findings from the research, which 

includes participants’ key perceptions about leadership as it was enacted within the 

boundaries of the case study, and the most significant concepts associated with these. 

Categories of Leadership 

Participants identified a number of players associated with the introduction and 

implementation of what I have termed the ‘sexuality equity agenda’ to which they 

attributed leadership characteristics. These fall into three distinct categories; the 

university’s ‘designated institutional’ leader (D-leader), those who took a leadership 

role in initiating the agenda, the ‘initiating leaders’ (I-leaders), and those in relatively 

senior positions, the ‘positional leaders’ (P-leaders). 

The Designated Institutional Leader (D-leader)

Within the case study university, the D-leader refers primarily to the individual who 

was provided with the delegated responsibility for decision-making related to the 

agenda, the Deputy President, who later became the President of the University. The 

President at the time took an external focus to the role and left the day-to- day running 

of Reform U to the Deputy, among whose delegated responsibilities included matters 

related to equity and diversity.  

 
Julia 
I think he has been pivotal, because he does, he had when he was Deputy 
President um and the way that he and the President carved up the duties 
of management, senior management, basically the Deputy President ran 
the university internally, and the President's focus was external and he 
was really caught up with the AVCC12 and wasn't here often because of 
that. 
 

As the then Deputy President and now President himself commented 
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Justin  
Um yes, the President didn't, didn't really play a major role I don't think 
in that, he actually, I know I did the launch. It's, they [the Executive 
Deans] are required to report to me, or the rule was when I was Deputy 
President, on what they'd done in relation to equity within their faculties 
every year. 

The D-leader group therefore comprises the President and Deputy President. While the 

Deputy President effectively operated as the D-leader with the recognised, delegated 

authority to do so, it was generally accepted that had the President at the time been 

totally against the introduction of the proposed sexuality equity agenda it would have 

been extremely difficult to have progressed this. 
 

Interviewer 
Was it important or not important that the President was seen to be 
involved, supportive, vacant, absent...? 
 
Trevor 
I think it was important that he wasn't seen to be negative, but I think 
Reform U…(P).. the perception was at Reform U was that Justin was the 
person anyway, the important person. If [the President] had come out and 
been negative, then that would have been an issue. But the fact that he 
didn't say anything one way or the other necessarily..(P)..and maybe he 
did say things along the way somewhere.  

Julia 
Absolutely important. If there hadn't been the Deputy President's support, 
I would suggest to you that we wouldn't be as far along the way. I think 
he has been pivotal, because he does, he had when he was Deputy 
President um and the way that he and the President carved up the duties 
of managements, senior management, basically the Deputy President ran 
the university internally, and the President's focus was external and he 
was really caught up with the AVCC and wasn't here often because of 
that. So it was pivotal that the Deputy President support this.  

There is general acceptance of the power held by the most senior position in the 

university, and the final authority that rests with the incumbent of that position.  

The D-leader’s role in providing legitimation for the sexuality equity agenda was 

therefore regarded as absolutely essential by participants. 

 
Diva 
But Justin, you know, without Justin to agree to it, to accept it, to keep it 
on the agenda, you could have had a thousand champions and it wouldn't 
have happened. You know, so it's just really, his support has just been um 
really vital. 

 

The approval of the D-leader provided the necessary imprimatur to take the agenda 

forward. 

 
12 AVCC – Australian President’s Committee 
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Barbara 
So it was like, for me, that was like having this big rubber stamp from the 
top, right from the word go, that allowed us to feel like it was okay, that it 
gave us a little bit of degree of safety I think to kind of carry on…And 
that kind of provides a space if you like that we could move into and kind 
of do our thing in I suppose.

There are a number of alternatives open to a designated institutional leader as to how to 

support proposals. These range from providing passive support by ‘rubber- stamping’ 

through to active engagement and promotion. Initially the support provided by the D-

leader was perceived to be of a more passive nature. 

 
Julia 
I think Justin Harcourt in the leadership role as the Deputy President 
approved... not blocking things, like the Campus Climate Survey Project, 
agreeing to the FLAG project, there would have been some need to get 
his assent, and then actually launching the FLAG project and launching 
the Campus Climate Survey Project.  
So that was the leadership role I saw him taking; approving their 
research, you know, that was in those early days.  
So that there was a certain passivity about his leadership but that it was 
more that he was prepared to endorse these strategies and then be 
affiliated with them. 
 

It was understood that a visible level of official support from the D-leader maximised 

the legitimacy of the agenda. The D-leader in this case was not only prepared to 

passively approve various activities but also to be associated with them. He began to 

take a more active and visible support role in doing so. 

 
Kate 
I think again, partly at that symbolic level that he is prepared to go and 
you know be at um be at the launch of the Program, you know, high 
profile, have your photos taken, have the story written, make some 
general comments about the significance of this issue for the university 
um, ah, you know, and that it's consistent with a more general 
commitment to, to um recognition of diversity at Reform U and so on.  

Through this more public association of the D-leader, there was a sense that the issue 

had achieved a level of some importance within the university community. One senior 

officer commented upon his own reaction when he realised the D-leader was supporting 

the agenda. 

 
HS 
So I think if there's any difference is the fact that you've got the CEO, the 
President, Deputy President standing by those sorts of programs. The fact 
of just standing there I think, makes a big difference… But the fact that 
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Justin was there as Acting President to me made a big difference and I 
suspect for most people would have made a big difference as well. 

 

The physical presence of the D-leader at the various events gave rise to a perception of 

him as a champion of the agenda. 

 
Gillian 
Well Justin … has taken a um..Pause.. has come into it as a champion in 
that he's been, he is prepared to um ensure that something like the FLAG 
Program runs….He is um very happy to stand up at a public event and 
talk about the FLAG Program and how important it is. 

There was wide perception that the D-leader demonstrated a level of commitment that 

went beyond lip service, well beyond that which could be regarded as tokenistic. 
 

Julia 
So he could have quite easily said, "No. This is not on the agenda" in 
those early days. He could have allowed it to be on the agenda but not 
wanted to be the figurehead. 

 
Laura 
Well from my experience, the President has always been supportive and 
he was supportive as Deputy President.  And I think it's more than lip 
service, I think he is genuinely supportive.  

 

This commitment was perceived as even more significant given that the D-leader was 

seen to be stepping outside of his personal comfort zone. 

 
Diva 
Well I remember er when we had the launch of the FLAG project and 
Justin had to speak and he had to keep on using you know, GLBT and 
you know, he had to keep on saying it. And I thought, “Here's a guy that 
in another lifetime would never want to use those words.” It just wouldn't 
come, not because he's you know, racist or prejudiced or anything, I don't 
believe he is. But he just struck me as a guy, you know, like, sit in front 
of the fireplace with a pipe and slippers and not have to deal with those 
sorts of issues. But he had to, so I admire him even more for having to 
um you know, being confronted with it himself and for whatever personal 
views he has on it, it never comes through other than as support. 

The overt commitment to an equity agenda was regarded as a further example of the 

University’s record of implementing progressive policies and practices in the broader 

area of equity and diversity. The sexuality agenda was linked to this previous record 

both internally and externally (second quotation below).  

 
Reform U recently extended its strong commitment to achieving greater 
diversity on campus through the launch of the FLAG Project on 6 June. 
(FLAG Project Sheet 2) 
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Reform U is committed to maintaining an environment within the 
University that is free from discrimination and harassment.
(Letter from [senior university officer] to state Senate Inquiry Sexuality 
Discrimination) 

 

Decisions made by the D-leader were regarded as binding on everyone within the 

university; they became in effect, official university policy carrying expectations of 

compliance. As one senior officer commented 

 
Ben 
… if I put something out they may read it, they may take note of it, but if 
it comes from the President and particularly if it's from, going to 
Executive Deans and Heads, it actually sends that message that this isn't 
just something from [my department]. The University has a desire to 
support this and this is a commitment.  

 

It was understood by participants that the D-leader had the authority to significantly 

influence university policies and programs if he so chose. 

 
Trevor 
Well I think just having his, his, his support. I mean, he sat on that 
committee and gave us the money to start with. And I think whatever 
Justin chairs, the decisions are Justin's decisions and not committee 
decisions, I think (laughs). 

And he himself acknowledged this power that was embedded within the position. 

 
Justin 
And I didn't actually consult with a lot of people, and the same with this 
project. I didn't consult with a lot of people because it just struck me 
when I read it that this was a significant problem that I knew about and 
that there was a problem and we could do something about it with this 
group of people. 

Through his actions, the D-leader was seen not only to send a message to the internal 

university community but also to represent the official position of Reform U to the 

wider community.  

 
Benson 
Um, well I think he demonstrates support in terms of um, well initiating 
both sorts of projects and the policy statements that um the university 
abides by in a sense, in both, well in all areas of equity. Um and I think 
that he gives a consistent message to the Executive Deans and to the 
university executive. And he certainly does in a public way, he will often 
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be the spokesperson for launching of programs etcetera. So in that really 
public way he will do that. 

The nature of the sexuality equity agenda was controversial. At the time it was 

introduced, there was a vigorous and often vitriolic debate taking place through the 

media within the wider community related to legislative changes proposed by the state 

government, which were intended to decriminalise homosexuality. While it was 

regarded as perfectly legitimate that the external community might choose to comment 

upon or criticise what were essentially internal policy decisions of the University, the 

D-leader was expected to defend and justify the decisions made. This he did, which 

added to the view held by participants that he was a champion for equity and diversity, 

and in this case, for the newly introduced sexuality equity agenda. 

 
Justin 
We only had one man who was one of these Right for Life men, a very 
prominent person called [Name] who is forever writing on family issues 
and, and anti abortion and so on. He came to the launch of it and 
collected up all of the [material] and then wrote a very long letter to the 
President critical of us promoting homosexuality, which was just bizarre, 
absolutely. And so I wrote him back a letter saying his views had been 
noted and that was the end of it.  But er, I wasn't [coughs] going to 
engage in a dialogue with him. 

In this case study university, not only did the D-leader and members of the university 

community understand that there was a public face to university leadership, that it was 

publicly accountable for its actions, but that Reform U also took a leadership role within 

the public domain.  

 
Ben 
The issue was, this is a good thing and it will send some good messages 
and its also about, if we're part of society and I can remember Justin 
saying, it’s part of overall cultural change, it's got to start somewhere, 
you've got to be a leader er and I can recall having that discussion with 
him…He's got a vision and he has a big social conscience too in terms of 
what's right for society and that. 

 

This was widely accepted as an appropriate role for Reform U to take in the wider 

community. 

 
Laura 
I think we just need to be a leader in showing a reflection of what the 
community is about and should be about. 
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There is evidence that being a community leader in regard to moral issues was 

something the University also publicly acknowledged and celebrated, as noted in an 

invitation to the launch of the sexuality research report and FLAG program. 

 
It is a point of pride that the University is not merely compliance driven, 
as is evidenced by the fact that since the early 1990’s the University 
Equal Opportunity Policy Statement has included sexual preference 
within its scope. 
(Invitation to previous state Commissioner for Equal Opportunity) 

 

The D-leader provided an example of consciously doing just this with regard to a 

different but equally controversial issue. 

 
Justin 
You know like ..Pause.. I apologised on behalf of the University to the 
Indigenous community. And that was on the ABC television news, the 
lead story on the ABC television, and um there was some negative 
comments. This would have been the first National Sorry Day. 
 

A university’s role is different from that of other large corporate institutions in that its 

core business is educating the future generation and future leaders both nationally and 

internationally. Accordingly, there is a degree of consciousness about promoting certain 

values and expectations of appropriate behaviour to staff and students that would not be 

within the brief of other organisations. 

 
Julia 
So I really thought there was a big need for it, and I particularly thought 
there was a need in this organisation because of what it represents, which 
is, we are educating the leaders of tomorrow. And you know, if it doesn't 
start, should be starting in the school yard, but if it doesn't start then, 
someone's got to start taking responsibility for shaping attitudes around 
society that are inclusive, truly inclusive. 

 

The data then clearly identifies that participants believe that the D-leader had a 

significant role to play in supporting and then promoting this sexuality equity agenda 

and that such support was essential in being able to progress the agenda within the 

University. The D-leader did not however accept all the suggestions put forward, and 

where he felt it necessary, was prepared to assert his authority. 
 

Justin 
The only thing I did, I changed the name, it was going to be called the 
Queer Project and I didn't think that was a sensible thing to do. Now I 
know gay people don't mind calling themselves queer but I think in the 
university setting I didn't think that was a smart move. And I suggested 
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that they change, think of another name and I quite like FLAG, FLAG 
Project, you know so, er, but that was again only a suggestion to them. 

Initiating Leader (I-leader)

Participants also consistently attributed leadership qualities to three individuals who 

were widely regarded as having initiated the agenda and driven it forward. As might 

possibly be expected, given that there was more than one initiating leader, each of 

whom had slightly different if overlapping constituencies, and given that some 

participants were more involved in some aspects of the agenda than others, not all were 

perceived to have the same degree of prominence in driving the agenda. 

 
Charlie 
And I suppose the champions that I see of that now are people, well 
people like Barbara, um Cameron, Julia of course. 

Julia 
In the first few months I only saw it as Cameron and um, it was that joint 
project between [Name] and, him and others, and the Student Union of 
Undergraduates. So I felt that there would be the push from students to 
have um the Campus Climate Survey Project which was a survey of 
attitudes. I subsequently found out, or maybe it became revealed to me 
slowly over some months, that there were other staff who were 
champions of this, were behind the scenes. Trevor Fletcher came to mind 
because he also was working on, he was also helping to draft the Campus 
Climate Survey Report.

It was generally accepted that these issues would not have been placed on the university 

agenda without the drive from the I-leaders as representative of those staff and students 

identifying as LGBTI. 

 
Benson 
I think Trevor probably influenced and pushed through, I mean um, and I 
suppose the drivers of um the sexuality component are largely people 
who are either, well people who are homosexual I think, are largely the 
driving force within the university. 

 
Laura 
And I think that probably we wouldn't have the programs if we didn't 
have lesbian and gays championing for it. 

Figure 5.1 (below), generated through Leximancer, visibly demonstrates this 

relationship between I-leaders representing the gay community, the broader university 

community and issues related to sexuality. It supports the findings from using N6.  
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Figure 5.1: Leximancer map  
(Points 100%, Themes 44%, Rotation 277°) 

 

The Leximancer map reveals strong linkages in Quadrant Three between issues of 

safety, and risk, with the concepts group, community, lesbian and gay, advocacy, 

courage, and feel. Quadrant Four brings together staff, academic, students, work, 

women as well as should and fear, although it should also be noted that fear is captured 

within the same theme as lesbian and gay. The following excerpt also highlights that 

although queer staff felt a sense of isolation, historical precedent suggested there was a 

reasonable rationale for remaining invisible in the University. 

 
Barbara 
But when I was working here in Department of Organisational 
Development I suppose is when I started thinking about it from my own 
point of view. But it just wasn't on the agenda, just wasn't spoken about. 
There was no way of connecting up with other gay and lesbian or 
bisexual, transgender, intersex people on campus.  
We didn't know who other people were. It was extremely invisible. And 
then there was a history of the whole [Name] affair and [Name] and you 
know the kind of vehement stuff that was directed at her, and it was just 
like well everyone is in the closet and they're there for a good reason. 

The role the I-leaders took on was therefore one that had considerable personal 

investment and a potential degree of risk. To a great extent, taking on this agenda in 
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these circumstances, and in the process making public their own sexuality, was regarded 

as demonstrating considerable leadership. 

 
Cameron 
Well I think for me, the critical issue was personal leadership. I think they 
both came out through the process. I think that's a very powerful 
statement. Actually saying, "I'm willing to put my, who I am in my 
entirety, on the line, including this last frontier." 
So I think that is very powerful. And they did that. So they modelled the 
practice I guess. That was very powerful. So showing personal leadership 
in the area. 

The two bottom quadrants of the map locate these concerns about sexuality issues 

within the gay and lesbian community including staff and students, the groups that 

drove the university to develop this equity agenda. Three groups pushed the 

implementation of policies and programs through the relevant university structures and 

with senior support. This aspect is represented by those concepts positioned in the two 

top quadrants. 

 

Given the nature of the agenda, the Queer I-leaders agreed that there was a need to gain 

the support from straight allies who would be able to broaden and legitimate the issue 

from one that could potentially be perceived to be driven solely from self-interest to one 

that appealed more broadly to the moral imperatives of fairness and equity, a significant 

aspect of the University’s public image. Additionally it was perceived that a ‘straight 

alignment’ would diffuse any potential negative fallout. 

 
Trevor 
When we, when Barbara and I decided that we were going to do this, and 
we decided that, we actually made a conscious decision, that...and I don't 
know if this was sort of to, I don't know, protect, not 'protect' is not the 
word, but sort of to shield ourselves a little bit, but we consciously went 
to Student Support Department, and [Name] in particular, the Social 
Justice Officer at the time, to get them involved. …Um, but rather than 
going it alone, and the fact that they identified as heterosexual as well 
um, it gave it that legitimacy, rather than just the two of us, as two Queer 
people, pushing it at the time.  

Once the group of I-leaders and their straight allies was established, this small group 

effectively became a strategic working party to grow the agenda, planning best 

utilisation of the formal structures of the university such as the Social Justice 

Committee and strategising approaches to selected key senior staff as an essential aspect 

of gaining high level support and ensuring its legitimation.  
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Julia  
So they chose to get visible...obvious people, such as myself, but visible 
leaders in various parts of the organisation. 
 

Shaun 
I think that was one of the main things they were looking at when they 
first started the program, that they could get a few high level people to 
encourage more people to come into it. 

While it was essential that the D-leader was onside, I-leaders felt that they needed a 

more broadly representative and visibly supportive senior group. Public events were 

arranged to publicise key aspects of the program and to give this senior support greater 

visibility.  

 
Barbara 
When we approached people for the launch, we picked like, I don't know, 
16 people or something who were senior across the university who we 
wanted to publicly support it. 

 

The effectiveness of ensuring that senior staff were visibly supportive was one that had 

high returns. 

 
Anne 
Like at this kind of launch there'd be Justin wearing his badge and the 
Associate President for Research at that stage was [Name], and I'm not 
sure if they had the Provost or not, um Manager of Student Support 
Department has been involved in FLAG. And they had all of these people 
there, you know, wearing their badges and it was quite visible that the 
project had really good support from the top.  

 

Simultaneously with the launch of the report was the launch of the second major aspect 

of the sexuality equity agenda, the FLAG program. This was the training program for 

those who would be identified as allies of gay, lesbian, transgender, bisexual, and 

intersex students and staff. The members of the initial FLAG group were selected by the 

working group on the basis of the seniority of their position and consequent visibility, as 

well as for their perceived empathy in relation to the issue. They were individually 

approached and invited to undertake the training. 

 
The FLAG training aims to give you time to reflect on your personal 
beliefs, attitudes and experiences, and to increase your awareness of gay, 
lesbian, bisexual, transgender and intersex (GLBTI) issues, queer culture, 
community and history.  
(Invitation to become a member of FLAG) 
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While the seniority of the positions held by these senior staff would legitimate and 

promote the sexuality equity agenda, it was regarded as essential to ensure that the level 

of knowledge among these senior staff was adequate to enable them to better understand 

the issues and through the FLAG training to provide them with the tools to 

appropriately enable them to address homophobia or discriminatory behaviour.  

 
Anne 
So I knew what she was doing when they set up FLAG, I guess I knew 
about it just because I was sort of, as I say, on the periphery and I can 
remember one of the early meetings where they were all, you know the 
badges that they wear, and I was must have been invited, but I was really 
impressed that they had people like the Associate President for Research,  
and Justin and [others]. 

 

As primarily straight-identifying people themselves, many of these senior staff were 

potentially both unfamiliar and possibly uncomfortable with relevant terminology. To 

be able to take up the front-line advocacy role envisaged for them by the I-leaders, this 

educative process was therefore an essential component of the agenda.  

 
Hannah 
But that's part of that, that's what I'm saying, that you know that 
transformation process for our senior executive in actually saying, you 
know, you can use the word ‘Queer’, you know, do you know how, like 
that kind of thing so that they weren't doing a launch of something and 
just using completely inappropriate language, or language that could 
alienate or you know all that kind of stuff.  

 

Participants commented that the learning curve demonstrated by senior staff was 

noticeable over time as they became more comfortable with using the language 

associated with the agenda, and with the issue in general. 

 
Cameron 
I actually saw maturity around the issue. I might have mentioned that 
when we rolled out [the research project ], he could not even get his 
tongue around the word, he was saying;"H..h..h..h..homosexual" and was 
looking very furtively and was quite pink during the whole speech.  
And [later at the FLAG launch], he was very [unfazed] around the whole 
thing and very lucid about the analysis of the Campus Climate Survey 
report. 

Barbara 
But the first launch, he stumbled over all of the words, and the 
terminology and was really uncomfortable, and by the second launch he 
was getting better. So he developed. 
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Gillian 
When the [research project] was launched there weren't a lot of people, it 
wasn't a big gathering of people, Justin … did come in and you know, 
speak a few words but then he had to go immediately afterwards, didn't 
stay…And when, about 12 months later when the FLAG Project was 
launched, it was a totally different event, you know. Justin stood up and 
spoke for about 15 minutes and stayed for the whole proceedings. 

I-leaders held middle level positions in staff development and equity and were 

therefore, perhaps somewhat serendipitously, positioned in areas that facilitated their 

capacity to take the initial running on implementation of the proposed programs. As 

well, their background ensured that they had a high level of interpersonal skills and 

were widely known across the University by staff at all levels. There was a legitimate 

reason for the I-leader in the equity area to be involved, and those in staff development 

also were conscious that their official role provided them with a degree of safety.  

 
Trevor 
But I think, being in the staff development role it was more legitimate 
that I could do something like that. And if people did question, you know, 
if I wanted to stay in the closet, well the question…was this something I 
was doing for staff development. It’s not, I mean I'm pushing because I'm 
a gay person, or whatever. 

Once the agenda became integrated within the normal working processes of the 

University, it developed a life of its own which had not necessarily been anticipated by 

some of the I-leaders.  

 
Barbara 
I mean, I don't think either of us set out with a 'sexuality agenda' for the 
University. It wasn't that. It was, "This is a program that we both think is 
really interesting. We're [organisational] developers. We could do this." 

 

I-leaders were spoken of by participants in terms that manifested considerable respect 

for their work. One of the I-leaders had enjoyed a close working relationship with the 

D-leader over a period of years on another equity program of which the university was 

particularly proud. Some participants pondered whether this positive working 

relationship assisted in influencing the D-leader to support an agenda that was 

considered to be controversial in the wider community and within Reform U itself, and 

had the potential to attract negative publicity. 

 
Gillian 
…but she's often able to talk to Justin Harcourt about the broad Women’s 
Leadership Program issues, I mean he's a champion of, and sees himself, 
he sees … that she's the coordinator of as his flag ship on gender issues, 
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right, and that's his, he takes the public acclaim for that.  Um and, and 
that gets fostered. His role in that gets wisely fostered by Barbara and the 
Women’s Leadership Program planning group, and Barbara is used to 
doing that and she knows how to do the same thing with another 
program, on any other program. 

 

I-leaders, in part because of the roles they played within the University, had a relatively 

sophisticated understanding of the University structures and how to utilise these in 

obtaining a broader-based legitimacy to implement the programs they had devised. The 

initial approach to the University’s committee with responsibility for approving funding 

for equity initiatives to fund the initial campus climate research project, had been made 

under the auspices of the student union. The student involved had received 

encouragement to put in the application and assistance in preparing it from one of the I-

leaders. 

 
Cameron 
Well with the Campus Climate Survey Project, um, um, we looked at the 
diversity initiatives fund which is a program from this office and it had 
never included sexuality. So um, at the time I had a very close 
relationship with the um …[Name] the coordinator [of the Student 
Union’s Queer collective]. We both were doing a lot of committee 
activism around the law reform work, and I suggested to [Name] that why 
doesn't the Union put in an application for, to conduct this project…And 
he thought it was a great idea so we worked on it together, on the 
application and they put it in and Justin supported, um supported the 
submission. So it was the first time there was central funding allocation 
for a sexuality project in Reform U. 
 
Interviewer 
How big a step was that? 
 
Cameron 
That was, that was huge, that was absolutely huge because as you know I 
mean we canvassed the country, no one else had actually you know, let 
alone put a submission forward, been successful in, in, in receiving 
funding, funding from central administration.  

It was one thing for the University to fund a student initiated research project related to 

sexuality; however it was quite another to fund a staff initiated program of training in 

this area that would effectively become an official program of the university. The 

support for the student initiative from the committee members and the D-leader, who 

chaired the committee, was regarded as indicating a certain degree of willingness on 

their part, to consider supporting a wider sexuality equity agenda that would engage the 

staff of Reform U. 
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Trevor 
But I think that once I got involved with the Campus Climate Survey 
Project. That's when I really started to see OK, there is a little momentum 
here. You know the University is giving some suggestion that a project is 
acceptable. I mean, I know it was a Student Union project, umm but the 
fact that it was funded through the Office of Social Justice, and Justin 
Harcourt chaired that committee.  
I mean, when they first put up the proposal, it was sent back to them. 
"You need to rework this. We'll certainly consider it. We think it's a good 
project, but we think it needs reworking". If they were opposed to it, they 
would have just said "No". And they could have said 'No, it’s not a good 
application", and dismissed it. 

The I-leaders therefore spent considerable effort in strategising their approach to the 

agenda they were initiating. They were well aware of the nature of a university and the 

need to gain visible senior level support, in particular from the D-leader, using their 

knowledge of the formal mechanisms of the University. They developed a multi-faceted 

approach that aimed at a snowball effect, through engaging the support of strategically 

placed senior allies who would proactively progress the agenda and recruit others. 

 
Cameron 
So getting that motivational thing happening. So shared portfolio with the 
mature champions and growing your own basically, with the others.

Within a relatively short space of time the effectiveness of this strategy began to have 

impact. 

 
Gillian 
But there's a number of people at all levels across the university who've 
also done that and um being compared, and from my observations there 
are many more people now who are prepared to say in meetings where 
um issues come up, I don't want you to talk like that, or would you mind 
rephrasing the way in which you've said that etc.  

I-leaders were recognised as the core initiators and drivers of initiatives around 

addressing issues related to sexuality and gender identity for staff and students of the 

University. It was their personal experience as gays and lesbians which not only gave 

them a vested interest in seeing this matter taken up but it was also seen by those they 

were leading, including the D-leader and P-leaders, to add an essential quality of 

authenticity to what they were doing. In the process of providing training, I-leaders 

came out, often for the first time to many of the participants, and talked about their own 

experiences.  
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Barbara 
And each of the training programs that we've run, we start by telling 
some of our own story. So that means that all of FLAG members on the 
list we've come out to. Every one that's ever attended our training we've 
come out to, so, because that seems to be like the only authentic place to 
start from… That’s to say “Well this is why we run this program and this 
is what it's about”, and trying to create a bit of a heart connection rather 
than it just being a head thing. 

This shifted the training experience from one that was a run-of-the-mill professional 

development workshop, to one that was deeply personally invested and consequently 

had considerable effect upon those involved. 

 
Justin 
But it wouldn't have, without those people it wouldn't have been run, and 
you're quite right, the FLAG training would not have worked anywhere 
near as well if these people had not been prepared to talk about their 
personal experiences.  
 
Geraldine 
I think it's very important because you need those voices, you need those 
stories to be real. And so it does take a lot of courage to stand up and say 
I am different, or other, than the norm. And I think that's really quite 
challenging to do. So to create a safe zone for people to stand up and 
express those preferences is really fundamental to the success of such a 
program. 

 

In summary, I-leaders were seen as representative of a specific interest group with 

which they had a personal connection. They collaborated with and supported each other, 

and sought the involvement of representatives from the dominant group to provide 

greater legitimacy. In collaboration with straight allies, they planned strategies to 

engage key senior staff, in particular the D-leader. They simultaneously provided 

capacity-building opportunities for those staff to facilitate their envisaged future role as 

supporter and advocate, and they utilised the university structures available to them to 

further legitimate and progress the agenda. 

 
Benson 
I suppose the drivers of um the sexuality component are largely people 
who are either, well people who are homosexual I think, are largely the 
driving force within the university. And they've got support, appropriately 
got support from um key people within the hierarchy and in particular 
Justin Harcourt. And it's through that support that I suppose they then 
have licence to continue and push these issues and knowing that they've 
got a voice in the hierarchy that will give a consistent message. 

Some of these senior staff who were thus involved, themselves took up leadership roles 

in progressing the agenda. I have termed this group ‘positional leaders’. 
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Positional Leaders (P-leaders)

When asked to identify who they saw as taking a leadership role in the University, 

respondents pointed to the designated institutional leader, initiating leaders, and a third 

group that I have labelled ‘positional leaders’ (P-leaders). P-leaders were individuals in 

senior positions who, although they were not the initiators of the agenda, once it was 

presented to them became actively involved. 
 

Chambers 
But yes, so but people like that who um identify themselves as having 
that sort of different sexual preference and leading the program, as well 
as people like Justin Harcourt, the Executive Deans and some Heads of 
School, that um willing to display the um Rainbow insignia.  
 
Darcy 
Julia Jacobs for example is a terrific advocate for human rights across the 
board, and is a very, very sensible um, er, person when it comes to how 
we manage discrimination claims. Um Martin Long, Manager of Student 
Support Department, I think is a very strong advocate of the FLAG 
program. 

P-leaders were targeted by the I-leaders for the FLAG training program because of the 

strategic nature of their positions.  

 
The FLAG Network aims to provide a visible network of identified 
FLAG members to the GLBTI community; create a safe, nurturing, 
inclusive and affirming environment; build a support and advocacy 
network; through education, develop further awareness and visibility of 
GLBTI staff and students and their issues; and forge cultural change. 
(Briefing for FLAG members) 

 

Early participants in the FLAG training program were selected for their potential to 

become P-leaders as well as their perceived receptiveness to the sexuality equity 

agenda. Those who took up the leadership opportunity made available by promoting the 

agenda and demonstrating leadership from within their own area of operations became 

regarded as leaders in their own right. 

 
Shaun 
So, and, but there's also lots of people that have become FLAG members, 
like the current President and the Executive Dean of the faculty that I 
used to study in which is Arts.  

 
Diva  
Um yeah but, no she's um, she's wonderful so she's always been 
supportive and of students, you know, that she's looked after and other 
lesbians on staff. Yeah. And you know, there's a gay boy on the staff and 
he still is and she was always fine with that. So I would put her up there 
as a real champion, yeah. 
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P-leaders were regarded as demonstrating commitment significantly beyond 

minimalistic compliance or support, and to be proactive in working to advance the 

sexuality equity agenda as an aspect of their official role within their senior position. In 

consequence they were regarded by others and themselves to a greater or lesser extent, 

as playing a leadership role on this issue. 

 
Barbara 
So there always were going to be ripple effects from that…. 
Now they've followed up on those things and made then happen but they 
actually came up in the training as conversations, when we were 
challenging people to think about what they could do in their own roles. 
So that was, in a way, the result of the people that were coming to the 
training, who were coming by invitation at that point, and then they were 
hopefully thinking about back in their own areas of jurisdiction, I 
suppose, within the institution. 

 

While the designated institutional leader might also be regarded as a P-leader, the D-

leader is differentiated from P-leaders by virtue of the power of his office. In this study, 

P-leaders were identified by I-leaders and those most closely associated with the 

implementation of the programs because of their advocacy work. P-leaders used 

opportunities available to them within the parameters of their primary role to 

consistently raise issues related to the sexuality equity agenda. 

 
Hannah 
For me it was making sure that it went into the [student] orientation 
handbook for the next year, you know, all that kind of stuff, to make sure 
it just didn't stop with the launch.  
 
Ben 
Okay we've only just launched a big web site on staff induction …?... 
through the Department of Organisational Development, that's a, that's I 
think a start.  Um, certainly er ..Pause.. I'm just trying to remember if its 
there. I've got to say I'm not sure that it's on the web site. They've got it 
still in the stage of development, probably something I should get back 
on about. 

Of particular importance to participants was the role of P-leaders in ‘leading by 

example’. This was a direct objective of the training program. 

 
Barbara 
We have to move those people from that position to a position where they 
will take action if they see injustice. If they see inequity, and see 
discrimination, and see you know, hear stuff in the tea room that's totally 
homophobic, that they need to do something about that. They can't just 
kind of go, “I'm okay, I don't have a problem with it.” 

 

The significance of senior staff leading by example was well recognised. 
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Charlie 
It's very difficult to actually achieve very much in a university setting 
unless you lead by example. If you don't actually model the behaviour 
you're expecting of people then they're unlikely to do it. You don't get a 
much more critical bunch than a group of academics. They pull an 
argument apart pretty quickly but if they observe it happening, and 
observe it working, then that's a better argument for them to follow I 
suspect. 

Members of the University LGBTI community in particular were very conscious of the 

message that was promoted through the visible engagement of senior university staff. 

 
Shaun 
So, and, but there's also lots of people that have become FLAG members, 
like the current President and the Executive Dean of the faculty that I 
used to study in … So there is quite a lot of high level support for it too, 
which I think is important for staff to see that there is support at those 
high levels. 

There were times, though, where because of the nature of the issue, P-leaders 

themselves were distinctly uncomfortable with the visibility this afforded and the 

personal challenge their commitment entailed. One P-leader discussing his involvement 

in the local Pride Week parade provided insight to this. 

 
Charlie 
And it was interesting I think, as much as you know I found that 
personally uncomfortable simply because it's a march. It wouldn't have 
much mattered, part of a big group, you know I've been in student demos 
and thinks like that, sort of one of a hundred, couple of hundred people 
all pretty much doing the same thing it's all right. But when you're kind of 
cells and there's a group behind you and a group in front of you and 
there's this group with seven people with this banner, you are visible, 
you're out in this. 

Individual P-leaders were not uniformly perceived as such. The head of the social 

justice unit was involved positively and actively from a very early stage and regarded as 

a strong supporter of the agenda. She was committed to using her position to advance 

the agenda within the university and to ensuring that the university demonstrated 

leadership in this regard. 

 
Julia 
I know that in the first …I saw myself as a champion actually and that 
was partly because I really wanted to get sexuality on the agenda, really 
on the agenda, before it became law. 
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However, other P-leaders had official positions that did not have such an overt 

relationship with social justice, for example, Executive Deans, Department Managers or 

other similar high level positions. Their support tended to be regarded as somewhat 

more out of the ordinary than someone who was employed to progress an equity agenda 

within the university. This led to different perceptions of the role of the head of social 

justice with some participants not necessarily equating ‘support’ with demonstrating 

leadership.  

 
Trevor 
…so since then Julia has been a supporter all the way along. Um  
 
Interviewer 
How much a supporter and how much a leader? 
 
Trevor 
I think more... well... I think more of a supporter. 

Others, however, perceived that the same individual had, in fact, demonstrated 

significant leadership in advancing the agenda. 

 
Benson 
And I suppose the champions that I see of that now are people, well 
people like Barbara Lane, um Cameron, Julia of course. 

Anne 
Yeah, no I think she, I think that Julia has, I think she's been very 
proactive.  

Certainly, the position provided access to the most senior levels of the University where 

there was opportunity of ensuring that issues related to sexuality were addressed as a 

matter of course, thereby normalizing the issue and simultaneously continuing to raise 

awareness about the implications of sexuality and gender issues. 

 
Cameron 
Well I think Julia's role is very much in maintaining the agenda with 
senior management, as I say, and corporate executive, or with the 
Executive, Executive Deans, etc on occasions where there may be a 
contentious case, taking a strong leadership role around sexuality case 
work. 
 

The data demonstrates greater similarities than differences in ascribed leadership 

attributes between the head of the social justice area and other P-leaders, and 

consequently I have classified Julia as such. Although there was a greater alignment 

between her official role and the aims of the sexuality equity agenda than for other P-
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leaders, she went well beyond the ‘absolutely necessary’ in raising issues regarding the 

sexuality equity agenda. 

 
Julia 
So um I used every opportunity to talk about homophobia, sexual 
orientation, gender identity just because I thought it was one of the areas 
that people had little understanding of really, because it hadn't been on 
the agenda. Um hadn't been talked about, it was one of the taboo, seemed 
to be one of the taboo subjects in society. So yeah, I just automatically 
arced it up there really. 

P-leaders played an important role in providing encouragement and positive support for 

subordinates who became involved in the issue to progress this within their department. 

 
Anne 
But he certainly has been supportive all the way as well, um and you 
know, has contributed staff time. He's let, ah, well certainly let [Name] 
and [Name] be a part of the steering group, to start with, but then has let a 
couple of other of his staff be more actively involved and has said "Yes. 
We will take care of the web page, and link it to our web, you know, it'll 
be part of our web page, and our web officer will maintain it.  

 

This group of leaders who took up a secondary leadership role once the agenda was 

presented to them played an extremely important part in not only visibly legitimating 

the issue but in normalizing it through integrating aspects of awareness-raising into their 

own daily practice, and leading by example. They encouraged others to undertake the 

FLAG training. P-leaders therefore played a pivotal part in rolling out the agenda across 

the University.  

 

While each of the three identified leader groups, D-leader, I-leaders and P-leaders had 

its own unique attributes which differentiated each from the other, there were a number 

of key concepts that emerged from the data that indicated characteristics that were 

shared by more than one group. 

Characteristics of Leadership 

A number of characteristics were shared by more than one leadership group, although 

these were not perceived as identically enacted by each group. These characteristics 

were risk; courage; respect; values; and influence, power and authority as elaborated in 

the following sections. 
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Risk

Participants widely acknowledged that because of community attitudes towards 

members of the gay, lesbian, bisexual, intersex and transgender community there were 

inherent risks for those taking up a leadership role associated with the sexuality equity 

agenda. For the I-leaders, the risks were perhaps more obvious in relation to the 

disclosure of their alternative sexuality. 

 
Trevor 
I think back on it now and I think, “Why did I decide to do this?” because 
I mean it was really exposing myself by doing it. 

This was understood not only by Queer staff themselves, but by their supporters and 

allies within the university. 
 

Gillian 
I mean I don't know if people do discriminate against them, but my sense 
is that it's still not that safe an environment and I mean I'm heterosexual, 
I'm married, I have children, like I said it's not something that impacts on 
me, but my sense is that for other people that it isn't that safe an 
environment. 

Simply by association with the agenda, people’s sexual identification would be at least 

questioned and they potentially could be the target of homophobic behaviour. P-leaders 

had to be prepared for this eventuality.  

 
Charlie  
The participants in the program themselves understood that they were 
making a big step, that they were taking a risk in being in it. Some of 
them are taking a risk in being involved because of what they perceived 
their work colleagues perceptions of them and their sexuality … Um it 
being them, that they were, and they um found I think some were 
reported, it was being reported through back in the program that some 
people had the FLAG stickers ripped off walls and things like that …That 
they felt that there was a hostile environment that they were likely to go 
back into, you know, that they were taking on a very, in taking on an 
advocacy role it would be extremely difficult for them going back, and 
needing to be reassured. 

I-leaders raised this with potential allies for their consideration. Many had not 

previously thought about being a potential target of hostility simply on the basis of 

assumed sexuality. 

 
Hannah 
I did laugh and think oh you know, people are going to wonder. Because 
Barbara actually asked me that and she said, because I mean she knew 
that I was straight, we'd known each other for a while. So she said, “How 
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are you going to feel if people wonder?” And I said, “Look it doesn't 
really matter to me” and that's happened a lot anyway, just by virtue of 
family and friends and stuff. But um but she said “No. You ought to think 
this through.” And really for me that was a bit of an eye opener in the 
sense I thought, “Oh my god that's what it must be like to go through life 
wondering how people might, may view you, that they may actually 
discriminate against you. That they, you know, quite openly be hostile, 
exclusive, all that kind of thing. That she was concerned that it may 
happen to me, that was really, yeah, and I thought it was a very nice way 
of actually saying “Well, are you ready for this? Could be a bumpy ride!” 

As noted previously, I-leaders were particularly conscious of the potential risk in 

coming out as members of a sexual minority group. While they gained strength from 

each other, the visible support of the D-leader was tremendously important at this time. 

 
Barbara 
So there was a real feeling of lack of safety for staff at that time, and I 
think those of us who went to the launch just felt incredibly encouraged 
by Laura standing up there, by Justin standing up there and by this event 
taking place.

I-leaders were not only in the situation of demonstrating leadership through coming out 

to the straight university community but often had to do this without significant visible 

support from the group they were representing. Many of the LGBTI university 

community members who identified as BGLTI stayed away from events that might 

potentially identify them for fear of potential consequences.  

 
Barbara 
And that launch was actually on the oak lawn outside the [student] 
Union, so it was totally open public space. A lot of the um the gay and 
lesbian staff wouldn't come because they didn't want to be seen there and 
they didn't want to be identified by default. 

The nature of the risk for the D-leader was similar to that of other positional leaders but 

because of the nature of his position as the public face of the university, it was possible 

he would be called upon to defend the University’s actions against anticipated negative 

reaction by vocal sections of the wider community, particularly given the level and 

nature of debate that was taking place in the media at the time. 

 
Julia 
…um, my understanding is that he got lobbied by some, a conservative 
group or perhaps a number of conservative groups from outside the 
university who were concerned about the sexual orientation initiatives 
that were surfacing at Reform U.
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As it eventuated, while there was some response from the conservative elements in the 

community, this was minimal and as previously noted, evoked a polite if somewhat 

dismissive response from the D-leader. This served to reinforce the high level of 

support and legitimacy for the sexuality equity agenda.  

 

Among I-leaders in particular, there was also some speculation as to the possible 

reaction from the D-leader’s peers in other universities within the state and around 

Australia.  
 

Trevor 
… but I mean, for him to be able to take on this, or agree to this and 
support this as strongly as he did and then go to a, you know, an AVCC 
meeting, or whatever, you know, and him being in the newspapers, you 
know, Reform U is doing this sexuality stuff. I don't know, if the other 
you know, Deputy Presidents, or whatever, you know, questioned him 
about this whole thing, or whether he pushes it there. But there was the 
potential there for, I guess, him to feel uncomfortable with his peers in 
other universities.  
 

Demonstrating courage in the face of perceived risk was consistently commented upon 

by participants as a key element of the leadership behaviour they observed.  

Courage

Courage was perceived to be demonstrated by different leaders according to the 

leadership position they occupied. Participants remarked upon the courage of I-leaders 

in coming out publicly. 

 
Anne 
I think it's probably really tough. I think the staff who do are incredibly 
brave. I think that staff who have been involved in the FLAG have been 
incredibly brave.  

Julia 
You need those figureheads. If you really want to hear the voices, if you 
want to hear voices, if you want to understand how homophobia works, 
it's best to be able to hear it from the people who have experienced it. 
And it's taken the courage of those people to stand up at a time when 
courage was needed.  

The courage of the D-leader was particularly connected to officially sanctioned actions, 

especially those with considerable public visibility. This was regarded as a 

demonstration of the D-leader’s commitment and preparedness for the University to be 

seen to take a public stance on the issue. One such event was the flying of the Rainbow 
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flag during Pride celebrations, the Rainbow flag having been adopted internationally by 

the BGLTI community. 

 
Trevor 
I mean, the fact that he lets us fly the flag, I think um, you know, I  
think that takes guts. I think that demonstrates something. I mean, he 
could just say, "No.” 

Julia 
So it was only, it was only when I kept hearing about the resistance from 
some of our [state] counterparts that it struck me that there was 
tremendous courage in those early decisions you know, from our 
Executive in saying...because the flag flies in a very visible spot. And as I 
said it’s about forty, as I said the other day, it’s about 48 or 50,000 cars 
pass by each week past this spot. And so it's a statement to a wider 
community. And it’s powerful. 

Some participants however regarded such action as simply an extension of the 

University’s work in other areas of diversity rather than being of a particularly 

courageous nature. 

 
Kate 
To me, I mean maybe it seemed not quite as surprisingly courageous to 
me because it did seem to some extent to dovetail with other stated 
commitments at Reform U about diversity. Um, and again maybe that's 
just me from inside my bubble um ..Pause.. of oh yeah, good, now they're 
moving on this aspect of you know diversity and consideration of equity 
and so on across a whole range of things, one of which was this um, these 
issues about sexual identification. So yeah, I think my response was 
more, oh well yeah that makes sense, that's good, about time.  

Nevertheless, participants were as one in perceiving that the D-leader sent a powerful 

message to the university and wider community through his visible support of the 

agenda. 

 
Ben 
It's about, it is being a community leader in one level yes, but more 
importantly it's about being a leader within the university community and 
taking that forward because fundamentally, “Yes we're interested in what 
happens in terms of the community and in changing attitudes and that on 
the community service side” but more importantly it's “What message do 
we send to our staff?” 

Exhibiting courageous behaviour appeared to form part of the set of self-expectations 

held by P-leaders, although they did not necessarily couch it in terms of being 

‘courageous’. 
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Charlie 
So no, I think it's, I mean you put yourself, if you're in a management 
position, you are putting yourself on the line all the time by the decisions 
you make if you're trying to change something. So it's really the same, I 
see it as, um ideally the same sort of thing. You're putting yourself on the 
line and saying well look I believe in this, I'm going to do it.  
 
Justin 
I think absolutely, you know, if you don't do, you know, if you wimp out 
you know, you can't, you know, every time you wimp out of doing 
something when you think it's the right thing to do, you weaken your 
capacity to do the next thing. So my view is if you believe it's the right 
thing to do, you do it.  

The impact of the message sent by leaders to the university community through acts of 

leading by example was considerable, adding weight and legitimacy to the agenda and 

setting expectations for staff and students as to appropriate, expected behaviours.  

 
Darcy 
Um, across the balance of the campus, I guess we have um, I mean I've 
always heard the right noises from all of our executive members, even 
those who, um, um, are from a demographically...Pause... you wouldn't 
necessarily expect it.  
You know, if you've met our President, Justin Harcourt, he um, he 
certainly doesn't present as the sensitive new age guy. He's from the old 
school from central casting. But be that as it may, he's got all of this. He 
understands all of this. He would not of himself ever discriminate. He 
would not allow anybody under him to discriminate.  

The symbolic actions that were undertaken were regarded by LGBTI members of the 

university community as a strong expression of the University’s support for the agenda. 

 
Shaun 
Um, the actual issue never came directly up, but with just simple things 
like how they fly the Rainbow flag out the front during Pride Week and 
things like that, yeah that really makes people feel, I think, well it 
definitely made me feel more comfortable coming to uni, just knowing 
that it was a, a ..Pause.. as being recognised as an issue and, and that, that 
gay and lesbian and everyone else is welcome here. So just simple things 
like that I think make a big difference when people just see them, see, it's 
more visible than just being like brushed under the carpet and things like 
that. So yeah! 

As the sexuality equity agenda was incorporated into the normal operations of the 

University, such actions came to be recorded in the official documentation of the 

University through its relevant committees. 

 
Cameron Kingston advised that the Campus Climate Survey Project was 
to be launched on Harmony Day and encouraged all members to promote 
and attend the event. The Chair reiterated his support for the project and 
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indicated that it was yet another example of innovation and broadening 
the diversity agenda. 
(Extract from Minutes of a meeting of the [Equity and Diversity] 
Committee) 

 

In addition to those individuals identified as leaders, there were others whom 

participants remarked upon as displaying leadership behaviour. While it was understood 

as setting an example and of itself therefore important, taking one-off action of a 

supportive nature, did not lead to others regarding senior staff as a leader in this agenda. 

To be identified as ‘a leader’ seemed rather to entail some ongoing and visible 

involvement.  

 
Julia 
I think that was really, I think that was really um, yeah, if you want to 
look at the champions I think the champ, the true champions have come 
from the three I've named. The three I know of anyway. But there's other 
people who have, like the, um, the chap who is openly identifies as 
intersex, publicly does give papers and interviews. And that was really 
important sort of. That's a really important advocate to have had on 
campus, and the people who openly identify as being transgenders, who 
are quite happy to tell their story through the FLAG.  

Respect

In discussing leaders, whether D-leader, I-leaders, or P-leaders, participants implied 

considerable respect and regard for their integrity, not simply in relation to this agenda, 

but as a characteristic attributed to them as a consequence of consistent behaviour over 

time.  
 

Julia 
And I think they felt probably, I'm assuming this, maybe they felt a bit of 
trust towards the people in the Office of Social Justice as having the 
credentials and the sensitivity and the intelligence or the clout, or 
whatever, the reach to be able to make sure that it stayed on the agenda. 
 
Diva 
But with Justin you never, you never feel that and he'll get the words 
mixed up and he'll make silly mistakes and, you know, but ..Pause.. but 
that his heart is there and I do appreciate that. 
 
Gillian 
But he's keen to um, he's somebody who has quite egalitarian values for a 
start, and he's keen to ensure that what he would see as unfair um 
treatment of anybody is dealt with.  

 

As previously noted, this perception of genuine empathy in relation to equity and 

diversity matters was the basis upon which P-leaders were initially approached by I-

leaders. This track-record also led I-leaders to trust that the D-leader would be amenable 

to support the more controversial sexuality equity agenda. 
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Barbara 
Of course we knew that he would, you know, we know that he is a really 
decent guy, and that he takes issues on board, and you know, learns as he 
goes. If he didn't have a reputation for being that kind of person, you 
wouldn't take it as the same kind of permission-giving, I suppose.  
 
Benson  
He will always um support things that celebrate you know, different, 
different days in an equity, in a broader equity sense. So um he's often 
been the voice if you like that's there at that public, um gathering. And 
from my perspective he appears to do that willingly, he doesn't appear to 
be doing that as, um, something that he has to do in his role. And I think 
he, um, I think he genuinely has a fairly broad perspective on, on things, 
you know.  

Some participants felt that I-leaders may have benefited from some degree of leverage 

as a result of their established credentials through their previous work within the 

University and the regard in which they were held. 

 
Hannah 
You know, that they were very respected, all of that, and I think because 
they were both renowned for being experts in their own right, in their 
own area, um Trevor in terms of developing staff, in terms of teaching, 
and research, all that side of it. Barbara also that but also with her 
mentoring program and the women's development program, I think.  

 

Participants provided evidence that they believed leaders experienced some degree of 

risk because of the nature of the issue. The fact that they took action demonstrated their 

commitment to the agenda which was directly linked to the personal values they held or 

were perceived to hold. 

Values

Participants consistently referred either directly or indirectly to the perceived values of 

others or the values that they themselves held. It was, for example, because of the values 

he was perceived to hold that I-leaders were feeling reasonably confident the D-leader 

would support them. 

 
Trevor 
I mean, just by his actions. I mean, you know...I haven't heard him talk 
about it 'cos I haven't been around, I've only seen him once since I've 
been back, um, but I think by his actions and the way he talked about it 
up to the time I went away that he sees it as an important thing. I mean I 
don't, I honestly don't think it was just like, "This is something we have to 
do. You know, We've done it. you know, we can say now we've done it" 
sort of thing and walk away from it. I think, I think the whole diversity 
thing, and I think he sees this as a part of it. He has a strong belief in it. 
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It was on the basis of not only their seniority but also the values they were adjudged to 

promote that P-leaders were approached. The D-leader himself made decisions on the 

basis of what he felt to be ‘right’, and both he and P-leaders were conscious of 

presenting a particular public moral stance. 

 
Justin 
No I didn't really reflect. I, you know, I thought it was the right thing to 
do. I mean I really wasn't too concerned that, what people might 
...Pause… and there's been a bit of publicity in the press about it and 
there's been um a bit of internal publicity about it, but you know, no I 
didn't, I really. You know I tell, I tell my Executive I've never made a 
single decision that everyone's agreed with. So in, which is, you've got to, 
you know, it sounds almost pompous but you've really got to do what you 
think is the right thing to do and er keep following through. I never 
consciously thought about “Well, what will people think about this?” 

 

It was widely understood within the University community that the University itself and 

its D-leader set an example to the community. 

 
Laura 
I think we just need to be a leader in showing a reflection of what the 
community is about and should be about. 

Benson 
So um this was like saying all of those things are okay at Reform U, 
[cough] and I think that's a good thing. So I think that's it that open, is 
good. It puts, it puts right up there, right up front that if you think this is  
not okay then that's different to what the University is saying. 
 
Ben 
He's very, he's down to earth. He's honest. He walks the talk… Um, he, 
he's a leader in many ways. He's got a vision and he has a big social 
conscience too in terms of what's right for society and that.  
 

That the University should be seen to be setting the pace prior to the legislation being 

enacted rather than to be reluctantly forced to take action was one argument put forward 

to support the case for taking up the sexuality equity agenda.  

 
Gillian 
And he's keen to, to see that happen, to show that um Reform U is 
prepared to take, to be a ground breaker, or be the state’s forerunner on 
those issues.

Trevor 
I think we started before the election, before the change of government, 
um but the government had talked about this was something they were 
going to do. And perhaps the University saw this as a, because we 
certainly started it before the legislation was passed, the University may 
have seen this, and we may have written this into the application, that this 
was a way of pre-empting the legislation. That, “Yes, the University is 
doing something. And when the legislation does happen, we're already, 
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we're working on this stuff already.” You know, trying to make people 
more aware that there is new legislation. That you know, that even 
though it's a University policy, that its now state law to back up this sort 
of stuff.  
So that may have been in the, in the back of the mind of people like Justin 
Harcourt or whatever. 

 
Julia 
That it wasn't about “We're going to do this because the law says” and 
that it wasn't about “We've got to do this to cover our proverbial arses”. 
That it was that we as an institution wanted to progress the aims and the 
principles of equity and diversity because we wanted to be an ‘Employer 
of Choice’. We wanted to be known as a very good university who was 
inclusive of all of its students. 

The D-leader himself commented that in selecting members for his Executive, he gave 

some degree of consideration as to whether their values aligned with his and those 

which the University was promulgating. 

 
Justin 
I'm out of the University a lot more but I think the, you know, I've had a 
wonderful chance of picking my own Executive team…and I um spent a 
lot of time selecting those people. And I'm confident that they share my 
view of the world and that, you know, that there's a lot of good people out 
there and that we'll move forward on these fronts. 

Ben 
I've found it very good because we think alike, that's why it's been easy  
for me in the past to work [with him]. 

Despite the controversial public nature of the issue, it was the personal values of the D-

leader that underpinned his decisions to support the sexuality equity agenda. 

 
Justin 
So, ah, and, you know, so I, I think it's always important to have er 
someone who is not readily identified with that community saying this is 
something that I think we need to sort out within um, within our 
university community. I think it is important, er ..Pause.. to, to someone 
to make a stand and say “ Is this, is there something we need to do?” 

 

The D-leader’s demonstrable and long-standing commitment to equity and diversity 

was commented upon by many participants. 

 
Geraldine 
I think Justin has been an exemplary leader of change agendas. Um, one 
of the things he does is he makes sure there's funding to support these 
agendas. He listens, he understands, he's very keen on making sure 
diversity counts and it's a very powerful concern of his. He's attended all 
of the programs that are related to these agendas. He attends all of the 
functions, he has a poster up in his room to say these are important. I 
mean this is a very powerful leader in terms of helping change happen, 
and it's one of the things that make him stand out so singularly.  
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Hannah 
Justin Harcourt is very much, well he is a real diversity champion and he 
actually walks the talk in my view. I mean obviously it's a matter of 
opinion, some may disagree with me, but in terms of students’ stuff he 
walks the talk, he means what he says.  

 

At the foundation of University staff perceiving their institution to have a unique role in 

developing their students as future ethical citizens of the world, were embedded beliefs 

as to the nature of the values graduates from Reform U should embrace. This is a role 

quite different from other corporate enterprises.  

 
Julia 
And I people had made that decision, that this needed to be... not just 
about, it wasn't just a rights-based protecting the rights of staff, or 
students.  
I think even then, a perception that we needed to empower all of our 
community to act on their better instincts around sexual 
diversity…Certainly right from the outset, my perspective was, because I 
picked up some things immediately, that the University had this notion of 
producing graduates as citizens of the globe. And so I always put it in 
that basis as well, because I think that is fundamentally what our business 
is.  

 

It was apparent, however, that in making decisions related to these moral issues, at 

times there was a degree of tension between competing values, such as the need to take 

a moral stance as a community leader versus the need to consult with others who might 

hold different views. 

 
Justin 
I apologised on behalf of the university to the Indigenous community. 
And that was on the ABC television news, the lead story on the ABC 
television, and, um, there was some negative comments. This would have 
been the first National Sorry Day, and er and you know there were even 
amongst our governing body some people who thought that we shouldn't, 
that I shouldn't have done it. But you know, I, I was convinced it was the 
right thing to do, and you know, therefore I did it.  

 

That the D-leader was able to make such decisions and act upon them, despite 

opposition from such important areas, shows his commitment to these values and also 

speaks to the power of his office. 

Influence, Power and Authority

All leader groups were acknowledged as having influence over others, whether through 

the position they held, or as a result of the interpersonal networks that were established. 

I-leaders invited those straight colleagues with whom they had established a trusting 
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relationship to play a role as members of the strategic working party in order to work 

collaboratively in developing strategies to get the agenda on the table. It was perceived 

that I-leaders could use their influence to argue the case for the sexuality equity agenda. 

 
Hannah 
So in terms of actually taking things forward, I think he would have been 
a big influence on them... And that's what I mean, Cameron by virtue of 
having chats with [Name] in his position and actually saying “Well, look. 
You might be doing all these things for these people but you know, since 
I've arrived at Reform U, I'm aware of the um you know the number of 
staff who are, you know, identify as queer or who don't identify as queer, 
I'm aware of some of the issues.” So he was really, he was whispering in 
the right ears, well not whispering but talking in the right ears there.  

 

There was also some speculation that the esteem in which I-leaders were already held 

within the University for their work within their appointed areas of responsibility, 

positively influenced other members of the university community in their support for 

the agenda, and that I-leaders were able to use these networks to advance the issue. 

 
Cameron 
Building connections across a variety of other spaces, so through the 
Women’s Leadership Program, I know Barbara raises the FLAG program 
through other University fora, through linking in with other champions 
and leaders, such as Executive Deans...so.. 

 

That people had a degree of influence over others was not always regarded as 

unproblematic, especially when the issue was one that some found uncomfortable or 

even threatening. 

 
HS 
To me sexuality is a thing that, um, is a personal issue and as long as you 
don't push it on to other people, take advantage of other people, which is 
basically again almost like bullying issues, the fact that you've got a 
systematic agenda to turn people into, not turn people but for you to have 
undue influence over other people and not give them their freedom of 
choice, and not be fair and reasonable on them.  

P-leaders were selected because of the influence they would have over those in their 

areas of responsibility. It was also hoped that they would use their influence to persuade 

other senior staff to become involved in the FLAG program. 

 
Randall 
Well I think that's probably the most important thing that someone in my 
position can do, is to really move things along and put up ideas to see 
where it can go.  
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Influence did not only extend over those who were subordinate, or even laterally to 

peers, but there was an understanding that some individuals were also able to influence 

those above them. 

 
Anne 
You know, I mean she's sort of got the clout to be able to do those things 
and I think is strategic in keeping reinforcing with Justin that this is a 
really good thing to do.  

The D-leader is also able to consciously exert influence in the form of the authority 

inherent in the position. 

 
Justin 
Well you know, I don't know, I have no first hand experience but I know, 
er, I had to intervene and tell the Executive Dean… that the [faculty] 
student magazine was unacceptable to the University, and that I wasn't 
going to tolerate it. And I took quite a lot of flak from some …academics 
who say “Oh you know, you've got to be more broad minded.” And I 
said, well I'm not going to be broad minded about this, I'm not going to 
tolerate this and you really have got to do something about that. And that, 
that was homophobic, it was also anti women, er but it was also 
homophobic … 

 

As the minutes of one of the committee meetings records  

 
Justin Harcourt requested that members should advise him directly of any 
instances of bullying on campus and he would intervene appropriately. 

 

Once a decision had been given the stamp of authority by the D-leader, staff were 

obligated to support this. 

 
Ben 
If you look at it, and particularly on [this matter], um certainly Justin and 
I share, have shared a view and I'd have to say he's the President so I can't 
see it changing.  

Julia 
And I actually happened to be walking with [a member of senior 
Executive] and I said, "Oh , there's been some sort of problem" and [they] 
immediately thought, "Well how dare they [not comply]. This has been a 
decision. How dare they."  

The D-leader essentially saw himself as a consultative leader, one who sought and 

welcomed input from staff and invited the influence of others opinions and ideas. 
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Justin 
Um, I talk to a lot of people about what I'm going to do and seek advice, 
so I think I'm consultative. …I define collegiality as where everyone has 
got a chance to influence a decision.

It appeared this consultative process and the alignment of values between the D-leader 

and his senior staff minimised dissension over a range of issues. 

 
Ben 
Um, energetic, um, sometimes you've got to convince him, sometimes 
he'll be outraged by an idea and you've just got to know that it takes three 
times. First time he'll bite your head off, the second time he'll listen to 
you, the third time you get support [laughs]. But it's just knowing that, 
but you can usually get him on side without much difficulty and um 
..Pause… Yeah he's I think somewhat of a visionary in terms of the way 
we need to go. I've found it very good because we think alike, that's why 
it's been easy for me in the past to work. 

In terms of the sexuality equity agenda being progressed within the University, the 

evidence suggested that participants believed no single group of leaders would have 

been able to advance the agenda by themselves. The three leader groups each played a 

different but essential and complementary role.  

Relationships  

The final section of this chapter will explore relationships; firstly among the three 

identified leader groups, and secondly between those characteristics that participants 

attributed to leadership behaviour and the way they were manifested in the three leader 

groups. 

Relationships among leader groups

The sexuality equity agenda involved three key leadership groups; D-leader (comprising 

in effect, one person with the decision-making power in regard to this matter), P-leaders 

and I-leaders. Key aspects of the relationship among them is illustrated below in Figure 

5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2: Key aspects of the relationship among leader groups 
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As has been previously noted, I-leaders were conscious of the need to have the 

imprimatur of the D-leader to have their proposals accepted and to progress the agenda 

to a stage where it became embedded in normal practice. There was a range of options 

available to the D-leader in regard to the proposed sexuality equity agenda. However, 

participants believed it highly unlikely that it would have been implemented without the 

degree of commitment he demonstrated. This visible support gave I-leaders courage to 

continue to strategically advance the agenda, for example, by broadening their training 

agenda, and holding public events to raise awareness and highlight the program. 

 
Barbara 
You know, and like I've already said that I just felt like that was an 
endorsement from him that gave me permission to go on and do it. I 
knew that he would say yes to the launch and that he would put a public, 
you know, that he would publicly endorse it. If we hadn't got that, I don't 
know, I honestly don't know whether we would have had the guts to go 
ahead, done it without any institutional sort of support. 

While it is difficult to ascertain the degree to which a previous close working 

relationship with the I-leaders played a role in the D-leader’s being prepared to support 

the proposals, there was a perception among participants that this might have stood I-

leaders in good stead. Certainly from his reputation as a ‘decent man’ they garnered 

courage to put the issue forward. The D-leader, for his part, used his positional authority 

to modify those proposals he regarded as too radical, such as the initially proposed 

name for the FLAG program, and to add the weight of authority to his support. 

 

P-leaders provided support for the I-leaders agenda through their participation in FLAG 

by turning up to events and being seen to be visibly supportive and through leading by 

example within their own sphere of influence. I-leaders had strategically engaged them 

in the program with a view to rolling out the agenda across the university and also so 

that involvement of staff at this level would encourage other senior staff to participate. 

 

Support was not, however, provided solely from the top down. I-leaders supported the 

D-leader and P-leaders through educating them about sexuality, gender identity and 

associated matters, as an integral aspect of the FLAG program. This enabled the D-

leader in particular to become sufficiently knowledgeable about the issue to be able to 

speak with confidence in the public arena and to carry the argument for the sexuality 

equity agenda on the university’s behalf. P-leaders supported each other through 
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solidarity in their shared visibility, and as well, were able to reinforce the D-leader’s 

support for the agenda without being perceived as self-serving, as might have been the 

case for I-leaders. 

 
Anne 
…she would say, oh well I'm going to send an email to Justin 
congratulating him on his stand in allowing this to happen. So she's there 
really reinforcing what was happening. …You know, I mean she's sort of 
got the clout to be able to do those things and I think is strategic in 
keeping reinforcing with Justin that this is a really good thing to do 

Julia 
Yeah, I think it gives leaders courage when there's validation for what  
they did, you know? 

The relationships among the leader groups were not cultivated without some tension. 

Some potential P-leaders who were not personally invited to participate felt affronted 

that they had been overlooked.  

 
Benson 
Although I mean my role is not junior in the organisation I guess, having 
said that, but I've always, yeah I have always been a bit miffed but I'm 
not going to put myself out there because I actually think that um 
..Pause.. I think that I should be recognised for my support of these sorts 
of issues and if people don't see that well then I'm not, I mean that sounds 
a bit. I don't know what it sounds like, but I've always been surprised that 
that hasn't happened.  

 

And others who were not at the senior level that the I-leaders were targeting also felt 

discounted. 

 
Diva 
Um, er I could see the politics of it, I'm not you know, really politically 
naive although I'm probably naive in the sense of I don't go to big 
important meetings here anymore, so I don't really know what the 
agendas are. But I can see the politics of getting a lot of straight people 
on it. Um ..Pause.. because you know, if you get a bunch of queers on 
there then everyone just goes, you know, “Hey it's just a self serving sort 
of a group,” you know. But um, yeah, I, I did feel sort of 
disenfranchised… 

 

As the sexuality equity agenda progressed, there was also some degree of tension that 

developed over ownership of the ongoing agenda between the I-leaders and areas of the 

University with designated responsibility for progressing equity matters, and in fact 

between those areas themselves as to how the agenda might best be progressed. This 

period could perhaps be regarded as the transition phase between initiation and greater 
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integration in the normal day-to-day practices of the University, which required a shift 

of responsibility to the relevant operational area. 

 
Trevor 
There's been a bit of a tension between them and us the whole time 
anyway. I mean, um... um and I think they got a sense at times that we 
did try to exclude them. And that wasn't the case at all. 

 
Geraldine 
We're not comfortable with that because it becomes a topic rather than a 
philosophy … So we work in a different way … I don't think it works so 
well, I think it actually works against itself sometimes because people 
glaze off. But if they see it as an embedded issue, it has a lot more 
pertinence and a lot more reality for them to address… There's a tension, 
there's a tension 
 

However, the common purpose and considerable good will expressed by all parties 

appeared to provide a strong base from which effort was made to negotiate acceptable 

solutions for all that would not jeopardise the agenda. 

 
Julia 
I think, and I think they started to recognise that it was firmly, it was now 
firmly embedded in the organisation, that they could let go of it a little 
bit. 
 
Barbara 
But, we can't drive the sexuality agenda. It’s just not our roles to do that 
and we don't have time to do that… I don't think it's a problem of location 
but I think it's a problem of, um, legitimated part… it had to be a more 
legitimated part of our roles and it wasn't going to be. So… um, I guess 
that's why logically, it has to be with the Office of Social Justice to be 
driven by them. 
 

P-leaders also gained strength for their involvement in the program from the visible 

commitment of the D-leader. That this went beyond a purely tokenistic stance was well 

understood because of the active commitment by the D-leader to social justice issues 

over a long period of time, and also because of specific actions the D-leader took that 

demonstrated this commitment extended to the new sexuality equity agenda. 

 

The various leadership roles the three leader groups played were therefore enacted 

within a complex relational network where there was some degree of tension 

experienced from time to time but where the support of each group for the agenda and 

for each other was essential in taking the issue forward.  
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Relationships among leadership characteristics and leader groups 

As has been alluded to in the previous section, there were a number of characteristics 

that appeared to be common to all leader groups. In this section, I will elaborate the way 

in which relevant values were perceived to underpin the leadership behaviour of all 

leader groups, and discuss similarities and differences in the way these characteristics 

were manifested in each group. Although these leadership characteristics were 

perceived as manifesting differently for the leader groups, the data revealed that 

participants attributed all characteristics to each leader group, and as illustrated in 

Figure 5.3, there was a clear interrelationship between them.  

 

Figure 5.3: Relationship of leadership characteristics to leader groups  
 

Values

Participants spoke about the University portraying and wishing to be regarded as 

promoting certain values related to equity and diversity, where individuals, staff and 

students were able to be free to be themselves without fear of discrimination or 

harassment. The D-leader himself spoke about believing that people should be able to 

operate in an equitable environment, and rationalized this by linking this belief to his 

organisational goal of employing the ‘best’ people. The D-leader was regarded as being 
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in the forefront of ‘sending the message’ to the University and wider community in 

which the University positioned itself as a moral leader. Participants spoke of the D-

leader’s values in terms of his visible commitment over a long period of time to equity 

and diversity matters. This was manifested through his ‘hands-on’ interest and 

involvement in various programs in areas such as gender equity and disability, and the 

sexuality equity agenda was regarded as an extension of that commitment. 

 

The D-leader also expressed his desire to be a consultative leader, although it was 

apparent that there were times in which he exercised the power of his office in ways that 

precluded consultation. He spoke about these occasions as resulting from ‘doing what 

was right’ for him and by extension, for the University. As noted previously, with 

regard to the sexuality agenda, participants understood this took place within a 

framework in which there was a degree of tension between what they described as his 

somewhat conservative, heterosexual positioning and the controversial agenda they 

were pushing. 

 

P-leaders too were approached by I-leaders on the basis of their perceived values. Some 

were positioned to have greater impact across the University than others, but all could 

have chosen not to have been engaged or adopted a posture that was minimalistically 

supportive. P-leaders by definition, wanted to do more, to move beyond simply ‘having 

a badge on the door’ by taking up a proactive role. They did not indicate concern about 

being pejoratively labelled as a result of their involvement with the program although 

they all were made aware of this possibility by I-leaders. P-leaders were also unanimous 

in their support for the University’s equity and diversity agenda and their values 

therefore were aligned with those of the D-leader in this regard. 

 

I-leaders’ values were not foregrounded in the data in the same way as they were for P-

leaders, and in particular, the D-leader. I-leaders came to the agenda from a position of 

personal experience as members of a marginalised, disadvantaged group and therefore 

with a perceived greater level of personal investment. The values that they held in 

regard to this agenda gestured to the way in which they thought that the University 

should be operating with regard to its staff and students. They indicated that there was 

tension in the University in its equity agenda over the unspoken ‘hierarchy of 

disadvantage’ and that sexuality and gender identity were at the bottom of this list. 

Certainly, there was evidence to suggest that this was not an inaccurate assessment and 
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that there was some resistance to sexuality and gender identity being taken up in the 

way it was. However this did not prevent the agenda from getting off the ground. 

 

For all three groups, values were seen as underpinning the decisions made and 

consequent demonstrated leadership behaviour, even in situations where, in taking a 

particular course of action, there was a degree of risk. The data revealed that each leader 

group through its visible support for the sexuality equity agenda, was perceived to 

experience risk. 

 

Risk

Because I-leaders were identified as lesbian or gay, participants indicated that they 

believed there was a significant degree of risk for them in making their ‘alternative’ 

sexuality more visible; ‘coming out’ to colleagues, or superiors. I-leaders themselves 

spoke about using straight colleagues as ‘cover’, at least in the initial stages, and they 

were not convinced that despite the official support at the most senior levels of the 

University, they might not experience subtle forms of discrimination at some later time 

in their career as a result of this disclosure. I-leaders therefore took risks of a more 

personal nature, and they did this over and over again, each time they came out. The 

imprimatur of the D-leader in particular gave assurance in this regard.  

 

Participants talked about P-leaders as well as the D-leader taking risks because of the 

stigma of being associated with the agenda or even having their own sexuality 

questioned. For some P-Leaders this was a non-issue; for others it was something they 

felt was worth the risk. There was also some possibility of resistance or homophobic 

reaction within their own school, faculty or department. However, their seniority and 

the official university support provided from the D-leader as well as policies and 

programs in place, gave protection and tended to quash overt resistance.  

 

The D-leader’s risks were not regarded by participants as so much of a personal nature, 

but rather related to his professional image and the image of the University. This 

directly related to the D-leader’s role as representing the public face of the University. 

There was potential for backlash from the public, particularly in the current climate, and 

concern about negative response from colleagues, both within and externally to the 

University. In particular, the D-leader was consistently spoken about as ‘brave’ for 

being so publicly identified with the agenda, and I-leaders pondered about how his 
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national colleagues would regard him and whether his association with the agenda 

might damage his reputation.  

 

All leader groups therefore were regarded by participants as comprehending the fact that 

their involvement in the sexuality agenda by its nature implied a degree of risk of a 

professional and/or personal nature, and therefore that their leadership behaviour in this 

context indicated a degree of courage. 

 

Courage

The courage of the D-leader tended to be spoken about in terms of his strong support for 

the agenda and his preparedness to be visibly associated with it. Participants expressed 

the view that he took this stance despite not being totally ‘comfortable’ with it, which if 

anything added to their regard for him. The D-leader spoke of the fact that his role was 

one that called upon him to make difficult decisions and that there were times when 

consensus may not be possible. He believed it was incumbent upon him not to ‘wimp 

out’. 

 

P-leaders also were given credit by participants, especially I-leaders, for visibly 

supporting the agenda, such as in attending public events, raising the matter at staff 

induction or in class with students. Vulnerability was believed to increase with 

involvement in activities that took place outside the University, such as marching in the 

Pride Week parade. P-leaders themselves commented on this, one remarking that her 

18-year-old son had accompanied her on various human rights marches, but was 

unprepared to tag along on this occasion. Another spoke about feeling ‘exposed’. 

 

The process of developing, initiating, promoting or supporting the agenda was not 

undertaken by asexualised bodies, but it was non-hetero-sexuality that was consistently 

foregrounded. Participants consistently suggested that because I-leaders were 

representative of the sexual minority group, this underpinned their drive to have the 

sexuality equity agenda considered within Reform U. It was the perceived significant 

degree of personal and professional risk associated with their sexuality becoming more 

widely known that was recognised as demonstrating considerable courage. Such a 

perception by participants tacitly acknowledged the reality of sexual prejudice within 

the university community. Participants felt that without the preparedness of I-leaders to 

disclose their alternative sexuality, the agenda would not have had the same imperative, 
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nor would the training opportunities have had the authenticity and quality of learning 

that participants experienced. 

 

While this might be the case, I-leaders placed particular emphasis upon the importance 

of the relationship with straight colleagues as representatives of the dominant group, 

whether as members of the strategic working party or as P-leaders. This relationship 

was nurtured in order to, at least initially, provide a degree of ‘cover’ as well as to add 

greater legitimacy to the agenda. P-leaders therefore, displayed courage through the 

visibility of their alliance with a marginalised and often vilified group. 

 

For all leader groups, therefore, courage was a demonstrated and remarked-upon 

behaviour in the face of perceived risk, and participants expressed respect for leader-

groups in this regard.The characteristic of ‘respect’, however, was one that was 

perceived in relationship to involvement in the sexuality equity agenda but had more 

complex aspects attributed to it. 

 

Respect

There was an ‘official’ respect for the position that people occupied related to power 

and authority, as was evidenced where official sanction created changes in the 

behaviour of subordinates. However this appeared to be significantly enhanced by the 

regard in which the individual occupying the position was held. The D-leader for 

example, was referred to as a person who would lead by example and as being 

somewhat visionary. As noted previously, there was evidence to suggest that I-leaders 

were highly respected for the quality of their work in their appointed areas of operation, 

prior to their involvement in the sexuality equity agenda. The courage that they 

displayed in outing themselves also engendered additional respect in the eyes of 

participants. 

 

Respect for the D-leader as a champion of equity and diversity was the basis for 

providing I-leaders with a degree of confidence in approaching him. The respect in 

which he was held by members of the LGBTI community, based upon his many years 

of outspoken support for equity matters in other areas, also resulted in his being given 

leeway by them, for what they regarded as a degree of ignorance about the sexuality and 

gender identity matters, in particular because it was viewed that he took a committed, 

supportive stance for the sexuality equity agenda, despite not being totally 
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‘comfortable’ with it. P-leaders spoke about the D-leader’s ‘strong views’ on matters of 

equity, and his history of supporting and actively working towards developing a ‘culture 

that supports everyone’.  

 

Respect also implies a sense of trust in superiors or others with power that they will deal 

with an issue fairly and with integrity. This suggested a degree of vulnerability that 

people felt over this issue and seemed to impact mostly upon I-leaders, who for 

example, were then carefully selective in their choice of potential P-leaders. P-leaders 

also commented upon the nature of the relationship they had with the D-leader, who 

might disagree with them over an issue, but was prepared to listen and at times was 

persuaded to change his mind, a characteristic for which they greatly respected him. 

 

‘Respect’ appears to be closely linked to ‘influence’, inasmuch as those for whom 

participants had respect had greater likelihood of influencing participants than those for 

whom they did not have this degree of regard. For example while the D-leader 

responded to the person who wrote complaining about the University’s involvement in 

the sexuality equity agenda, the fact that he disagreed with the values that framed the 

content of the letter did not lead him to re-evaluate the decisions he had made in regard 

to the matter. This response to the external complainant was well regarded by 

participants and positively influenced the level of respect held for the D-leader. The fact 

that the D-leader was able to provide such a response on behalf of the University, 

related to the power and authority of his position.  

 

Influence, Power and Authority

The D-leader was able to exercise influence at a number of levels: his personal 

influence and his positional influence, neither of which could be totally divorced from 

the other. It was understood by all participants that the D-leader was able to influence 

others by bringing to bear the authority vested in his office, officially sanctioned power, 

which entitled him to direct subordinates or to make decisions on behalf of the 

University. Without his influence, manifested as ‘support’, it was recognised that the 

proposed sexuality agenda would not have achieved anything beyond minimal 

legislative compliance.  

 

Influence did not operate in only one direction, however. The D-leader was influenced 

by others: his Executive and senior staff, and others whom he also held in esteem. This 
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was expressed in his desire to provide opportunity for members of the University to 

exert influence within the university, including on his own decision-making. He 

regarded this as a form of ‘collegiality’.  

 

Personal influence in the form of engaging others and expanding the network of those 

engaged in the sexuality equity agenda was apparent in the way in which I-leaders 

operated. They persuaded others to become involved as P-leaders, and also used their 

influence within the TLBG/I community to seek public support from them . 

 
Laura 
He said to me “Will you give a speech?” and I said, “Nope!”. And he 
said, “Oh go on, go on” and he nagged me and he nagged me. And I 
thought about it, because it was an important issue for me, not a personal 
issues, but just we all need support on campus. So I thought about it. 
And, I hate public speaking, but you know, I've been doing it ever since. 
And so I just, I decided after probably about a week's thought that yes I 
would do it. So I did it.  

There was also a degree of power and influence held by the I-leaders because of their 

knowledge about the issue and the authenticity that this provided to their training of 

others. They did not, however, hold an organisational role that enabled them to exercise 

positional power over others. Nevertheless, they did have power within their positions 

to initiate the implementation of the agenda, planning activities that could legitimately 

be incorporated within their operational role. 

 

P-leaders were selected precisely for their capacity to use their position to influence 

others, both at a peer and subordinate level. Their role was exemplary and, it was hoped, 

would expand the agenda across departments, faculties and schools of the University, 

permeating through the various hierarchical levels to become normalized within daily 

practice. P-leaders also played an important role in reinforcing to the D-leader the fact 

that his decision to support the agenda was right. 

 

Implied but not directly spoken about was power and influence in the negative sense, as 

in the capacity for individuals to do harm to others, as expressed through the 

characteristic of ‘risk’. At the very basis of the impetus for the agenda was the fear 

I/GBLT staff and students felt because of homophobia expressed as subtle and not so 

subtle discrimination and vilification. The agenda was developed at the university in a 

wider context at a time when there was vicious public discourse taking place. I-leaders 
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felt vulnerable in approaching P-leaders and the D-leader. They were concerned about 

the possible ramifications of coming out in a public sphere. They held concerns, not 

unfounded, for their straight allies and for the reputation of the D-leader and the 

University. And although, as noted previously, there were no participants identifying as 

transgender and although the FLAG program and Campus Climate Survey focused upon 

sexuality, matters of gender identity at Reform U were not completely absent; relevant 

University policies included reference to ‘gender history’, and I found an unexpectedly 

broad understanding among many participants about transgender issues that had been 

acquired through personal knowledge of current or previous staff and/or students who 

had undergone transition from one gender identity to another. 

Conclusion 

The sexuality equity agenda was presented to the University and wider community as an 

extension of existing commitment by the institution to equity and diversity matters. 

There was a significant push to have this agenda taken up prior to forthcoming 

legislation being enacted, on the basis that the University presented itself as a leader in 

setting and exemplifying high moral standards within the wider community and should 

not limit themselves to a compliance-driven response to legislation. 

 

The development of the sexuality equity agenda within Reform U came about through 

the involvement of a number of different players who took different leadership roles. 

The initiating leaders – I-leaders – began the process, engaging other key players, in 

order to advance the agenda. These were the positional leaders or P-leaders, who were 

situated in strategic areas of the University. They also ensured they had the imprimatur 

of the designated institutional leader, the D-leader. While the I-leaders were recognised 

for their driving force and for the personal investment in the agenda and P-leaders for 

progressing the agenda more widely and helping to embed it within normal practice, it 

was acknowledged by all that without the support of the D-leader it was highly unlikely 

that the agenda would have progressed beyond a level of minimal compliance that 

would have been required of the University once the relevant state legislation was 

passed.  

 

All leaders were held in high regard within the university in part because of their 

established professional reputation, partly because of the integrity they demonstrated 

over time and, in relation to the sexuality equity agenda, because they were regarded as 
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potentially experiencing some degree of risk that made their visible support perceived to 

be an act of courage. The data demonstrated that decisions made by leaders to support 

the sexuality equity agenda were based upon the values they held. All leader groups 

shared similar characteristics, but these were seen to be manifested differently within 

the three different leader groups. 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion. 

Introduction  

This study set out to explore perceptions of leadership in equity in relation to sexuality 

and gender identity within an Australian higher education institution notable for its 

policies in this area. The introduction of an equity agenda addressing matters related to 

sexuality and gender identity within the case-study university provided a ‘window’ 

through which could be viewed the perceptions of university staff as to how leadership 

had been enacted. 

 

In discussing the findings of this study, the complexity and interwoveness of the 

leadership characteristics cannot be overlooked in the requirement to discuss these as 

separate entities. One of the fascinating and frustrating aspects of leadership is this very 

complexity, and in discussing the micro-level aspects of leadership, it is important to 

refer to the dynamic nature of the context within which leadership is manifested. 

Multiple Leaders 

Participants in this study identified three distinct leader groups. These included the 

‘designated institutional’ leader (D-leader), those who took a leadership role in 

initiating the agenda, the ‘initiating leaders’ (I-leaders), and those in relatively senior 

positions, the ‘positional leaders’ (P-leaders), all of whom were directly involved in the 

development and implementation of the sexuality equity change agenda. While the D-

leader played a critical and active role in legitimising the sexuality equity agenda and 

creating high level visibility around it, without the involvement of all three leadership 

groups, participants believed the sexuality equity agenda would have had, at best, a 

marginalised existence within the institution.  

 

As noted in the literature review, a great deal has been written about leadership, which 

“has favored a definition of leadership that emphasizes the primary importance of a 

single heroic leader” (Yukl 2002, p431). Leadership in this model is regarded as “the 

product of an individual” (Limerick and Cranston in Ehrich and Knight 1998, p36) who 

primarily serves to motivate and guide subordinates towards achieving the goals of the 

institution, or as Tierney notes, “We generally have looked at leadership as being 
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invested in one person, generally someone who is at the top of the organisation” 

(Tierney 1999, p48). It is only more recently that theorists have begun to explore 

alternative leadership paradigms, such as teams, or dispersed forms of leadership 

(Northouse 2001; Robbins et al. 2001; Yukl 2002), and the “use of decision procedures 

that allow other people some influence over the leader’s decision… [including] 

consultation, joint decision-making, power sharing, decentralization, and democratic 

management”(Yukl 2002, p81). Participative leadership as described by Yukl is, 

however, quite different from the nature of the three distinct leader groups and the 

relationship between them that this study identified.  

 

Eveline discusses a number of different models of leadership that move away from the 

‘heroic’ leader paradigm of conventional leadership theory, one of which is ‘Alliance 

leadership’(2004)13 that “includes recognition of the need for commitment from the top, 

the collaborative force of the network, the taking of responsibility… and the value of 

gaining formal legitimacy for a specific network” (Eveline 2004, p52). In the Alliance 

leadership model, Eveline suggests that groups unify around a particular cause that is 

“often construed as running counter to the status quo [and are able to] gain legitimacy 

from equal opportunity and diversity discourses” (Eveline 2004, p53).  

 

The ‘Alliance’ model describes significant aspects of the development of the sexuality 

equity agenda at Reform U, in particular the work of the I-leader group. However, it 

does not adequately explain the leadership role of the other two groups identified in this 

study. This research found that while each leader group shared a commitment to the 

values of the agenda they nevertheless contributed different strengths and capacities. 

Importantly, these were realised within an interdependent and synergistic relationship 

between all three leader groups that enabled the sexuality equity agenda to be 

progressed through the case study university’s formal and informal structures. 

 

As mentioned previously, Avery, in discussing the extensive literature on leadership, 

proposes a four paradigm model, which reflects a progressive and chronological 

development from antiquity to the present. Essentially, Avery’s leadership paradigms 

indicate evolution from a model of single (male) powerful dominating individual, to one 

with potential for multiple emergent leaders, and they reflect a progression in 

 
13 Eveline’s illuminating work particularly focuses on the gendered nature of leadership in the university 
where ‘gender’ refers to masculine-feminine dichotomy.  
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organisational development from simple organisations to those becoming more common 

today, which are complex, dynamic and with a need to be flexible and responsive to 

contextual change. She notes, however, that 

 
…although the paradigms have been distinguished in various ways, they cannot be 
assigned to watertight categories. Rather they are intended to provide broad concepts 
for further discussion about, and understanding of, leadership’s many facets. In 
practice , multiple paradigms are likely to be found in a given enterprise, particularly 
in large organizations. 
(Avery 2004, p145). 

 

Given the multiple leaders that were identified at Reform U in this study, it seems most 

likely that Reform U would fit with Avery’s Organic leadership paradigm. However, 

although it has devolved considerable decision-making authority to heads of faculties, 

schools and departments, the data reveals that the University remains essentially a 

hierarchical institution. The D-leader retains significant power and control that can be 

exerted if he so chooses. The data demonstrates that he can both veto decisions and 

autonomously make binding decisions without reference to others and even against the 

wishes of other senior organisational members if he feels there is necessity to do so. The 

authority of his position enables legitimation of an agenda by his visible support and 

association with it, and although the rewards may not be regarded as ‘coercive’, because 

of his position, he was in fact able to grant (or withhold) funding for the programs.  

 

These aspects of the D-leader’s leadership behaviour are characteristic of those 

described earlier such as in the trait or style models, but they also equally fit within the 

contingency model framework, which recognises flexibility of leadership style 

according to the situation. In this study, it was clear that the power inherent in the D-

leader’s position was fundamental to facilitating this flexibility. As will be discussed in 

more detail later, if he felt the need, the D-leader could choose to call on the authority of 

his office. This was a significant difference between the position of D-leader and the 

other leader groups. It is apparent therefore that, as Avery suggests in regard to the 

sexuality equity agenda, which was the subject of this study, there was more than one 

leadership paradigm simultaneously operating at Reform U. 

 

Leadership as Relationship 

My study revealed there was a synergistic relationship between the three identified 

leader groups without which, participants believed, the sexuality equity agenda at 
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Reform U would not have progressed. I-leaders, located in middle level positions, 

provided the initial ‘grass-roots’ drive. P-leaders emerged from those senior staff 

selected by the I-leaders because of their seniority and empathy for the issue, and the D-

leader facilitated and actively supported their involvement lending his authority to the 

legitimation of the agenda. Both P-leaders and the D-leader gave a significant amount of 

time (a highly valued commodity in universities) to participate in the training offered by 

I-leaders, that would provide them with knowledge about sexuality, gender-identity and 

related issues. 

 

While these two groups, D-leader and P- leaders, were acknowledged leaders within the 

university already, they needed to acquire the additional knowledge about the issue to 

enable them to assume a leadership role around the sexuality equity agenda. They 

needed to have facility with the concepts and language that would enable them to carry 

out their public leadership performances with authority and conviction. Through 

teaching and up-skilling the D- and P-leaders, I-leaders were in effect, ‘leading up’, 

while D- and P-leaders relied upon the more junior I-leaders to provide the necessary 

support. This was achieved through providing accurate and detailed information that 

would give D- and P-leaders sufficient understanding of the issues embedded within the 

sexuality equity agenda, and thus enable them to effectively take up their leadership 

role. I-leaders were dependent on D-leaders and P-leaders, for without their informed 

and active support, the agenda would not be progressed. P-leaders and D-leaders then 

demonstrated their leadership through their positional influence while utilising this 

newly acquired knowledge to become visible supporters and active promoters of the 

sexuality equity agenda. This interdependency and synergy among the leader groups 

was a major theme that emerged from the data in this study. 

 

Participants in this study identified a number of people that they stated had taken 

different but equally important leadership roles in the introduction of this particular 

change agenda to Reform U. These roles were complex and fluid. For example, when 

the D- and P-leaders attended training run by I-leaders, although they were learners in 

this context, they were also simultaneously demonstrating leadership through indicating 

their willingness to acquire the knowledge that would facilitate their enactment of their 

leadership role in relation to the sexuality equity agenda. I-leaders, while having 

expertise in the subject, were dependent upon D- and P-leaders for their committed 
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support in progressing the agenda. The interrelationship between the three leader groups 

was therefore complex and dynamic in nature.  

 

Where the literature discusses ‘leadership as relationship’, it does not discuss or even 

acknowledge the possibility of groups of leaders existing, never mind that they might 

exist in a dynamic relationship with each other. Rather, the literature discusses 

‘leadership as a relationship’ between “the three components of the leadership 

phenomenon: leaders, followers, and the context in which these relationships are 

formed” (Popper in Parry and Meindl 2002b, p12). The findings of this study indicate, 

however, that the nature of the relationship among the three leader groups was 

fundamental to the sexuality equity agenda, its introduction, implementation and 

progression within Reform U.  

Leadership as Visibility 

A key characteristic of leadership behaviour identified by participants in this study was 

its visibility. Leadership was something that had to be seen to be enacted and was 

different from positional authority, although leaders may well also be able to call on this 

in lending weight to their statements . The D-leader did not provide tokenistic 

legitimation to the initiative but, more importantly, indicated his personal commitment 

and belief in its importance by being publicly and very visibly associated with it on a 

number of occasions. The very fact that he took time out from his schedule to spend 

time in the training program sent a signal to senior staff, the Executive and the entire 

University community that the sexuality equity agenda was important and that they too 

were expected to support it. His evident willingness to be visibly associated with the 

agenda provided support and legitimacy for the involvement of other university staff, 

including P-leaders. 

 

I-leaders’ knowledge in the area of sexuality and gender identity was considered to have 

considerable authenticity because they were representative of the marginalised group 

central to the sexuality equity agenda they were promoting. The fact that they did 

identify as lesbian or gay themselves would not have become so publicly known had 

they not made the decision that they needed to take a visible leadership role which 

required their sexuality to be made explicit. In doing so, they consciously also took up 

this role on behalf of those who felt unable to come out in the University, and with 
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support from D- and P-leaders they were then able to progress the agenda through their 

organisational roles.  

 

As previously discussed, once they had undertaken the training through the FLAG 

program, P-Leaders were those who then actively and visibly supported the agenda in a 

variety of ways within their domain of responsibility and in the wider domain through 

their involvement in public events. Participants noted their consistency in demonstrating 

leadership behaviour; they would use opportunities within their sphere of influence to 

raise and promote the issue. The very fact that they had posters about the FLAG 

program on their doors was designed to give visibility to their role. 

 

Participants in this research indicated that they considered ‘leaders’ to be those who 

demonstrated leadership behaviour on a regular basis. It was the process of individuals 

consistently modelling leadership behaviour that led participants to identify them as 

‘leaders’. This is consistent with the distinction drawn by Robbins and others between 

‘leader’ and ‘leadership’, when they suggest a “leader is a person who consistently 

influences and develops individuals and teams over time towards a worthwhile purpose, 

whereas leadership occurs as a moment by moment process that may arise from anyone 

to achieve a valued outcome” (Robbins et al. 2001). ‘Leadership’, therefore, was 

understood by participants to be action that required a public dimension; others had to 

view leadership being enacted, and it was repeated, which gave consistency of 

leadership behaviour. This also fits with Sinclair’s observation that leadership is “...a 

social construction, a relationship that requires constant demonstrations and 

legitimation” (Sinclair 1998, p16).  

Leadership as Process 

In this study, leadership was a process that took place within complex systems of 

relationships; between departments, schools, faculties, various committees, and even 

external stakeholders, all of which were interdependent to different degrees. Leadership, 

as it was enacted in this study, not only involved interactions between leaders and 

followers, as is most commonly discussed in the literature, but also incorporated the 

different and complementary leadership roles of leader groups. 

 

It is apparent that, although the importance of the D-leader and the nature of the 

leadership role he played can not be overlooked, each leader group played an equally 
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significant role in the sexuality equity agenda. Without the involvement of all groups, it 

is difficult to see how it might have been progressed. While each leader group played a 

different part in the process, all were identified as demonstrating courage in the face of 

risks that were perceived to be associated with the sexuality equity agenda. 

 

Kilpatrick et al. referred to leadership as “an intervention…rather than being the 

province of a single leader or a leader’s characteristics….There is scope for a number of 

individuals with a range of leadership styles indicating that an effective leadership 

process is about shared leadership” (Kilpatrick et al. 2002, p4). Kilpatrick’s model lists 

a series of steps in the leadership process, 

 
[A] trigger stage, which relates to the identification of a problem … 
followed by initiation, in which informal processes come into play in 
order to mobilise resources to address the problem...Next comes 
development, which relates to the implementation of formal processes to 
tackle the problem…The fourth and fifth stages cover maintenance and 
sustainability of the linkage. 
(Kilpatrick et al. 2002, p6) 

 

This description closely reflects the process by which the sexuality equity agenda was 

progressed at Reform U. Both Kilpatrick and Eveline indicate that processual leadership 

involves a number of people rather than manifesting as the sole territory of the 

incumbent in an assigned leadership role. Tierney in fact suggests that “leadership needs 

to be exerted at multiple levels and in multiple manners, not merely by the person who 

temporarily inhabits the president’s quarters”(Tierney 1999, p50). The identification of 

the three leader groups supports the notion that multiple forms of leadership were 

exercised at Reform U in the initiation and implementation of the sexuality equity 

agenda, although the power inherent in the office of D-leader, draws attention to the 

need for others to negotiate their capacity to enact leadership within a field where 

discourses of power and influence play out in tension with those of collegiality and 

devolution. 

 

The data from this study also identified a number of interlinked characteristics that were 

common to all leadership groups, although they were manifested somewhat differently 

in each. These characteristics were values, risk, courage, respect, and influence and 

power, as follows. 
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Values 

Given the nature of the equity agenda it might be anticipated that issues related to 

personal values would emerge from the data. What surfaced was not only pertinent to 

personal values but also indicated the way in which values were interwoven with 

decision-making as well as the public positioning of the University in the wider 

community. The data revealed that, in the initiation and implementation of the sexuality 

equity agenda, there was opportunity for leaders at different levels of the organisation to 

emerge and that the three leadership groups that were identified shared a commitment to 

the values within the agenda. 

 

Traditionally the literature on leadership has reflected the predominance of a model that 

is “rooted in instrumental rationality, concerned largely with techniques of control and 

manipulation” (Rizvi 1985, p2) and which therefore has deliberately ignored issues of a 

non-rational nature, such as values. Begley refers to this as the ‘Dogma of Immaculate 

Perception’, which “holds in essence , that the ‘facts of the matter’ can be surgically 

severed from the attitudes, values, beliefs, sentiments emotions, character, personality, 

biology, biography, and physiology of the agents in the matter” (Begley 1999, pxii) and 

I would also add the further attributes of gender identity and sexuality. 

 

Burns, the theorist who developed transformational leadership theory, suggested that 

there is a moral dimension at the heart of the change created by transformational 

leaders. “Yet, when these concepts of Burns’ were translated into models and tools 

related to leadership in organizations, the fact of leadership in the moral dimension 

decreases and the main transformation is deflected toward classic motivation of the 

Maslow (1970) type” (Popper in Parry and Meindl 2002b, p9).  

 

The importance of values to leadership is, however, beginning to gain greater attention 

within the leadership literature, with recognition of their centrality to decision-making. 

(Avery 2004; Begley 2000; Robbins et al. 2001). Data from this study strongly indicates 

the importance of values in decision-making and suggests they provide a motivating 

force for choosing one course of action over another.  

 

Avery defines three types of values within the organisational context: 
� personal values; 
� those values shared with others; and 
� values core to the organization. 
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(Avery p 102) 
 

In this study, the evidence suggests that the personal values held by the D-leader in 

regard to equity were shared with the wider university community. The D-leader also 

referred to the alignment of values between himself and his senior staff, some of whom 

referred to the positive relationship they enjoyed with the D-leader because they shared 

his values, and these same values related to equity and diversity were acknowledged by 

participants and the D-leader himself, as core to the institution.  

 
Justin 
Well I guess just by saying that it's not a peripheral issue, that it is a core 
issue, because if we haven't got an equitable work environment we're not 
getting, accessing the best people. So that's, you know, I, I don't regard it 
as a peripheral issue at all, and um, I regard it as a core issue.  

Utilising the concepts of ‘espoused theories’, and ‘theories in use’ (Agyris and Schön 

1996; Schein 1992) developed by Agyris and Schön, I use the terms, articulated values 

and enacted values to describe the way in which values underpin action. Articulated 

values are those an individual posits as being important to them and which might 

indicate what they would say in a particular situation. Enacted values are those values 

that are the motivators revealed by what an individual actually does. One would expect 

congruence between the two, but this is not always the case, particularly in a situation 

where there are conflicting values at play. For example, the D-leader believes himself to 

have a consultative leadership style that provides opportunity for input by colleagues. 

His articulated value refers to collegial input to decision-making. On this basis, one 

could assume that when important decisions are to be made, he would engage in a 

consultative process and this was indeed the case on many occasions. However, he also 

discloses that, at other times, he has made decisions without any consultation at all. He 

recalls that this was because at the time he felt a moral obligation to ‘do the right thing’. 

The decision he made in this instance was not only right for him personally but, by 

implication, it was also right for the University, which he represents. The D-leader’s 

articulated values related to consultation were subordinated to the dominant values he 

held related to the moral issue at hand.  

 
Justin 
I never consciously thought about “Well what will people think about 
this?” It just occurred to me that this is the right thing to do. 
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 At times when individuals are in situations of negotiating competing values, it appears 

that those most strongly held in that particular context, will dictate which action is 

eventually taken. 

In one sense, because the D-leader was so widely recognised as being aligned with 

equity in the broader sense, it was almost inevitable, despite his perceived initial 

uncomfortableness with the nature of this particular agenda, that the values he held 

would compel him to support it. The congruence between his articulated and enacted 

values demonstrated over time and developed in other members of the University 

community, a sense of trust and a belief in his integrity. It was this which provided I-

leaders with the courage to bring the agenda forward in the first instance. The enacted 

values of P-leaders led to them being approached and were the motivators for their 

decisions to take up the offer.  

 

Values are also foregrounded in this study as being an important aspect of the way in 

which Reform U publicly positioned itself. Universities have traditionally articulated 

their role as one of educating future state, national and increasingly international 

leaders. Most university websites in Australia contain statements relating to objectives 

for graduate attributes14. And these invariably go beyond matters such as depth of 

subject knowledge or professional competency, to articulate clear intention of 

engendering ethical and personal values in their graduates. It is to be expected then, that 

participants in the study viewed it as quite appropriate that the University should take 

the moral high ground on the issue of equity and sexuality within the wider community. 

The departmental head of the social justice unit regarded the issue of values as central to 

the teaching and learning of the University, and the D-leader was quite clear about the 

potential public reaction to the University taking the stance it did and was prepared to 

defend it.  

 
14 For example: 
The University of Melbourne 

� international awareness and openness to the world, based on understanding and appreciation of 
social and cultural diversity and respect for individual human rights and dignity; 

� leadership capacity, including a willingness to engage in constructive public discourse, to 
accept social and civic responsibilities and to speak out against prejudice, injustice and the 
abuse of power.  

(http://www.unimelb.edu.au/student/attributes.html) 
 
The University of Queensland 
An understanding of social and civic responsibility 
(http://www.uq.edu.au/hupp/index.html?page=25095) 
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What is indicated by this study is how matters of personal values led to moral decision-

making by leaders and through this process brought the ‘emotional’ and ‘private’ into 

the public domain. The study has also provided insight into how the values of one group 

of leaders were aligned with the articulated and enacted values of other leader groups 

within the organisation and with the officially promulgated organisational values.  

 

The data indicated that the values held by the individual leaders underpinned their 

decisions to take action. Although the moral dimension of the decisions made by the 

leaders indicated a potential link to the servant-leader model of leadership, the capacity 

of the D-leader in particular, to demonstrate different leadership behaviour in response 

to various situations, indicated a greater complexity about the way leadership was being 

enacted in this study. 

 

In this study, there was a direct link between perceived risk and the courage 

demonstrated by leaders in the face of this, in making the decisions and taking the 

actions that demonstrated their leadership. 

Courage and Risk 

The data from this study suggests that the risks that participants believed leaders could 

potentially experience were directly related to the particular nature of the proposed 

equity agenda. At the time it was introduced, sexuality and gender identity were issues 

that were highly controversial and receiving a great deal of attention in the public 

domain. A number of participants referred to the level of vitriol against gays and 

lesbians being expressed in the media in response to the proposed state legislative 

reform and many also recalled previous incidents within the state and nationally, which 

had resulted in sensationalised media reporting. As issues of public debate, sexuality 

and gender identity remain controversial, eliciting strong feelings and moral posturing. 

 

I-leaders gained courage from being members of a higher education institution with a 

commitment to social justice and from having a D-leader with a reputation as a 

‘champion’ of equity matters. In disclosing their sexuality, I-leaders were nevertheless 

conscious of experiencing internal tension between concern for their personal and 

professional safety, and a sense of moral obligation in speaking out and coming out, to 

and for others.  
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Barbara 
Um it was really bloody scary actually… I just couldn't talk about what 
we were doing in a like, ‘over there’ way, I had to say ‘we’. I had to own 
that I was part of the community that we were working for. 
 

Their concerns were not without foundation. As Tierney notes “[c]ertainly one’s 

political affiliation and sexual orientation have at different times and at different 

institutions during this century been cause for dismissal” (Tierney 1999, p99) and 

Talburt refers to the potential professional consequences for non-heterosexual academic 

staff in their sexuality being made visible; “A faculty member’s homosexuality can 

make him or her in-credible, not to be believed; a perspective that deauthorizes the 

speaker is attached to sexuality” (Talburt 2000, p70. original emphasis). Tierney’s 

examples refer to the American higher education context. However Irwin’s (1999) 

Australian research also supports the veracity of these concerns. 

 

I-leaders believed it was essential to be honest and open about their personal investment 

in the agenda they were propounding, to be authentic in teaching others about issues 

associated with sexuality and gender identity, and to acknowledge the need to speak out 

on behalf of those who felt unable to do so themselves. I-leaders were, as Terry 

suggests, existing “between fear and hope” (Terry 1993, p259) and their acts of self-

disclosure were regarded by participants, without exception, as courageous and brave 

and as such, demonstrating leadership behaviour. 

 

It is not ‘courageous’ to take action where no risk is perceived, and although the D-

leader and P-leaders may not have been aware of the full risk potential, they certainly 

began to develop a better understanding through their FLAG training and from first-

hand experience once they were visibly aligned with the agenda. P-leaders talked about 

being uncomfortable in the Pride march, some were queried as to their own sexual 

orientation, and there was a degree of public backlash. This raised awareness did not 

prevent them from continuing to publicly demonstrate their support for the agenda, and 

this continued visible commitment led to the ‘courageous’ label.  

 

Participants in this study regarded courage as a key attribute of those they identified as 

leaders in the sexuality equity agenda. P-leaders were warned by I-leaders about the 

possibility of experiencing homophobia by association but nevertheless attended public 

events and raised the issue with their staff at faculty meetings, and the D-leader 
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launched key stages of the initiative and approved activities, such as flying the Rainbow 

Flag during Pride Week. 

 
Trevor 
I mean, the fact that he lets us fly the flag, I think, um, you know, I think 
that takes guts. I think that demonstrates something. 

While the nature of the sexuality equity agenda may have provided opportunity for 

courageous action to be observed, Tierney suggests that it is related to the nature of 

leadership itself; “Although the language changes from time to time, we frequently 

think of traits, characteristics, or attributes that account for leadership. Good leaders are 

courageous, moral, willing to take risks, active listeners, excellent communicators, able 

to espouse a vision, and able to stimulate people” (Tierney 1999, p48). 

 

Decision-making is most often referred to as taking place in an emotion-free vacuum of 

rationality, although Robbins et al. acknowledge that “anxiety, fear, frustration, doubt, 

happiness, excitement and similar emotions” (Robbins et al. 2001, p74) must play a 

role. Tierney suggests that “acting courageously means taking chances or unpopular 

actions” (Tierney and Rhoads 1992, p36), and although leaders in this agenda may not 

have all regarded the risks they took as being of great note, in identifying courage as a 

characteristic of leaders, participants gestured toward the fears and concerns, the 

emotional context, that they perceived underpinned the decisions leaders took. 

 

This study has identified that although “courage is that which requires both passion and

reflection” (Terry 1993, p249), it also requires action. Leadership is not attributed to 

individuals by their merely saying the ‘right thing’, it is about doing the ‘right thing’ 

and being seen to do it. The D-leader believed that it was essential to make difficult and 

at times unpopular decisions; in fact to avoid doing so would weaken his capacity in the 

future. 

 
Justin 
every time you wimp out of doing something when you think it's the right 
thing to do, you weaken your capacity to do the next thing. 

 

Other participants referring to those they regarded as leaders used terms such as leading 

by example, walking the talk, and by implication, regarded leadership as a process that, 

requiring more than words, demands performance.  
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Courage was perceived as the process of acting out a personal commitment to the 

agenda despite potential risks, of being authentic to those inner convictions that inspired 

support for the agenda in the first instance. Barker suggests that courageous actions are 

motivated by the values individuals wish to uphold; “Courage …is about caring enough 

about your values that you uphold them in the face of personal and professional risk” 

(Barker 2003, p2). This characteristic of values is one that consistently arose through 

the data and therefore deserves closer consideration. As I have noted previously, there is 

a link between the level of self-confidence in the ‘rightness’ of values, providing 

courage in the face of risk to make the ‘right’ decisions. Yukl suggests that this self-

confidence is also directly related to influence; “Without strong self-confidence a leader 

is less likely to make influence attempts and any influence attempts made are less likely 

to be successful” (Yukl 2002, p185). In the following section, therefore, I explore how 

discourses of influence, power and authority have emerged from the data. 

Influence, Power and Authority 

Participants referred to the influence of I-leaders which derived from a number of 

different sources: the respect they were held in because of their competency in their 

organisational roles, the knowledge they had about the subject area, and the personal 

alignments they had developed over time. P-leaders were in senior positions that 

enabled them to exercise a considerable degree of authority. It was on this basis that 

they were initially invited to participate in the agenda. They were able to exercise this 

authority consciously, for example by raising issues of sexuality and gender identity in 

staff meetings, and they were able to influence others’ attitudes and behaviours simply 

by being seen to support the agenda, for example, through having a poster on their door 

or attending an organised event. 

 

Popper notes that the notion of ‘influence’ transcends most conceptual frameworks of 

leadership (in Parry 1998, p2) and Yukl goes so far as to suggest influence is the 

essence of leadership (Yukl 2002, p401). In this study, it is apparent that in the office of 

D-leader inheres considerable power and authority but that the incumbent also exercises 

considerable influence because of the regard in which he was held by participants. All 

leader groups in fact had varying degrees of power and influence which were 

manifested through the initiation and development of the sexuality equity agenda. 
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Robbins et al. suggest that, while “[m]ost people agree that leadership involves an 

influence process…they tend to disagree on whether leadership uses only personal and 

informal methods, or can use authority, rewards and punishments to exert influence 

over followers” (2001, p399). This study indicates that both can occur. The D-leader’s 

mere presence at launches or other public events associated with the sexuality equity 

agenda was known to influence the way in which other university staff regarded the 

agenda. The fact of his presence and visible support were sufficient to provide 

encouragement to P-leaders and to legitimate the agenda to the University community. 

However, as was discussed in the previous section, the D-leader also utilised the power 

and authority vested in his Office. He used this to modify the initially suggested name 

for the FLAG program to better fit with his perceptions of what was acceptable and 

appropriate, and although he saw himself as a consultative leader, he also at times made 

decisions autonomously or overrode the wishes of others if he felt the need to do so.  

 

Influence is therefore related to a range of factors including the level at which a person 

is positioned, the function of their position, their role in the organisation and the level of 

expertise they have about a particular subject, personal characteristics, and how these 

impact upon the person they are attempting to influence. For example, the I-leaders 

were not as senior as P-leaders or the D-leader; yet they were able to successfully use 

their influence to encourage the involvement of the others in the agenda, and their 

knowledge base placed them as teachers for members of the other leader groups. They 

did not, however, have the authority to carry the agenda forward and for this they were 

reliant upon the D-leader. 

 

The D-leader, because of his position, held the authority to approve the agenda and, in 

doing so, made it an official university agenda. He also served on committees that were 

responsible for the allocation of resources. The data reveals the workings of these 

committees, which involved negotiation, persuasion and official authorisation. 

Authoritative power can be seen as legitimated power, power which the organisational 

members understand to be vested in the person exercising it. Authoritative power means 

that when the ‘authority’ makes a decision with which a person does not agree, they 

nevertheless accept this as legitimate and demonstrate compliance to the decision. 

 

According to Robbins et al., power is a capacity of one person to influence the 

behaviour of another. They note that power exists as a potential to be exercised but may 
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not necessarily be imposed (Robbins et al. 2001, p455). Leadership and power are 

interconnected and in demonstrating leadership, one must be prepared to exercise 

power. Both Robbins (2001, p457) and Avery (2004, p42) refer to French and Raven’s 

model which distinguishes five kinds of power: 

 

� Legitimate power – derived from the role or position 

� Reward power – ability to grant rewards for achievement 

� Coercive power – based on fear of punishment. 

� Expertise or information power – arising from knowledge or experience 

� Referent power – stemming from personal characteristics and desirable traits 

 

There was no evidence in this study to indicate that coercive power was exercised, but 

certainly there was data to suggest that in different circumstances other forms of power 

were called into play. Power, particularly referent power, may be attributed to 

individuals by others rather than necessarily being consciously exercised by the person 

in whom the power is vested. Sinclair notes the way in which men as representatives of 

the dominant gender are likely to be endowed with power “even before they open their 

mouths’ (Sinclair 1998, p109). In this study, so too were those (assumed to be) 

heterosexual: I-leaders collaborated with straight colleagues as a strategy to legitimate 

the sexuality equity agenda, calling upon their referent power as representatives of the 

dominant heterosexual discourse.  

 

At least two other kinds of power were also supported by the study. I have previously 

noted that there was significantly devolved ‘authority’ to people in senior positions such 

as P-leaders, although the process by which this agenda was initiated and implemented 

also indicated the influential capacity of I-leaders, who demonstrated power as influence 

through their expertise in the field of knowledge. However, the D-leader, despite his 

commitment to collegial influence on decision-making nevertheless retained 

considerable power in his position, which he chose to exercise from time to time. In 

Avery’s model of the four leadership paradigms it will be recalled that “[m]ultiple 

forms of power are likely to be associated with each leadership paradigm. However, the 

paradigms differ in the predominant types of power operating, as well as where the 

power lies” (Avery 2004, p43). The model of leadership as it was perceived to be 

enacted within the case study university, however, does not seem to fit neatly into any 
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single paradigm which, as Avery also suggests, may be the case in a large and complex 

organisation where more than one paradigm may simultaneously be in operation.  

Conclusion 

The results of my study support the position of those theorists who maintain that a key 

element of leadership is its relationship to change (Ramsden 1998; Robbins et al. 2001;

Taylor 1999; Yukl 2002).  

 
In this case, the change was the implementation of what I have termed the sexuality 

equity agenda. It came about because of the initial drive from a group of leaders at the 

grass roots level. The I-leaders co-opted the positional authority of strategic senior staff, 

some of whom then assumed a leadership role themselves. Importantly, this group of 

positional leaders included the recognised designated institutional leader. All groups 

visibly supported the agenda and were active in its promotion. 

 

Leaders were perceived as being able to exercise influence and power within the 

institution, although the basis of their power was not identical. All leader groups were 

identified by participants as sharing a number of attributes: integrity, commitment to 

social justice and fairness, preparedness to take risks and courage to make decisions on 

the basis of personal values.  

 

I have noted throughout this study that the literature in this field has reflected little 

agreement about the definition of ‘leadership’. Avery suggests it is a challenge to try to 

grasp exactly what it is. She somewhat provocatively proposes that perhaps the “search 

for ‘the’ definition of leadership is illusory, given the broad range of contexts that the 

concept has to cover” (Avery 2004, p14). While this study did not attempt to develop 

the authoritative definition, participants have identified some key characteristics that 

they regarded as indicators of leadership, and behaviours that signify a ‘leader’. 

 

The theme that clearly emerged was that, for this particular change agenda, the 

involvement of all three groups was required. 

 
Gillian 
You have to have a kind of a um, not just leadership from the top and the 
changes in policies, but also some kind of a ground swell, or some kind 
of groups of people across all levels who are willing to stand up and be 
counted on those issues, and take some of the flack. 
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Sinclair has commented that there is a need for a reconstruction of leadership due to its 

traditional link with ‘heroic masculinity’ which excludes a significant proportion of the 

“population from eligibility, that perpetuates stereotypes and platitudes”(Sinclair 1998, 

pviii). The sexuality equity agenda at Reform U saw leadership enacted in ways that 

were beginning to move beyond this stereotype, although the hierarchical structure of 

the University retained significant inherent power and authority in the role of D-leader. 

Overall, however, this study gestures towards the possibility of an institution in which 

those on the margins have capacity to effect change. 
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Chapter 7 

Concluding Remarks.  

Introduction 

In this concluding chapter, I provide an overview of the thesis, restating the nature of 

the research question and the context of the study. I include a brief outline of the 

method used in selecting the site for study, data collection and analysis. I then 

summarise the key findings and their implications noting where these complement the 

current literature and where the results of this study have contributed new insights. In 

addition I indicate where practitioners, including those interested in implementing 

organisational change related to social justice, may wish to consider issues raised in this 

study for their own practice. I also point to future possibilities for further research that 

would build on this focused case study. 

Overview 

The research question that this study addressed was: What are perceptions of leadership 

in equity in relation to sexuality and gender identity within an Australian higher 

education institution notable for its policies in this area? The topic was original in a 

number of respects. There was relatively little in the leadership literature about the 

context of higher education and, of that which had been written, only a small proportion 

directly related to the Australian context. The topic sought to utilise the introduction of 

a sexuality equity agenda as a ‘lens’ through which participants’ perceptions of 

leadership could be explored. This was a lens that, as it eventuated, made visible the 

tensions and issues associated with the introduction of a change agenda and served 

therefore, to make apparent the characteristics participants construed as being evidence 

of leadership behaviour. 

 

In addressing the research question the case study university was selected as one 

representing good practice in the area following a preliminary investigation which 

involved: a) a scan of Australian university websites to identify how issues related to 

sexuality and gender identity were integrated through the university policy platforms, b) 

collection of additional relevant information from equity practitioners, and c) a further 

study with higher education staff identifying as lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender, 

to ascertain the ‘climate’ of their universities. These preliminary pilot studies combined 
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with a review of literature in the relevant fields, facilitated the development and 

refinement of the research question from one which initially focussed on the 

experiences of university staff identifying as lesbian, bisexual, gay or transgender, to 

one that focussed on issues of leadership in a university context. 

 

In the case study university the participant cohort represented those staff most closely 

associated with the introduction of the sexuality equity agenda and contained both 

academic and general staff from a range of levels of seniority across different areas of 

the University: individuals who were male, female and a cross section of those who 

identified as heterosexual, gay, or lesbian. Participant involvement required their taking 

part in a one-to-one interview of approximately one hour in length. Key informants 

participated in an additional follow-up interview of similar length. A range of 

documentary evidence was also gathered, including reports, minutes of committee 

meetings, copies of correspondence, and newsletter articles. Interviews were transcribed 

and prepared for importation to QSR, N6 and Leximancer, two software applications 

used as data management tools. Data was then thematically analysed and coded, and in 

a cycle of inquiry, data from different sources was explored to both confirm and 

disconfirm emerging theories. 

 

Three groups of leaders were identified from the data. These leaders were variously 

responsible for the development and implementation of the sexuality equity agenda: 

those who initiated the Initiating leaders (I-leaders); those who were positioned to be 

able to propagate the agenda through the organisation, the Positional leaders (P-leaders); 

and the Designated institutional leader who approved its implementation, the ‘D-

leader’. The study revealed a complex synergistic relationship among the three leader 

groups, as illustrated in Figure 7.1. 

 

Figure 7.1: Relationships among the three leader groups 
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Mutual support was provided among all three leader groups. In addition to selecting P-

leaders on the basis of their empathy and the positional influence they could exercise, I-

leaders supported P and D-leaders by providing essential knowledge. The D-leader 

influenced P-leaders through his visible support for the agenda and was himself 

influenced by the courage and knowledge of I-leaders. In this study ‘leadership’ as it 

was enacted through the initiation and progression of the sexuality equity agenda was 

regarded as a relational process which engaged the three identified leader groups. 

Although each of these leader groups had a different role in progressing the agenda, 

participants attributed a number of key characteristics that were shared by all. 

 

The data showed these characteristics as being: values that strongly supported equity, 

the willingness to face risks in supporting the sexuality equity agenda, courage in the 

face of these risks, and a considerable degree of professional and personal respect. In 

combination with their institutional positions, leaders were able to exert varying degrees 

of influence and power over others within the university. The characteristics identified 

as demonstrating leadership were situated within a complex interrelationship, although 

they were perceived to be manifested in different ways by the each leader group.  

 

The data revealed that leaders’ values were fundamental to decisions that they made. As 

might be expected, in this case, these values related to issues of social justice and 

equity, and they also related to the nature of decision-making. In the case of the D-

leader, this was reflected in what others described as his leadership style. The values 

held by the leaders influenced the degree of commitment they expressed and the nature 

of the actions they took to support the sexuality equity agenda in its implementation and 

promulgation. 

 

Participants perceived that the risk for I-leaders was directly related to potential 

outcomes from exposing themselves as lesbian or gay. There was a degree of ‘risk by 

association’ for P-leaders and the D-leader. In particular, the D-leader as the 

representative of the University was perceived to potentially risk compromising the 

University’s public image through his support for the sexuality equity agenda. 

 

All participants were regarded as demonstrating courage in addressing these risks, 

whether through the conscious decisions to publicly come out as non-heterosexual, as in 

the case of I-leaders, in openly supporting the sexuality equity agenda through 
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attendance at relevant public events and in promoting the agenda to their staff, in the 

case of P-leaders, or in being prepared to defend the agenda and the University’s 

leadership role, as did the D-leader. Visibility was therefore also identified by 

participants as important evidence of this characteristic in others. 

 

Leaders who took actions of this courageous and visible nature, earned respect from 

those who observed them. Participants also revealed their respect for leader groups for 

additional reasons that were specific to the different leader groups. I-leaders and P-

leaders were respected for their competency as effective practitioners in their assigned 

roles within the organisation. The D-leader was consistently held out as a person of 

integrity with a long track record in the field of social justice and a person of his word. 

Both D- and P-leaders were respected for their support for an agenda about which they 

initially had little knowledge but which fundamentally appealed to their sense of equity, 

as well as their preparedness to engage in a learning process to enable them to better 

take up their leadership role in the sexuality equity agenda. 

 

The three leader groups also were recognised by participants as having varying degrees 

of influence, power and authority. In the case of the D- and P-leaders, this was in part 

an expression of the senior positions they held in the institution, whereas the I-leaders 

were regarded as having influence and authority on the basis of the knowledge they held 

about the issues and the authenticity they brought to the development and 

implementation of the sexuality equity agenda as a result of their non-heterosexual 

identification. 

There was a significant interrelationship and some degree of overlap between the 

leadership characteristics that were identified by participants, as illustrated in Figure 

7.2. below. 
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Figure 7.2: Shared leadership characteristics 
 

All leader groups were prepared to meet the risks, to make decisions to take the 

courageous actions, and they did so because of the powerful influence of the personal 

values they held in relation to this issue of social justice and the role of the university in 

taking a community leadership role on such matters.  

 

While the I-leaders might have chosen not to disclose their alternative sexuality and to 

have remained ‘in the closet’, they believed it essential to be open in order to be able to 

honestly represent LGBTI staff and students and to demonstrate authenticity to those 

they were educating about the issues. The risk for D- and P- leaders was perceived to 

derive from their association with an agenda focussing on sexuality and gender identity, 

which might lead others to question their sexual orientation and to diminish the respect 

in which they were held by some people. For the D-leader, there was the anticipated 

consequence of a negative community reaction. 

 

Leaders were therefore identified as being prepared to make courageous decisions in the 

face of what observers perceived to be varying degrees of personal and/or professional 

risk. This risk factor was amplified because of the controversial and troubling nature of 

the sexuality equity agenda and the degree of visibility that was attached to the 

leadership role through the nature of the leaders’ public support for it. 
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It was this preparedness of the D-leader to be visibly and publicly associated with the 

agenda that demonstrated personal courage and consequently encouraged P-leaders to 

participate. The presence of such senior staff at various relevant events sent a strong 

message of genuine institutional commitment to the University and wider community. 

Through their visibility in leading by example and by setting expectations of 

appropriate behaviour with staff and students in their area of responsibility, P-leaders 

were able to exercise their influence to roll out the agenda. It was this visibility which 

led to all leader groups being identified as such by the participants in this study, who 

regarded leadership as a behaviour that was acted out, able to be viewed by others and 

consistently modelled. 

 

Issues of sexuality and gender identity evoke strong responses in the community and 

speak to matters of morality, community and personal values. The nature of the 

sexuality equity agenda, therefore, was one that foregrounded both articulated and 

enacted values of those involved, and what emerged from the data was the extent to 

which decision-making was based upon these values. The process of weighing up the 

risks associated with particular decisions and the consequent action taken were 

mediated by the values the leader held. For example, the D-leader, in positioning the 

University as setting a moral example to the community in relation to the sexuality 

equity agenda, was acting out of the convictions of the moral ‘rightness’ of the values 

he was promoting by his actions. This interconnectedness of risk, courage and values 

was apparent through the observable leadership behaviour of members of leader groups. 

 

This study showed that authority as a legitimated form of power was recognised as 

being invested in the positions held by senior individuals. Both D- and P-leaders held 

positional authority, although it was solely the D-leader, because of the power vested in 

his Office, who could approve or veto the progression of the agenda. This aspect of the 

position firmly retains vestiges of the ‘great man’ theory, although this study 

demonstrated that there was also capacity for others to enact leadership within the 

University. The D-leader was also seen to represent the University position on issues to 

the wider community. Participants were unanimous in their belief that, without his 

approval, the sexuality equity agenda would not have progressed, or at best would have 

been a marginalised aspect of the University’s equity suite of policies and programs.  
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The authority of the I-leaders, who held middle level positions, was based upon their 

expertise and knowledge, much of which, in this agenda, came from their personal 

positioning as lesbians or gay men. The dominion within which positional power can be 

legitimately expressed depends upon the range of responsibility of that position. 

However, the study demonstrated that power can also influence others outside this 

domain. Participants commented upon the ‘powerful’ message sent by P-leaders and the 

D-leader through their visible displays of support for the sexuality equity agenda, for 

example, by attending public fora. This was seen to directly influence others in the 

organisation, with evidence to indicate that such visible support by the D- and P-leaders 

encouraged others to become involved, and reinforced the importance that the 

University placed on the agenda for gay, lesbian, transgender, intersex and bisexual 

staff and students. Power, then, as well as being seen as an expression of authority, was 

also manifested as influence.

The context of the study within an Australian university was significant to the way in 

which power and authority were formally distributed within the institution, the nature of 

the synergistic relationship between the three identified leader groups, and the values 

that underpinned leadership actions and decisions of leader groups. While there was an 

element of the ‘heroic’ model that was demonstrated by the leadership behaviour of the 

D-leader, somewhat unexpectedly the data indicated that this did not appear to 

destabilise the dynamic relationship between the three leader groups  

 

That this entire agenda was being run in the wider context of a public debate related to 

proposed liberalisation of the state anti-discrimination legislation was relevant to the 

perceptions of the University’s community leadership role, the strategies used by 

leaders to initiate the agenda, and the characteristics attributed to those identified as 

leaders. Leadership as an enacted and visible behaviour was constructed by others 

within a specifically contextualised framework. 

Implications for practice  

Results from this case study indicate that leadership does not reside solely in the office 

of the university President but can be manifested by multiple leaders working in 

synergistic and collaborative relationship with each other. Although the particular 

context of this study was the development and implementation of an equity change 

agenda within a university, there may be considerations raised for anyone contemplating 
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implementing an organisational change agenda. This study thus raises possibilities for 

consideration by those involved in research related to leadership and organisational 

change, as well as for practitioners, including those working in the area of social justice 

and equity.  

 

The findings of this study indicate the value for change agents in identifying the leader 

groups that might need to be involved to ensure support for any change agenda and 

maximise success for its implementation. In order to ensure the effective engagement of 

key leader groups and enable them to assume their leadership role in order to progress 

the envisioned transformation, practitioners may therefore need to ascertain whether the 

leader groups have sufficient relevant knowledge and are sufficiently comfortable with 

the detail of any proposed particular change agenda. In this case study, participants 

identified a degree of risk associated with the leadership role, partly because of the 

nature of the sexuality equity agenda and in part because the nature of leadership itself 

was perceived to inhere a degree of risk in pushing boundaries and setting a moral 

example. In contemplating the implementation of an organisational change agenda, this 

study therefore indicates that among other questions, it may be useful for change-

leaders to consider the following: 

 

• Have all key leader groups been identified? 

• Are the leader groups involved in the change agenda positioned appropriately to 

facilitate its promulgation through the organisation? 

• Is there opportunity for leader groups to connect in ways that best facilitate and 

support the required synergistic relationship?  

• Do the leader groups have the required knowledge and understanding to fulfil 

their potential leadership role in the implementation?  

 

This case study suggests that consideration might be given to the implications of a 

leadership model that is shared and devolved. In relation to initiating and implementing 

change within organisations, it might be asked: What are the implications for the ways 

in which power and authority are wielded within the institution and what mechanisms 

are there for those less powerful to influence the organisation? And do the existing 

mechanisms facilitate the foregrounding of issues or do they operate to maintain the 

status quo? 
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I have noted previously that my intention in undertaking this research was not to focus 

on issues of sexuality and gender identity. However, I believe that the findings indicate 

that leaders in universities and other organisations might consider the impact of 

heterogemony on staff and students as an issue that, if not from the standpoint of good 

practice in diversity and social justice, then, as the previous literature suggests (such as 

Tierney, Coaldrake, Irwin and others), as worthwhile from the purely pragmatic 

position of the negative implications for organisational productivity. Strategies 

discussed in this study may provide some direction to practitioners and other 

institutional leaders as to how they might consider addressing this specific issue within 

their individual organisations. 

Significance and originality 

The findings that have emerged from this research complement the current literature in 

interesting and useful ways. Through the identification of a model in which 

simultaneous and synergistic leadership was enacted involving multiple leaders as 

members of three distinct leader groups, the study adds to the current trend in leadership 

research in exploring an alternative to the singular and somewhat omnipotent role of the 

(usually male) leader; the traditional ‘great man’ theory of leadership. 

 

The case study has identified a model of leadership which appears to be different from 

those presently discussed in the literature but demonstrating a number of features from 

the four different leadership paradigms proposed by Avery (2004) and the models of 

diffused leadership discussed by Eveline (2004). The hierarchical nature of the case 

study university structure retained features of chronologically earlier leadership models 

with limit to devolution of authority, and significant power retained at the level of D-

leader. There nevertheless existed a number of aspects of the ‘Organic’ model (Avery 

2004), which enabled the emergence of the I-leaders. The relationship between these 

leader groups in this study, as well as the identification of shared characteristics that are 

manifested differently in each group, provides a new perspective on the way in which 

leadership is perceived to be enacted. 

 

This study addressed perceptions of leadership of equity in relation to sexuality and 

gender identity within a higher education institution. As well as contributing to the 

leadership literature, in particular leadership in higher education in the Australian 

university context, the findings have provided new material for the field of equity 
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leadership, about which little has previously been written. In particular, the research has 

drawn attention to issues of sexuality and gender identity within the university. 

 

By using the introduction of a sexuality equity agenda as a lens through which to view 

perceptions of leadership, the study has shifted the research gaze from the marginalized 

group to the mainstream: in this case, from a focus on ‘queers’ to one that ‘queeries’ the 

enactment of equity leadership. Although the study has not focused specifically upon 

the experiences of LGBT/I members of the University community, their voices have 

been interwoven through the research data. The study has consequently served to 

illuminate the way in which heterogemony operates within the university, to exclude 

and invisibilise LGBT/I staff and students, maintaining a climate in which they feel 

unsafe, and tacitly condoning discrimination and harassment. 

 

In utilising a case study approach, the importance of context to the enactment of 

leadership and its influence over the way in which leadership is perceived by others has 

been made explicit. Issues related to the external factors operating at the time of the 

introduction of the sexuality equity agenda, the specific nature of Reform U and its 

relationship to its community, the internal decision-making structures and the educative 

nature of its mission, all bore relevance to the expectations of leaders by other members 

of the institution and the characteristics attributed to them. The case study approach, 

while context specific, sensitises practitioners in other contexts to possibilities and 

enables them to draw implications for their own practice. 

Suggestions for further research 

The use of a case study approach in this exploratory study implies a contextual 

particularity for its findings. As a consequence, results from the study raise a number of 

key questions and possibilities for further investigation in other situations to ascertain 

the degree of commonality that might exist in different contexts. Within the case 

university itself, a longitudinal study might indicate whether movement towards the 

Organic model that Avery proposes as being underway in modern institutions is, in fact, 

taking place at this institution. However, what would have broader implications would 

be to move research beyond the particular institution to explore whether the model of 

leadership discovered in this study is one that is manifested in other universities of a 

similar type, in other universities more broadly in Australia or whether there is any 

application to other institutional forms.  
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The nature of the change agenda within this case study was one that related to social 

justice and equity in relation to sexuality and gender identity. Further research might 

establish whether the leadership model identified in this context is particular to a change 

agenda related to sexuality and gender identity or whether it might apply in other equity 

areas. Might it in fact apply to other change agendas outside the social justice and 

equity framework? 

 

Exploration of the relationships between the roles of the three leader groups might 

indicate whether this relationship is stable across different contexts or whether these 

groups come together in different ways. Further research of this nature could establish 

whether the same leadership model is in fact replicated for other change agendas, or 

whether a variety of models exist within the one institution according to the nature of 

the change agenda. Comparative studies could establish the relationship, if one exists, 

between context, the nature of the organisational culture, the particular change agenda 

and leadership models that are manifested. 

 

While the influence of values on decision-making emerged as a major theme in this 

study, it is not possible to state with any degree of surety whether this was unique to a 

social justice agenda or whether, in fact, the moral nature of the sexuality equity agenda 

enabled a clearer perception of the way in which values permeate leadership and 

decision-making. The traditional view of rational and objective decision-making is 

challenged by these findings, and there is potential to further explore the extent to which 

values influence decision-making in a range of contexts. Popper remarks that 

“homogeneity of values and cultural backgrounds might count most significantly in 

determining perceptions of leadership in organizations” (in Parry and Meindl 2002b, 

p10) and there appeared to be considerable congruence between the values of leader 

group members in this study. It is possible that perceptions of leadership may differ 

where there is not such a close alignment of values between leader groups, as was the 

case in this study. One of the potential outcomes for organisations in appointing people 

with closely aligned values may be to perpetuate institutional homogeneity and in doing 

so to be counterproductive to organisational diversity goals. But is homogeneity in 

valuing diversity, true homogeneity? Further research could explore these issues in 

depth. 
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While it was not a particular focus of this research, certain aspects about participants’ 

personal histories were revealed, sufficient to indicate the potential for further research 

that would expand the work of Shamir et al. (2005) who advocate that taking a ‘life-

story’ approach to the study of leadership. Such research would be able to explore the 

relationship between individuals’ personal histories, the values they espouse and how 

these are enacted within their leadership role. 

Conclusion 

Findings from this study challenge the traditional perspective of leadership as being 

situated in the office of the institutional leader only. Three distinct leadership groups, 

who shared a number of key characteristics, were identified. Their synergistic 

relationship facilitated the implementation of an institutional change agenda. The 

research suggests that leadership, as a recognisable behaviour, contained a number of 

important features and was constructed by observers of its performance, which supports 

Avery’s contention that: 

 
Some scholars argue that, contrary to the prevailing dogma, leadership does not rest in leaders, 
but is attributed to individuals by those who become their followers. Under this view, leadership 
resides in the minds of followers and other beholders, and is a socially agreed construct. 
(2004, p14) 

 

Social justice and equity matters are often considered peripheral to the core business of 

an institution and therefore the linkage between leadership and the introduction of an 

equity agenda has received little attention in the past. This study brings equity 

leadership in universities from the margins to centre stage and in doing so makes a 

contribution to the literature related to leadership in higher education as well as to the 

currently small body of work addressing issues of sexuality and gender identity in the 

workplace.  

 

By viewing leadership at the case study university through the eyes of individuals 

involved in the sexuality equity agenda, it has been possible to gain insight into the way 

in which leaders are perceived to manifest leadership behaviour. The study presents a 

model of leadership that goes beyond ‘leader and follower’ to capture the potential for 

initiating and implementing organisational change through the development of a 

synergistic relationship between strategically identified leader groups. 
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Appendix 1 

Glossary of Terms 
 
LGBTI 
BGLT/I 
 BGLTQ/I 
etc. 

Acronym for lesbian, gay, transgender, bisexual and intersex. Can be 
written in any order, and I have chosen to do this in this thesis to avoid 
privileging any particular group. Sometimes the 'I is distinguished 
from the other letters to acknowledge to specific nature of being born 
Intersex. Q may also be added to indicate 'Queer' 

Bisexual A person who has a sexual attraction to people regardless of gender. 
Transgender: This term may be used by someone who identifies as a different gender 

to the one they have been assigned by society, often living their lives as 
that gender, and who may or may not choose to undergo surgery that 
more closely aligns their body to their gender identity.  

Gay A male homosexual (gay man), but more recently may be used as a 
broad term to include gay men and lesbians. 

Lesbian A female homosexual. There are a number of terms (mostly 
derogatory) used to describe lesbians, including ‘dyke ‘, a term that has 
been reclaimed by the lesbian community. Sometimes incorporated 
under the general term ‘gay community’ 

Queer This originally derogatory term used to describe gay and lesbian 
individuals has been reclaimed by some members of LGBT 
communities. Some TBLG people object to the use of the term (and this 
may also be true of other “reclaimed” words, such as “dyke”). 

Intersex Previously known as hermaphrodite, Intersex is now the term used to 
describe the phenomenon where one is born with chromosomal 
differences from biologically male or female, and may also have 
anatomical/physiological characteristics that are not clearly identified 
as typically 'male' or 'female.  

Straight 
Str8 

Slang term for “heterosexual” - a person who is sexually attracted to 
someone of the opposite gender.  
 

Heterosexism Culturally and institutionally entrenched attitudes and practices which 
serve to oppress and marginalise LGBT persons 

Transphobia A term is generally applied to anyone who dislikes those identifying as 
transgender or transsexual and who may discriminate, make 
derogatory remarks, or engage in any form of harassment. 

Homophobia An irrational dislike of LGBTIQ people and may be expressed as 
avoidance behaviour, discrimination, or verbal or physical harassment. 

Heterogemony A term I have developed to describe the hegemonic nature of 
heterosexuality which, as the basic assumption of the dominant sexual 
class creates a hegemony that invisibilises alternatives. 

Closeted 
In the closet 

A lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender (LGBT) person who is secretive 
about their sexual orientation or gender history, out of fear or 
insecurity. They may try to 'pass' as straight. 
The opposite is to be 'out' of the closet. To deliberate disclose another 
person's alternative sexuality is to 'out' them. 

Rainbow An symbol of sexual diversity adopted by the GLBTI community and 
recognised internationally.  

Rainbow flag 
Pride flag 

The colours red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple are used to 
symbolize equality and diversity among all people. Sometimes with a 
black stripe along the bottom in honour and memoriam of those who 
have died of AIDS. 

Pride A celebration by the LGBTI community of their identity and 
commemorating the Stonewall riots. In most major cities in Australia 
the gay community holds a Pride Week, or Pride Month during which 
are staged a range of events, marches, concerts and films.  

Harmony Day A day designated by the Australian federal government to celebrate the 
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cultural diversity of the population and promote understanding of 
others on an annual basis. 

National Sorry Day The first National Sorry Day was held on 26 May 1998 following a 
recommendation in the Bringing them Home report, a report on an 
inquiry into the removal of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
children form their families. Sorry Day was held until 2004 after which 
the event was renamed the National Day of Healing..  

AVCC Australian Vice Chancellors’ Committee 
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Appendix 2 

Research question development. 
 

Development of the research question and preparatory work that informed this. 
Iteration Research Question Pilot Study TRIALLED 

METHODS 

1

What are the workplace experiences of 
gay and lesbian staff in Australian 
universities? 

Interviews with key 
informants 

‘Guided 
conversations’ – semi 
structured interviews. 
Thematic analysis 
Discourse analysis 

2

What are the issues related to social 
justice and equity within the university as 
identified by lesbian and gay university 
staff? 

Questionnaire – 
conducted by email 
with wide audience – 
self nominating, of 
target informants. 

Questionnaire  
Simple statistical 
analysis 

3

What barriers are perceived as militating 
against access to social justice and equity 
within the university by staff who identify 
as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
transsexual or Intersex? 

Second round of 
questionnaire with 
refined areas and 
questions 

Questionnaire 
Delphi technique 

4

What is effective practice in universities 
related to managing issues related to 
sexuality and gender identity for staff? 

Workshop at 
Conference with 
volunteers who 
identified as lesbian, 
bisexual and gay.  

Repertory grid 
Concept mapping 
Group discussion 
Thematic analysis,  
Repertory Grid 
analysis 
Discourse analysis 

5

How are equity and diversity issues 
related to sexuality and gender identity 
managed in Australian universities? Are 
there examples of universities that have 
successfully brought issues related to 
sexuality and gender identity forward into 
their mainstream equity agenda? 

Web scan of university 
policy documents and 
policy statements 

QSR6 NUD*IST 
Thematic analysis 

6

What are the choices and challenges for 
equity practitioners in effectively 
addressing issues related to sexuality and 
gender identity? 

Conference paper with 
invitation for feedback 

Presentation and 
group discussion. 

7

What contextual factors including 
leadership and management factors, 
created an environment within one 
particular Australian university that 
enabled issues of sexuality and gender 
identity for staff to be brought forward 
into the university’s mainstream equity 
agenda? 

 Document search 
Literature research 

8

Queerying Equity Practice: Changes, 
Choices and Challenges for leaders in 
effectively addressing issues related to 
sexuality and gender identity within an 
Australian University. 

 Document search 
Semi-Structured 
interviews  
QSR6 NUD*IST 
 

9
(final) 

What are perceptions of leadership in 
equity in relation to sexuality and gender 
identity within an Australian higher 
education institution notable for its 
policies in this area? 
 

Document search 
Semi-Structured 
interviews  
QSR6 NUD*IST 
LEXIMANCEER 
Thematic analysis 
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Appendix 3 

Information Statement. 
 

Information form provided to all participants and retained by them. 

Participation in this research project is voluntary.
If you are interested in participating in this research project, please contact the 
student researcher on their mobile or email address below. 
 
Research Project topic:
Queerying Equity Practice: Changes, Choices and Challenges for leaders in effectively 
addressing issues related to sexuality and gender identity within an Australian university. 
(A study towards meeting the requirements of the degree of Doctor of Education.) 

Researcher/Student:  Ann Stewart 
Griffith Institute for Higher Education 
ph 07 3365 11 (bh) 
 0401 997 435 (mb) 
ann.stewart@student.gu.edu.au

Principal Supervisor Dr Linda Conrad 
Griffith Institute for Higher Education 
Rm 4.15b, Social Sciences Building, Mt 
Gravatt Campus, Griffith University. 
Tel: +617 3875 6876 E-mail:
L.Conrad@griffith.edu.au

Associate Supervisor Adjunct Professor Roger Hunter 
School of Curriculum, Teaching and 
Learning. Mt Gravatt Campus. Griffith 
University. 
director@qld.lca.org.au or 
r.hunter@griffith.edu.au

Project outline 
The focus of this project is to ascertain the factors that created an environment within an 
Australian university in which issues of sexuality and gender identity for staff were able to be 
brought forward into the university’s mainstream equity agenda, and in particular to explore 
issues of leadership related to organisational change that this case study highlights. 
 
Approval for the research 
Approval has been obtained from the Vice Chancellor for this research project to be 
undertaken. Other than where participants are in positions where it may be difficult or 
not possible to disguise their identity, no identifying information about any individual 
will be provided to the University. The researcher has undertaken to provide the 
University with a brief report on the effectiveness of its programs and policies in the 
area of sexuality and gender identity, as far as can be ascertained through this research 
project. 
 
Participant requirements 
Participants will be staff of the case-study University, who agree to contribute to this 
research project. No screening process has been incorporated into the research project – 
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although certain staff in key positions will be approached with a request to consider 
participating, due to the nature of their role in the University with relation to the 
research topic. 
 
Participants will be interviewed in person by the researcher in a place of their choosing 
and at a time of mutual convenience. The interview will be taped. In some 
circumstances, it is possible that the researcher will seek clarification of some aspects of 
the interview either in person or by telephone or email.  
 
Funding 
The researcher is solely funding this research with no financial or in-kind support from 
any organisation or institution. 
 
Risks 
This project is exploring normal work practice and therefore there will be no physical 
risks to participants. There is potential for some participants to feel vulnerable regarding 
disclosure of their own sexuality or personal opinions and possibly to be identified 
through contextual material provided in the interview. In particular, some participants 
will hold key University positions where it may be difficult, if not impossible to prevent 
disclosure of identity. 
 
Accordingly, in writing up the outcomes from the project, every care will be taken to 
ensure that participants are in agreement about any public written outcomes. 
Pseudonyms will be used to protect people’s identities wherever practicable. In cases 
where this is not possible, protection of individuals will be ensured by providing all 
participants the opportunity to review the content of any material directly related to 
them with a view to clarifying or negotiating rewording. Participants will retain the 
right of veto over the inclusion of material that directly refers to them.

Voluntary Participation: 
Participation in the project is of a voluntary nature. Participants can withdraw from 
the research project at any time and do not have to give any reasons for 
withdrawing. 

Confidentiality 
Material collected will be stored on the personal computer of the researcher, which is not linked 
to any external server. Hard-copy material such as tapes or interview transcripts will be kept at 
the researcher’s home during the duration of the project. No one, other than the researcher, the 
transcriber of interviews and those academics with a genuine need-to-know will have access to 
the primary data collected (eg the researcher’s supervisors) or where this might be required for 
legal purposes. Data will be coded and pseudonyms used to ensure that participants’ identities 
are protected. At the completion of the project, data will be stored securely at the Griffith 
Institute for Higher Education, Griffith University. 
 
Benefits 
The study hopes to identify issues the development of cultural change within a University in 
developing an inclusive workplace for staff who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender 
or Intersex. The research will contribute to practice in the area of university leadership and the 
development of a workplace culture free of harassment and discrimination.  
 
Feedback 
Feedback will be provide to you by the researcher through the following means: 
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� A copy of relevant chapters of the final report where your material may be used 

in order that you can elaborate or further explain or clarify statements in the text 
attributed to you and negotiate alternative wording (please note; you retain the 
right of veto over material in the text attributed to you). You can also discuss 
any concerns regarding matters of confidentiality with the researcher,  

� A summary of the overall results of the research project 
 
And 
 
� A full copy of the final research project report if you request this. Such request 

can be made at any time prior to final printing of the project dissertation. 
 
Further Questions 
You may contact the researcher at any time with questions relevant to the research 
project. 
 
Complaints and/or concerns 
If you have any concerns, you may contact the Principal supervisor at any time (contact details 
listed above). 
 
If you have any complaint concerning the manner in which this research project is 
conducted it may be given to the researcher, or, if an independent person is preferred, 
the University’s Manager, Research Ethics Officer, Office for Research, Bray Centre, Griffith 
University, Kessels Road, Nathan, Qld 4111, telephone (07) 3875 5585 or research-
ethics@griffith.edu.au .

Privacy statement 
The conduct of this research involves the collection, access and / or use of your 
identified personal information. As outlined elsewhere in this information sheet, there 
may be some participants who hold a University positions where it may be impossible 
to disguise their identity. Other than this disclosure, the information collected is 
confidential and will not be disclosed to third parties without your consent, except to 
meet government, legal or other regulatory authority requirements. A de-identified copy 
of this data may be used for other research purposes. However, your anonymity will at 
all times be safeguarded. 
For further information consult the University’s Privacy Plan at 
www.gu.edu.au/ua/aa/vc/pp or telephone (07) 3875 5585. 
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Appendix 4 

Consent Form 
Consent form signed by all participants and retained by the researcher. 

 
THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
THE RESEARCH PROJECT’S INFORMATION STATEMENT.

RESEARCH PROJECT TOPIC:
Queerying Equity Practice: Changes, Choices and Challenges for leaders in effectively 
addressing issues related to sexuality and gender identity within an Australian university. 
 
(A study towards meeting the requirements of the degree of Doctor of Education.) 

Researcher/Student:  Ann Stewart 
Griffith Institute of Higher Education 
ph 07 3365 11 (bh) 
 0401 997 435 (mb) 
ann.stewart@student.gu.edu.au

Principal Supervisor Dr Linda Conrad 
Griffith Institute of Higher Education 
Rm 4.18b, Social Sciences Building, Mt 
Gravatt Campus, Griffith University. 
Tel: +617 3875 6876 E-mail:
L.Conrad@griffith.edu.au

Associate Supervisor Professor Roger Hunter 
School of Curriculum, Teaching and 
Learning. Mt Gravatt Campus. Griffith 
University. 
director@qld.lca.org.au or 
r.hunter@gu.edu.au 

By signing below, I confirm that I have read and understood the Information 
Statement and in particular that: 
 
• I understand that my involvement in this research will include participating in a face to 
face interview with possible follow up in person, by telephone or via email; 
 
• I have had any questions answered to my satisfaction; 
 
• I understand the risks involved; 
 
• I understand that there will be no direct benefit to me from my participation in 
this research; 
 
• I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary; 
 
• I understand that if I have any additional questions I can contact the research 
team; 
 
• I understand that I am free to withdraw at any time, without comment or penalty; 
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• I understand that I can contact the Manager, Research Ethics, at Griffith 
University Human Research Ethics Committee on 3875 5585 (or researchethics@ 
griffith.edu.au) if I have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the 
project; and 
 
• I agree to participate in the project Queerying Equity Practice: Changes, Choices and 
Challenges for leaders in effectively addressing issues related to sexuality and gender identity 
within an Australian university.’ 
 

Signatures: 
 

……………………………………………….. ……………….. 
Participant      Date 

 

….…………………………………………….     …………………… 
Investigator      Date 
 

Griffith University is grateful for your support for this research project being 
undertaken by a student of the University. 
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Appendix 5 

Participant Data 
 

Table A5.1: Participants by seniority. 
 Academic Non-Academic Total 

VC 1 – 1
Faculty Dean, Head 
of School or similar 

senior academic 

5 – 5

Departmental 
Director/Manager 

– 9 9

Other academic 4 – 4
Other non-academic  6 6

TOTAL 10 15 25 
(to protect the identify of participants, this table is of necessity very general)

Table A5.2: Participants by gender and sexuality identification. 
 M F TOTAL 

STR8 9 8 17 
LESBIAN – 3 3

GAY MALE 5 – 5
TOTAL 14 11 25 

(note. No participant identified as transgender or intersex) 
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Appendix 6 

Data analysis using QSR. N6 
 
Like Leximancer, QSR, N6, previously known as NUD*IST is a software program that 
provides capacity to manage large quantities of data. N6 facilitates the process of code-
and-retrieve work and supports the researcher’s theory-building efforts through 
providing a range of features, including memoing. Essentially N6 is a “tool kit to assist 
and support individuals and groups who are engaged in qualitative research processes. 
There has been considerable trepidation expressed by some about the role of computer 
assisted data analysis in qualitative studies and their potential to distort the framework 
of analysis or distance the researcher from “their fieldwork and their empirical 
materials”(Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p638). Lyn Richards herself, one of the developers 
of NUD*IST and N6 warns of the dangers of ‘coding fetishism’ and the need to avoid 
the “compulsive activity of coding that cab easily replace reflection and exploration of 
data”(Morse and Richards 2002, p126). 
 
The reality is, however, that used as a tool kit, N6 does not displace the researcher of the 
analytic processes that are central to research. But rather “supports the processes that 
activities that you engage in as you go about the business of doing qualitative research” 
(p1, Gahan and Hannibal 1998). Through reiterations of interrogation of the data as well 
as manual interaction with documents and supplemented by Leximancer, N6 enables the 
intellectual work of analysis to be carried out with increased rapidity, supporting the 
analytic process of systematic categorisation of themes, concepts and ideas, and through 
memoing or annotations, and provides capacity to note emergent theories. Coding, or 
categorization is a process used extensively in qualitative research; “When our goal is 
comprehending and learning, seeing or saying something new, predicting or 
understanding, we categorize”(Morse and Richards 2002, p132). 
 
Example from N6 tutorial ‘Daycare’ and altered to illustrate method used in this 
‘Project.’ 
 
* Q:    
You said you were rather worried. What were you worried about? 

*JOANNA: 
Um I was worried that it was going to affect him not being with me - that he wouldn't get the 
same love and attention - that he'd cry and miss me and but now I think its ah I worry more 
about me missing him than him missing me.  

Coding is a process to get from “unstructured and messy data to ideas about what is 
going on in the data…abstracting, or ‘thinking up’ from the data” (p111, Morse and 
Richards 2002). At its more simple level coding is merely labelling data, and enables 
grouping together of related material. N6 provides for easy retrieval of text from 
original documents, and from codes developed – ‘Nodes’. It is possible to ‘jump’ from 
text captured within Nodes back to the original document to explore the context from 
which the extracted text unit comes. N6 also enables spreading selected text units and 
for this to be incorporated into the coded material as appropriate. For example, it may 
be that a text search captures one text unit in which a keyword is located. Upon 
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exploration, the researcher realises that it is more useful to bring in additional text units 
which are also relevant to the category. In the following example, the word MIND has 
been capitalised to demonstrate this was the item searched for by N6 and located in the 
retrieved text unit ‘A’. The researcher has jumped back to the original data and decided 
to expand the amount of text captured to include more contextual information relevant 
to the focus of their study. 
 
Example from N6 tutorial ‘Daycare’  
(altered to illustrate method used in Leadership ‘Project.’) 
A. Single text unit coded 
ON-LINE DOCUMENT: cindy 
* DAY CARE STUDY - PILOT  
* Interview BC1 "Cindy"/baby Toby 5 mths, in  
care for 2.5 mths 
* 10.6.1988. Interviewer Jan. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
CINDY:    Yeah no I don't MIND now. 

____________________________________________________________ 
B. Selections coding spread by 2 text units either side 

CINDY:    Since he... he wasn't quite 3 months.  About 12 weeks. 
Q.   How do you feel about it now? 
CINDY:    Yeah no I don't MIND now.  
JAN:    So your emotions have changed since the first few  weeks.  
CINDY:    Yeah definitely.  Yeah I don't MIND now.  We are in a routine. 

Coding data leads from a simple labelling process to identifying the themes and more 
abstract categories that become apparent as the researcher becomes more familiar with 
the data, or as is sometimes described, the categories ‘emerge’ from the data. Morse and 
Richards describe ‘Topic coding’ as an “analytic activity; it entails creating a category 
of recognizing one from earlier, reflecting on where it belongs among your growing 
ideas, and reflecting on the data you are referring to and how they fit with the other data 
coded there” (p117, Morse and Richards 2002). They go on to note that this process 
easily leads into analysis as one codes “up from the data…because you can review data 
coded at a topic for dimensions or patters, coding on from there to new, finer 
categories.” (p117, ibid. Original emphasis). 
 
N6 provides capacity to code each text unit in a number of different ways. For example, 
the following passage taken from N6 tutorial ‘Daycare’ was coded as: 
 

� Female 
� 30’s 
� Protestant 
� Professionalizing 
� Free to Choose 

 
JOANNA:    I'd still have him go into a creche maybe not quite as much as he does at the 
moment um and I think I would prefer to have more help at a night time.   

N6 provides a capacity to annotate the text with comments stored in the text document, 
such annotations are then regarded as part of the document text and can be included in 
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later coding. In this study, I did not however, wish to incorporate my own thoughts or 
commentary on the data to be recorded within the data itself, so chose to record such 
thoughts and ideas in the memos attached to documents or nodes. This did however 
have the disadvantage of separating the idea from the text passage, although at times a 
copy of the text unit was made within the memo if it was considered imperative. 
 
An example of an Index Tree, adapted fromN6 tutorial ‘Daycare’ is provided below, which 
displays the ‘parent and child’ nodes. 
 
REPORT ON NODES FROM Tree Nodes '~/' 
Depth: ALL 
Restriction on coding data: NONE 

(1)                     /base data 
(1 1)                   /base data/interviewees 
(1 1 1)                 /base data/interviewees/gender 
(1 1 1 1)               /base data/interviewees/gender/male 
(1 1 1 2)               /base data/interviewees/gender/female 
(1 1 2)                 /base data/interviewees/age-group 
(1 1 2 1)               /base data/interviewees/age-group/20s 
(1 1 2 2)               /base data/interviewees/age-group/30s 
(1 1 2 3)               /base data/interviewees/age-group/40s 
(1 1 3)                 /base data/interviewees/religion 
(1 1 3 1)               /base data/interviewees/religion/Catholic 
(1 1 3 2)               /base data/interviewees/religion/Protestant 
(1 1 3 3)               /base data/interviewees/religion/other 
(1 1 3 4)               /base data/interviewees/religion/no religion 
…
(6)                     /values 

(6 1)                   /values/child's needs 
(6 1 1)                 /values/child's needs/love 
(6 1 2)                 /values/child's needs/cuddles 
(6 1 3)                 /values/child's needs/company 
…
(6 2)                   /values/childrearing 
(6 3)                   /values/childcare 
(6 3 1)                 /values/childcare/carers 
(6 3 1 1)               /values/childcare/carers/professional 
(6 3 1 3)               /values/childcare/carers/enthusiastic 
(6 3 1 4)               /values/childcare/carers/not just efficient 
…
(7)                     /behaviour 
(7 1)                   /behaviour/babies' 
(7 1 1)                 /behaviour/babies'/crying 
(7 1 2)                 /behaviour/babies'/sleeping 
…
(7 2)                   /behaviour/mothers' 

(7 2 1)                 /behaviour/mothers'/organising 
(7 2 1 1)               /behaviour/mothers'/organising/shopping 
(7 2 1 3)               /behaviour/mothers'/organising/getting a place 
(7 2 2)                 /behaviour/mothers'/adapting 
(7 2 2 1)               /behaviour/mothers'/adapting/in routine 
(7 2 2 2)               /behaviour/mothers'/adapting/changing standards 
(7 2 2 4)               /behaviour/mothers'/adapting/settling in… 

At this point in the analysis, I found useful to develop a visual picture of the emerging 
theories. I therefore drew a number of concept maps which assisted me in identifying 
connections between concepts as well as disconnections, recognizing patterns, major 
themes and gaps in the analysis and drove me to further and increasingly focussed 
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interrogation of the data and taking Charmaz’ advice to examine the categories for 
unstated assumptions and meanings, and “how these…relate to conditions in which a 
category emerges”(in Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p519), which led to refinement of the 
developing a tree node structure to better reflect these connections and differences,  
 
I had anticipated that returning to Leximancer at this point would enable closer 
integration of the themes and concepts from Leximancer into the N6 program, however, 
I felt that the major concepts and/or themes Leximancer had identified were in fact 
captured within N6, and that others needed to be dealt with in their own right, and 
others in a more cursory manner. Although interesting in their own right, they were, 
because of the nature of Leximancer itself, some were not necessarily directly relevant 
to the research topic, others could be captured within the discussion of the context of the 
case study. 
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Appendix 7 

N6 Examples of memos 
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Appendix 8 
 

QSR, N6 Node Tree Display at Root 
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Appendix 9 
 

QSR, N6 text search reports summary examples 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
+++ Results of text search for '[courage|courageous|brave|bravery]' 

'courage' or 'courageous' or 'brave' or 'bravery': 
++ Total number of text units found = 32 
++ Finds in 15 documents out of 42 online documents, = 36%. 
++ The online documents with finds have a total of 8521 text units, 
so text units found in these documents = 0.38%. 

++ The selected online documents have a total of 13987 text units, 
so text units found in these documents = 0.23%. 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
+++ Results of text search for 
'[fear|hostile|danger|dangerous|threat|menace|frightened|peril|scared]' 

'fear' or 'hostile' or 'danger' or 'dangerous' or 'threat' or 'menace' or 'frigh 
tened' or 'peril' or 'scared': 
++ Total number of text units found = 39 
++ Finds in 18 documents out of 42 online documents, = 43%. 
++ The online documents with finds have a total of 8023 text units, 

so text units found in these documents = 0.49%. 
++ The selected online documents have a total of 13987 text units, 

so text units found in these documents = 0.28%. 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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Appendix 10  

Tree Nodes Summary Report 
QSR N6 Full version, revision 6.0. 
Licensee: Ann Stewart. 

PROJECT: EdD project, User Ann Stewart, 6:09 pm, Mar 22, 2006. 

REPORT ON NODES FROM Tree Nodes '~/' 
Depth: ALL 
Restriction on coding data: NONE 

(1)                     /Expectations 
(1 1)                   /Expectations/Expectations of self 
(1 3)                   /Expectations/expectation of leader 
(1 3 4)                 /Expectations/expectation of leader/respect 
(1 20)                  /Expectations/expectation of followers 
(2)                     /Values 
(2 1)                   /Values/alignment of values 
(2 2)                   /Values/Values as motivators 
(2 15)                  /Values/values unclear 
(3)                     /Knowledge 
(3 1)                   /Knowledge/Learning curve 
(3 18)                  /Knowledge/knowing the people 
(3 23)                  /Knowledge/knowledge of issue 
(4)                     /Power 
(4 7)                   /Power/Authority 
(4 7 5)                 /Power/Authority/Formal structure 
(4 7 7)                 /Power/Authority/normalizing the issue 
(4 7 15)                /Power/Authority/legitimation 
(4 14)                  /Power/leader IS the university 
(4 15)                  /Power/positional power 
(4 19)                  /Power/influence 
(4 21)                  /Power/high level support 
(5)                     /context of dvlpt 
(5 1)                   /context of dvlpt/Community concerns 
(5 2)                   /context of dvlpt/past record 
(5 3)                   /context of dvlpt/reflecting or leading community 
(5 9)                   /context of dvlpt/differing perspectives 
(5 22)                  /context of dvlpt/risk and fear 
(5 23)                  /context of dvlpt/R. Case 
(6)                     /Positional leader 
(6 24)                  /Positional leader/opportunism 
(8)                     /Tension, Absence and Resistance 
(8 10)                  /Tension, Absence and Resistance/not leadership 
(8 15)                  /Tension, Absence and Resistance/Missing in action 
(8 19)                  /Tension, Absence and Resistance/tensions 
(9)                     /relationships 
(9 4)                   /relationships/Shared leadership attributes 
(9 4 10)                /relationships/Shared leadership attributes/leading by example 
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(9 4 10 2)              /relationships/Shared leadership attributes/leading by 
example/Showing Commitment 
(11)                    /Organisational leader 
(11 4)                  /Organisational leader/Leadership Style 
(11 4 11)               /Organisational leader/Leadership Style/hands-on leadership 
(11 4 12)               /Organisational leader/Leadership Style/leader as champion 
(11 4 12 15)            /Organisational leader/Leadership Style/leader as champion/taking a 
stand 
(11 4 15)               /Organisational leader/Leadership Style/autocratic leadership 
(11 4 21)               /Organisational leader/Leadership Style/passive leadership 
(11 4 23)               /Organisational leader/Leadership Style/consultative leadership 
(11 17)                 /Organisational leader/Vision 
(15)                    /Initiating leaders 
(15 3)                  /Initiating leaders/lived experience 
(15 7)                  /Initiating leaders/grass roots led 
(15 7 1)                /Initiating leaders/grass roots led/motivation on basis sexuality 
(15 7 3)                /Initiating leaders/grass roots led/culture change 
(15 9)                  /Initiating leaders/Pushing the agenda 
(15 13)                 /Initiating leaders/strategies to progress agenda 
(15 13 1)               /Initiating leaders/strategies to progress agenda/Gay Str8 alliance 
(15 13 6)               /Initiating leaders/strategies to progress agenda/leading up 
(15 13 6 5)             /Initiating leaders/strategies to progress agenda/leading up/support 
for the leader 
(15 18)                 /Initiating leaders/Collaborative leadership 
(15 18 2)               /Initiating leaders/Collaborative leadership/Queer mutual support 
(16)                    /courage 
(16 1)                  /courage/courage in coming out 
(16 2)                  /courage/courageous decisions 
(16 3)                  /courage/Str8 allies courage 
(16 4)                  /courage/Pride March 
(16 15)                 /courage/Rainbow Flag 
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Appendix 11 

Data analysis using Leximancer 
 
All interviews and online documents were run through Leximancer in Linear format as 
recommended, to a point where stability was achieved. Frequently appearing concepts 
which did not appear to be  particularly pertinent to research topic were explored for 
relevancy and those considered irrelevant were deleted (Table A11.1). This was 
achieved through generating the concept list and finding occurrences in the original text 
where the terms occurred in relation to others, for example people with linked high 
frequency terms such as issues or think . This enabled a decision to be made about the 
meaningfulness of the term to the research topic. Where any doubt existed, the concept 
was retained for future exploration.  
 
Table A11.1: Apparent irrelevant concepts. 
Concept Rationale Decision 

Time Various references in the text e.g.Time to do things; At the time…, and 
usually occur in context with other more meaningful concepts that show up in 
their own right. There are occasions however, when the term provides a 
marker to specific incidents relevant to the topic.  

Retain 

Feel While sometimes used as an opinion marker, i.e. ‘ I feel’-  also often used in 
relation to the effects of the agenda or being involved in its implementation, 
as in ‘it feels … 

Retain 

Students  At times irrelevant – eg general term referring to teaching and learning, but at 
other times relationship to the agenda i.e. rationale as pertinent to the queer 
students. 

Retain 

FLAG Program name –  too specific single aspect of the total agenda Remove 
Think Mostly used as ‘I think…’ to justify opinion.   Remove 
People General term to refer to others, usually members of the university community. Remove 
Sense  Used in contexts such as ‘That makes sense…, I sense (same as I think), or ; 

To get a sense of … Appears to have little relevancy to topic. 
Remove 

Fact Most often used as opinion; e.g. ‘In fact… As a matter of fact...’. Little 
meaningfulness. 

Remove 

Learning 
Teaching 

Both terms primarily appear in Inclusive Curriculum document. Some other 
references to teaching and learning in general sense. Not relevant to topic. 

Remove 

Year Used primarily as general time marker; ‘Over the years…, This year. … Remove 

The mapping process was then rerun and the resultant map (Figure A 11.1) rotated 277° 
to position the term leadership where it had been in the original  map to enable clearer 
comparison and to check for significant differences. There were none, which indicated 
sufficient stability and therefore reliability to proceed. 
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Figure A11. 1: Leximancer map showing selected terms removed, Points 100%, 
Themes 0%, Rotation 277° 

 
Quadrant 1 clusters together belief, leadership, agenda, influence, champion, decision, 
authority, important, university, policy, project, and program, with the term support.
Quadrant 2 clusters executive, process, change, vision, committee, equity with gender, 
diversity, and issues. These two quadrants also have a greater number of concepts in 
their cluster than the two lower quadrants. Quadrant 3 demonstrates strong linkages 
between issues of  fear, safety, and risk, and the concepts group, community, lesbian 
and gay, advocacy, courage, and feel. Quadrant 4  brings together staff, academic, 
students, work, women  and terms should and fear, although it should also be noted that 
fear is in relative proximity to time, lesbian and gay. 

The context of the concepts within the original data, suggests that those in Quadrant 1 
primarily relate to leadership behaviour  which is necessary to effect systemic change 
within the university, leaders driving issues, engaging others, and providing support at 
key times and to key people; for example: 
 

So they're the groups that I would see often taking those 
agendas up, and being aware of them, they push it. And that's 
appropriate because I think you need some catalyst. So what 
I'm, I guess what I'm saying is you need champion, you need an 
institutional support process, but you also need then those who 
push the agenda and start to make people engage with it a little 
more fully. [Geraldine] 

 
Quadrant 2 indicates a ‘big picture’ view of the issue being researched and structures 
within the institution that can effect (and affect) this, in particular the Executive 
decision-making group and the need to ensure they understand and support the issue. 
 

But that's part of that, that's what I'm saying, that you know that 
transformation process for our senior executive in actually 
saying, you know, you can use the word queer, you know, do 
you know how, like that kind of thing so that they weren't 
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doing a launch of something and just using completely 
inappropriate language, or language that could alienate or you 
know all that kind of stuff. (Hannah) 
 
I'm out of the university a lot more but I think the, you know, 
I've had a wonderful chance of picking my own executive team. 
So you know … in the last two years … I um spent a lot of time 
selecting those people. And I'm confident that they share my 
view of the world and that, you know, that there's a lot of good 
people out there and that we'll move forward on these fronts. 
(Justin) 

 
Quadrant 3 focuses upon issues of personal safety and concern for the LGBT 
community, primarily within the University, although a number of documents refer to 
the wider community. 
 

It could be, who knows. [Laughs] I mean I couldn't say that I 
am safe, that there isn't some thing that might happen on 
campus that might, you know, when I put up for a promotion 
next year there could be somebody on that panel who can sway 
the conversation a little bit, who knows that I'm lesbian and 
doesn't approve. You know, so it doesn't protect me but it does 
make me more courageous. (Barbara) 
 
Possibly, because I don't want to be seen to be like pushing a 
barrow. Um, that being said, a lot of my staff are gay and I have 
a transgender staff as well and it, I think just about the whole 
staff know about everybody. So it's not, I think they all feel it's 
safe to be here and comfortable. (Andrew) 

 
Quadrant 4 refers to the day to day business of the university and moral statements of 
how diversity issues are or ought to  be considered. 
 

Which is I would have thought say 10 years ago that my 
predecessor probably was challenged often about why everyone 
was beating their gums about women at Reform U. And there 
were some reviews of the position of academic women in 1996 
and the position of general staff women in 1998 and even then, 
even as late as then, you could tell that there was, from reading 
the documents, there was a ground swell of opinion that 
thought that ‘This is all crap’, and gender equality and this 
whole thing about equitable representation um that it wasn't 
something that we should be striving for, and that women were 
just a complaining lot. (Julia) 

 
The next process utilising Leximancer was to identify the major themes in conjunction 
with the full concept set, with the setting to a point of maximum analytic 
meaningfulness. this was established at 44% (Figure A11.2).  
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Figure A11.2:  Leximancer map showing theme identification, Points 100%, 
Theme 44%, Rotation 277° 

 
KEY: (L-R )

Lime Green 
leadership 

Red program 
Orange Community 
Purple Gay 
Pink Equity 

Dark Blue University 
Aqua issues 

The theme map reveals interesting clustering of concepts within each theme, although 
what I found particularly interesting were the concepts overlapped by two or more 
themes. 
 
Table A11.2: Concepts contained within key themes 

Theme
Clustered 
concepts Theme

Clustered 
concepts 

LEADERSHIP leadership 
process 
belief 
influence 
change 
vision 
agenda 
decision 

COMMUNITY community 
courage 
safety 
feel 

PROGRAM program 
support 
important 
authority 
support 

ISSUE issues 
staff 
women 
academic 
work 
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champion view 
gender 
diversity 
sexuality 
risk 
students 

UNIVERSITY university 
policy 
agenda 
diversity 
advocacy 
project 
decision 
policy 

GAY gay 
lesbian 
time 
fear 
students 
group 
safety 
feel 

EQUITY equity 
executive 
committee 
view 
vision 
change 
gender 
diversity 

Table A11.3: Concepts within theme overlap 
 

Finally the links from leadership were identified, which as could be expected, 
demonstrated connection with the majority of concepts in the concept map (Map 3).  

Concepts 
Theme overlap

agenda UNIVERSITY 
LEADERSHIP 

change EQUITY 
LEADERSHIP 

vision UNIVERSITY 
EQUITY 

LEADERSHIP 
diversity UNIVERSITY 

EQUITY 
ISSUES 

gender EQUITY 
ISSUES 

issues EQUITY 
ISSUES 

sexuality UNIVERSITY 
ISSUES 

students ISSUES 
GAY 

safety 
feel 

GAY 
COMMUNITY 
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Figure A11.3: Leximancer map showing links from ‘leadership’ to other concepts 
 
What I did find surprising was that there is no apparent linkage between leadership and 
belief, nor leadership with authority. Exploring the links from belief reveals that it is 
connected only to the concept agenda, and authority is connected to important, 
community, sexuality, women and change. There is also a weak relationship between 
leadership and concepts such as vision, champion or policy.15 The conflation by 
Leximancer of concepts with words from the data meant that these more abstract 
connections were not identified.  

15 As noted in the Methods chapter, the conflation by Leximancer of ‘concepts’ with ‘words’ meant that 
more abstract connections were not identified. The generation of concepts through the thematic coding 
approach used in QSR N6  demonstrated there were in fact connections between these. 
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Table A11.4: Related entities (and locations). 
(Count: 31) 

 Concept Absolute CountRelative Count
issues 31 26% 

university 30 25.2% 
diversity 18 15.1% 
program 18 15.1% 
sexuality 17 14.2% 
change 15 12.6% 
equity 13 10.9% 
gender 12 10% 
agenda 12 10% 
project 10 8.4% 

staff 10 8.4% 
work 9 7.5% 

important 9 7.5% 
support 8 6.7% 
women 7 5.8% 

community 7 5.8% 
should 6 5% 
time 6 5% 

process 6 5% 
view 5 4.2% 

vision 3 2.5% 
students 3 2.5% 

committee 2 1.6% 
feel 2 1.6% 

group 2 1.6% 
academic 2 1.6% 

gay 1 0.8% 
executive 1 0.8% 
champion 1 0.8% 

policy 1 0.8% 
lesbian 1 0.8% 


